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The University Seal 
\ ... /. 
The flaming torch on the seal of th~ L)niver'sity~ 
symbolizes the light and guidance of Faith. An ope·n~­
book represents the College of Arts and Sciences a~d 
its liberalizing influence on the professional schools of 
the University. The gear conveys the idea of the 
School of Engineering and the Technical Institute, 
professional units of the University. Strongly lighted 
over the flame of the torch the letter " M" proclaims 
the Marian spirit of the Society of Mary (Marianists), 
the religious order of men which conducts the Univer-
sity. The "M" likewise recalls the original name of the 
University, Saint Mary's Institute. 
"Pro Deo et Patria" (For God and Country), the 
motto of the University, expresses the ideal of service 
and the proper to be followed in that service. 
The figure "1850" in the outer rim of the seal is the 
foundation date of the school. The name, UNIVERSI-
TY OF DAYTON, was adopted in 1920. The combi-
nation of red and blue, the school colors, repeats the 
theme of loyalty country and love of Mary, the Moth-
er of God. The blue may also stand for truth and the 
red for charity to all. 
The idea of completeness of education, religious, 
moral, intellectual, aesthetic, social and physical, is 
revealed in the circular shape of the seal itself_ The 
circle likewise symbolizes continuity of purpose and 
the perpetual service of the Society of Mary. (] 
.. 
[ 
; 
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Tbe $3.2 million brand new VIrginia W. Ketter• 
lng reeldence hall for sophomore• reate on Stu• 
art Hill. "The Hilton on the Hill," at It It afff!c• 
tlonately called, contains 119 four-pereon 
tultf!t with the pottlblllty to expand whenever 
needed. 
eople. Diverse people. 
Rushing in a million 
different directions 
with a million different 
things to do. Yet 
within this wild rush of 
life, a sense of order pervades. A 
common bond brings thousands 
together from different 
backgrounds, different races, 
different majors, and for different 
reasons. Diverse people in 
communion. Sharing. [] 
All along Alberta Street, the Delta Omega Tau 
sorority Joined hande with dozen• of other or-
ganization• to participate In Handa Across the 
Ghetto U on November 13, which wae orga· 
nlzed and aponaored by Campue Ministry. 
Bill Cunningham 
It wae feared that Ohlo'e change In drinking 
age would curtail SGA/Tallgatere Club week· 
end tallgatee. However It did not stop Tim Col· 
IJne and Colleen Pero from enjoying a tailgate 
with hot doge and beverage• before a football 
game . 
An average of 4 ,827 fane per game pac~ed Into 
Wf!lcome etadlum to eupport the Flyere foot-
ball team at they played their way to the Dlvl-
tlon Ill NaUonal Champlonehlp a t the Stagg 
Bowl for the third time In 10 yean. 
Jeff Miller 
Cathy Warth 
Bill Cunnlngbm 
"Many of the activities and 
organizations people can get 
involved with lend them-
selves to diversity. " 
- Nancy Walker 
6 
Senior running back Dave Jones race• toward 
the end zone en route to a 38·36 upeet of de· 
fending National Champion Augustan•. The 
Flyeu snapped Auguatana'a 60·game wlonlng 
streak In the second round of the Dlvlelon Ill 
playoffs at Welcome Stadium. 
------OpeMiJtg ·---
Ty Greenlee• 
But Cunningham 
Although very few In number, the black greek 
organization• on campua are very active In cui· 
tural and community actlvlttea. Sorore of the 
Delta Sigma Theta Sororlly, Inc. Edna Hobba 
and Marvlette Allen dleplay the trademark• of 
their chapter In O 'Reilly Hall 
"Doing the Piau" Ia popular In the warm 
months, eepectally with lrleh Club member• 
Mike Frye and Bob Mlklo1ey. The Plaza waa 
also an eaey place to hold meetings. such •• 
planning the annuallrlah Club Boat Trlp up the 
Ohio River. 
Colleen Pero 
ervice. We get a rush 
from helping someone 
else. The feeling of 
service is almost like a 
Friday night party. 
The high comes in 
many different forms. A special 
thrill of victory in the name of our 
school. Pride in leading others at a 
retreat. Taking time to help another 
student with classwork. Though the 
events are different, the feelings are 
the same. 
Jeff Miller 
~ 
"The social, 
academic, 
and extra-
curricular 
activities at 
UD allow all 
students the 
chance to 
participate 
and come 
together as a 
community" 
- Jim Gates 
O n the WordStar program, • faithful friend and 
teacher can ease the transJsltlon Into computer 
literacy. The Anderson Center became a haven 
of many fans for word processing and 
programming. 
OpeJUMg 7 

Over $2 million worth of damage waa 
done on December 22, becau•e of faulty 
wblng. St. Joseph's Is one of the oldeat 
buildings on campul and Is home to the 
Communications, Political Science, and 
Sociology departments, although the de· 
partmente were relocated after It waa 
closed for remodeling. 
Mott Boll 
The tlatue of the VIrgin Mary aacenda 
above the Library lawn. Because the 
statue was never completed, the senior 
claaa began a campaign to have It fin· 
lshed but suffered by lack of aupport. 
radition. Things 
change. We have to 
accept the fact that as 
time progresses, 
change affects our 
surroundings. Nature 
adapts, but we are left 
to question the connection between 
the old and the new. We cherish old 
buildings like St. Joseph's because 
they remind us of the past. Yet we 
continue to view new buildings like 
the Anderson Center as the wave of 
the future, allusions of what is to 
come. The mingling of tradition and 
change. Bringing us together. [] 
Jeff Miller 
BJII Cunningham 
When thlnga get tough In college, hangtn' In there Ia aome-
llmea the beat one can do. 
Stepping Into the Anderaon Computer Science Center Ja like 
etepplng Into the future. The center waa built In 1986, with 
mo•• then 180 termln•l• for atudent, f•culty, •nd ebff to 
•ee. moving D•yton lato the computer gencr•tlon. 
BJIJ Cunningham 
Hom~comlng brought In the larg~et football Thouaande of etud~nte each day paee by the 
crowd during the 1987 eeaeon. Some 8,230 fane booketore on their way to elaee and are re-
watch •• eenlor Michelle Warl .. e le crowned minded of their echool eplrlt by the Uolveralty 
Homecoming Queen. logo on the algn outalde. 
Carol Hutchcraft 
oyalty. To 
ourselves, to 
our goals, to our school. No 
obligations, only our own set of 
standards to guide our actions. 
With that, we feel a connection to 
our environment that encourages us , 
to support each other. Helping a 
friend to survive exams, shoveling a 
stranger's car out of a January 
storm, cheering on our team, even 
at a losing game. Part of our 
loyalty is to ourselves. Part is to 
others. 
Senior Tim Eubank, #Y>, geto a blgb five from a Performing at all home football gameo and 
teammate In the final moment.e of the Flyer• •omc men'• ba•ketball gamee, the Flyerettee 
UpMt over Auguetana. add color and excitement to the Prfde of 
Daytoa Marchlrtg Band. 
Ty Greenlee. 
"Our unique social atmo-
sphere allows students 
from all walks of life to 
eventually grow to be 
more well rounded indi-
viduals" - Tom Ogburn 
a- .- ~ '1 
--· -· '/J1M.iJig J .. 
Many people claim that tbe off-campue houelng 
a .. ea, affectionately named "tbe Ghetto, .. le the 
heart of campue. The Ghetto lendelteelf to be a 
good place for etudenta to expel"lence living In 
a community atmoephere and Ia aleo a great 
place for etudent partlee . 
.. Doing the Plaza" Ia a between-claN eeaentlal 
for the eoclal butterfilea. During the cooler 
montha. atudenta moved indoor• to the Pub 
and Food Court In Kennedy Union to catch up 
on the lateat newe. 
National attention Ia focuaed on Jane Hoaklng, 
Colleen McNulty, and Marv Gorden aa they par· 
tlclpate to Handa Aero .. the Ghetto II. It Ia 
eatlmated that 1200 1tudenta, faculty, and ataff 
Joined hand• November 13 to ralae money for 
Hunger AwareneN Week. 
Colleen Pero Bill Cunnlftghom 
xperience. So much goes into 
our time. Sometimes it's hard 
to put things into 
perspective. But as students, 
we have the time to decide 
which aspects of our lives 
are the most important. An 
atmosphere that encourages 
growth is necessary. This is a 
period of our lives when we are pulled 
in different directions. A pluralistic 
education is essential in showing us 
how to establish our priorities. We 
must create a balance between our 
academic, religious, and social lives. 
Making life a balancing act. I] 
Ghetto porche• are often the acene for frlencla 
to get together and relax. One way to get away 
from the cla1a·llfe Ia to play guitar and alng 
aome old mellow tune• with Mary Roae Konl· 
kowakl and Bob Pontlcello. 
• 
-- --- --- --
''I'll never forget the friends 
I've met or the memories 
made at UD, especially my 
housemates. '' 
- Pegeen Sercer 
Colleen Pero 


Here This Morning; Gone This Afternoon 
he new breed of engi-
neers are not the kind 
of nerdy geeks who don't 
know the meaning of the 
word "fashion". Taped glass-
es are finally out, (modern en-
gineers use crazy glue), as are 
pocket protectors. High-
waters are also optional these 
days; ankles get too cold in 
the winter. Fortunately, engi-
neers still have one distinctive 
trademark; just look at their 
book bags. Engineers are still 
the only people who bring 
their books to class. - Jim 
Fister[] 
Engineering student, Gregg Strunks 
checks up on the latest fashion 
trends in Gentleman's Quarterly 
magazine instead of doing his home· 
work. 
r:: regressive clothing is 
not a fashion state-
ment, but a denial of fashion. 
We wear simple designs and 
simple colors - black, white 
and army green. This is our 
war against the society that 
tries to tell us what to wear 
and how to act. Our clothes 
show our rebellion, not our 
conformity to the latest 
trend. We dare to be differ-
ent. - Clayton Bruckert [] 
A paisley shirt and army green 
sweater are characteristic of John 
Wentz' progressive style wardrobe. 
A paisley shirt and army green 
sweater are characteristic of John 
Wentz' progressive style wardrobe. 
Bill Cunningham 
Bill C... ....... 
00 aseball hats, team 
sweats, and gym shoes. 
The average jock just can't 
seem to tear himself out of 
his practice sweats and into 
anything else. For some rea-
son, comfort comes from the 
worn, mud-and-sweat stained 
clothes; they become a part 
of the jock. The grueling 
workouts and record-break-
ing moments become the 
threads of his practice 
clothes, and it becomes more 
difficult to wean the big jock 
from the security of his 
sweats. They have become 
one.[] 
A ripped !·shirt shows off hours and 
hours of hard work. After a workout, 
Mark Naymik takes a short breather. 
Tom Wildt 
hese days it seems that 
nothing is more impor-
tant to a person than their 
appearance. But with all of 
the long, flowing hairstyles 
around, why do some men 
and women choose to wear a 
super-short, almost crew-cut-
ted hairdo? Maybe men want 
to look "tough" and different 
from other men. Perhaps for 
women it is a subliminal mes-
sage to men that says, "I can 
do anything that you can do . 
Just look at my hair." Most 
likely, though, both men and 
women wear super-short hair 
because it takes less time to 
wash and style. Simplicity 
play's a major role in today 's 
appearance_ 
- Judy Butkiewicz (] 
Guys as well as girls like short 
hair, however the shorter It Is 
the more often It needs trim-
ming. Jim Boyd gets a trim at 
the barber. 
1 
'i •;' aking up hours be-
fore I should have, I 
meticulously applied layers of 
makeup, curled every inch of 
my hair, and picked the pair 
of stockings that best 
matched my carefully 
planned outfit My freshman 
year - I'll never forget it 
As time progressed, my 
habits regressed_ Now I bare-
ly manage to roll out of bed in 
time to pull a baseball hat on 
my tousled head. Forget the 
makeup and the stockings. 
I'm lucky if my sweats match. 
My senior year - I'll never 
regret it. 
- Mary DeBauche [] 
Theresa McDermott shows that 
seniors are exclusive to sweat-
shirts, unlike freshmen who 
wear pearls. 
It's not just for breakfast anymore 
.:;;: he difference in The 
Pub before and after 8 
p.m. is literally night and day. 
Starting at 6 a.m., ambitious 
students start studying at ta-
bles that will remain crowded 
for the rest of the day. Lunch 
is a madhouse of frenzied stu-
dents looking for the best ta-
bles to see and be seen. 
When asked what was their 
favorite part of the Food 
Court was, many students 
named a specific table that 
they frequented the most. 
But at 8 p.m. the lights dim 
and the bar opens. People 
trade their burgers for beers, 
Days of Our Lives turns into 
DJs and the cafeteria ladies 
become waitresses. But this is 
no Brown Street bar; there 
are no sticky floors, huge 
SAY WHAT? 
Brew(ski): a highly popular al-
coholic beverage which ploys a 
hey role in srudenr celebrorions; 
ir conroins molr and hops and is 
essenriol for a successful parry. 
Hill Rats: rownies, residenrs, 
scum, ere. 
Wretch: ro woof, ross one's 
coohies, blow chunl"'ls, pul"'le, 
barf, ger ill, lose ir, vomir, ralph. 
18 T~ PuiJ 
Taking time out from classes 
for a quick lunch, Bettie Wedder 
and Jenny Gardner enjoy the 
Pub's atmosphere. 
During the day, the Pub Is an 
eating establishment, a place to 
meet one's friends, a study area, 
or somewhere to just hang out. 
oeer-spilling crowds, fights, 
or hill rats without pants. The 
Pub has an aura of class 
where it's possible to have re-
laxing time with some friends, 
sit at real tables, drink a few, 
with a waitress handling the 
crowds at the bar. 
During the day, it's hard to 
believe that the lunch room is 
a bar. And at night it's wierd 
to think that the bar is the 
Good friends, beer, and "City 
Code" make the night special at 
the Pub for Angle Fratlnl, Julie 
Hudson and Jen Barge. 
same place lunch is served. 
Whatever the time of day, 
The Pub is the best place to 
socialize on campus. - Jim 
Quinn and Mary DeBauche [] 
What a job. Must be nice to be 
able to sit down and hastle stu· 
dents about their age. Kevin 
McAndrew gives a high stamp to 
a legal student. 
Steve Bertoldi 
ating on campus might 
have been questionable 
in the past, but Food Service 
made exceptional changes in 
their food plans for this 
school year. These appetizing 
changes were a new Food 
Court in Kennedy Union 
(KU), and a new meal plan 
called Declining Balance. In 
general, the new food plan 
made eating on campus more 
acceptable? 
Two new eating facilities 
opened in KU and the new 
Kettering Hall. Kettering's 
food court had an all-you-can-
eat plan that made meals 
more expensive. Marycrest's 
cafeteria, the Brass Lantern, 
had the same format as Ket-
tering, but "it seemed like the 
food tasted better at Ketter-
ing compared to Marycrest," 
said Susan Mundy. This might 
be attributed to Kettering's 
atmosphere, or the soft ice 
cream machines. 
On the other end of cam-
pus was the food court at KU, 
cleverly termed "The Pub," 
which had an a Ia carte for-
mat. The main attraction at 
The Pub was the decor. Re-
turning students Celia Cun-
niffe and Lee Ann Kalmey 
claimed the food court was 
"totally different and defina-
tely for the better." But some 
students did not enjoy the 
new system, like Cathy Dodd 
who said "KU was complete 
chaos at lunch time." Yet 
people continued to frequent 
The Pub. 
More choices_ were avail-
able in meal plans. Beside the 
traditional five and seven day 
meal plans, Declining Balance 
was developed as an alterna-
tive for upper classmen. 
Freshmen could get Declining 
Balance also, but they were 
required to retain a meal tick-
et also . Declining Balance 
worked the same as a bank 
account, but the money could 
only be used on food 
purchases. 
Food Service workers' atti-
tudes also changed from pre-
vious years. Workers at Ket-
tering who came from 
Marycrest or the old KU at-
tributed their change in atti-
tude to the change in atmo-
sphere. Bigger kitchens and 
new uniforms were a few of 
these changes. 
For those without time to 
eat at The Pub, a take-out 
system was developed. Ad-
mitted freshman Eileen Bit-
terman, "take outs were 
great when I was low in time, 
but I didn't use it much be-
cause I would've missed out 
on the great socializing at KU. 
Besides that, it was a great 
place to meet 
upperclassmen." 
So the new system made 
eating a pleasure, and even 
fit in with everyone's sched-
ule. - Beth Lauver [] 
Even though students like Tim 
Gallager cannot reach beyond 
the glass they stiJI ln)oy the 
fresh salad bar. 
Steve. Bertoldi 
SAY WHAT? 
Declining Balance: "charge ir"; 
berrer rhon a Green Machine cord; 
food for free, plosric fonrosric 
Trayveyor: The greor new sysrem 
for rol~ing meal rroys ro rhe dishroom 
. . . rhor NEVEr\ worl~. 
Scarf: ro ingesr food quicl~ly and in 
greor quonriries; pig our; C"' scarfed 
down rhree slobs of pizza and 
desserr.") 
Heidi Hart> 
Intense preparation went Into 
the construction of The Pub. But 
when It finally opened, It was 
obvious that It was well worth 
the walt. 
Students can sit back, relax and 
enjoy a snack with their friends 
at the Kennedy Union Food 
Court. 
For added convenience, stu· 
dents can now get their food to 
go. "Eating on the run" saves 
time for busy students like John 
Gabrielle. 
An afternoon w Gavin McCarty l~h the soaps keeps 
man "bach I usy In his fre h e or pad" s · 
art Hill. on top of Stu· 
After two years In Marycrest, 
Lynda McConn knows where the 
quiet spots are, and when to use 
them for her studies. 
Marycrest walls are made for 
posters. Sophomore Lora Aus· 
tin, who was Jypped In the lot· 
tery, centers her posters. 
A long-distance call from VIr· 
glnla brightens Jack Murray's 
day because It means his girl· 
friend stlll cares. 
SAY WHAT? 
The Plaza: place to tall~ to the most 
people possible in the least amount 
of time between classes. 
Hilton on the Hill : Viginia W . Ketter-
ing Hall for Sophomores. 
Housing Lottery: ice cream and le-
galized gambling to determine each 
student's future residence. 
Vater : a shortened version of 
elevator. 
As always, its the luck of the 
r.' \\1\rt 
r. \ s a freshman, living in 
Marycrest wasn't that 
bad, even though I did live on 
the seventh floor. Every girl is 
stuck in Marycrest their 
Freshman year, no one has a 
choice and that makes it bear-
able. I had the same problems 
as everyone else: fights with 
roommates, visiting hours, 
broken elevators, roaches, 
dirty bathrooms and cafeteria 
food. It was enough to moti· 
vate me to get out of the 
dorm. So in March my friends 
and I entered the Virginia W. 
Kettering lottery. It was our 
only hope since some of us 
weren' t allowed to live in a 
house yet. 
The day of the lottery final-
ly arrived. Our group walked 
to the Kennedy Union Ball-
room and eagerly waited for 
our lottery number to be 
called. We waited . And wait-
ed. And waited . That was it. 
The lottery was over. And we 
were stuck in Marycrest for 
our Sophomore year. 
So here I sit in my Mary-
crest room. As I look around, 
it really isn ' t as bad as I 
thought it would be. The ad-
vantages? I'm closer to class-
es than I would be at Ketter-
ing. I got to choose my room. 
I have my own sink, and my 
choice of roommate. All the 
girls on my floor are also 
stuck here because of the lot-
tery. The disadvantages? The 
same as last year, only more 
famil iar. 
Overall , living in Marycrest 
as a Sophomore turned out 
better than I thought. But 
please, pray for me so that I 
get into Campus South next 
year! - Heidi Hartz [] 
O!J D~ 23 J 
., ,. ense, nervous and 
sweating, we walked 
into the room for the verdict 
on our fate. The stakes were 
high, and we pushed our way 
to the front of the room for 
the best position. People had 
bribed, cheated, and paid 
their way to this point; it was 
survival of the fittest. 
We sat down and started to 
eat our ice cream. 
Numbers were called 
through the thick air and four 
The stakes were high 
men jumped up and shouted. 
All eyes focused on them, 
filled with malice at their 
good fortune . The crowd 
turned hostile while the wom-
an on stage tried to speed up 
the process. 
We were positive our num-
ber would be called, the only 
question was when. After two 
hours of tension, many peo-
ple came away empty of 
hope and emotionally 
drained. 
Their smiles express how happy 
Liz Range, Megan Meehan, Lee 
Ann Kalmey, and Carol Lee are 
In luxury. 
Bridget o•teary 
but it was a small price to pay. 
;-v1 y first time in the lobby 
was a religious experi-
ence. I wanted to sit, stare at 
the main staircase, and wor· 
ship the day Virginia W. Ket-
tering was born. 
Once I checked in, I took 
my key with pride , and 
walked down the hall in 
search of my room. Forty 
minutes later I found the lob-
by again and asked for direc-
tions. I finally found my room 
after twenty minutes of 
wandering. 
I'll never forget my first im-
pression of my new home. It 
smelled like new carpet and 
was something out of House 
and Garden magazine. My 
mother would have loved it . 
The first three weeks I spent 
learning the route to my 
room, and visiting everyone I 
knew. We compared room 
arrangements and different 
features that some rooms had 
installed before others. 
The biggest inconvenience 
about living in the new dorm 
was the quality of the work. It 
24 New o~ 
was supposed to be the best 
housing on campus, but it 
hadn't been finished on 
schedule, so many things 
were thrown together 
thoughtlessly. The fire alarms 
were re-installed at least five 
times, and the electronic lock 
system closed many people 
out of their rooms and even 
out of the entire hall several 
times. The stairwells were fin-
ished about two months after 
we moved in, and the signs 
that gave directions were all 
stolen because the adhesive 
was not strong enough. 
Juniors did not like us be-
cause they missed the chance 
by one year, and the rest of 
our class, the ones who didn't 
get in, hated us with a 
vengeance. 
But I admit, it was a small 
price to pay for the comfort 
we lived in . I would never 
trade my year in Kettering 
Hall for anything. 
- Mary DeBauche [] 
Many people take advantage of 
the new equipment In Ketter-
Ing's exercise room, Including 
this group of Resident Assis-
tants from various housing 
units. 
SAY WHAT? 
Visitation Hours: rhe biggesr jol~e of 
rhe dorms and rhe number one vio-
lared rule. 
"At The Library" : rhe ulrimare par-
enr excuse. 
Bummed: sad. 
The Bookstore: rhe Mafia lncorpo-
rared who sells your bool~s for your 
blood. 
Green Machine: money on rhe run. 
Crash: ro fall asleep. 
Even though Kettering Is luxuri-
ous, Jim Mason and Carey Stier 
found a way to make It feel 
more like home. 
Once It was finally completed, 
the VIrginia W. Kettering resl· 
dence hall was an Imposing 
structure on the hillside. 
Jeff Miller 
Time out to worship together Ia 
crucial In forming community. A 
priest delivers a homily at a 
mass during which the Gospel 
Choir sang. 
A beautiful sunset Ia the back· 
drop for a rooftop mass at Mary· 
crest. St. Mary Abram Wets· 
gram, S.S.N.D., director of 
campus ministry at the com· 
plex, coordinated hall ministers 
In planning such activities. 
I 1 f I nder the direction of Fr. 
Joseph Lackner, a 
small staff of priests, lay min-
isters, and Marianist brothers 
and sisters work together 
with over 200 students to try 
and help bridge the gap be-
tween faith and academics. 
Through promoting a general 
idea of community while liv-
ing on campus, Campus Min-
istry hopes to help students 
discover faith, and gain an 
Bridges the gap _ . . upward 
awareness of who they are 
and how to become ministers 
of Jesus. 
Students learn through ex-
perience how faith can inter-
act with education by partici-
pating in one of numerous 
service clubs offered by Cam-
pus Ministry which help serve 
the community outside cam-
pus, by working on one of the 
student retreats as a group 
leader, or by becoming di-
rectly active with Campus 
Ministry in the dorms or the 
Ghetto by volunteering to be 
a representative. 
Sometimes just by signing 
a meal away to help out the 
unfortunate people of Day-
ton during Hunger Aware-
ness Week, students are able 
to "round out" the academic 
concentration and gain a 
broader view of how they 
might use their education to 
improve their community. 
By concentrating on 
growth in relationship, self es-
teem, belief in othe rs, and be-
lief in self, Campus Ministry 
hopes to create a balance be-
tween academic growth and 
growth of the spirit . ll 
- Mary Rose Konikowski 
SAY WHAT? 
BVM: !3lessed Virgin Mary, nor 
!3VD's. 
Father What A Waste: rhe ulrimore 
scope unril he's seen behind rhe pul-
pir. 
Hail Mary: Flyer's lasr dirch efforr ro 
gain conrrol of a ballgame. 
Prayer in Schools: prevalenr during 
exam weel~. 
Music Is an 
Integral part of 
campus masses 
which reach out, 
not only to 
students, but to 
the entire Dayton 
community. 
Julie Harding and Ed Sagrltalo 
work together to help Father 
Tony Perfetto relax after a 
stressing week. All three partie· 
lpated In the MORE Retreat. 
When college-stressed students need an 
<· ometimes even parties 
in the Ghetto can get 
old. 
Occasionally, students are 
overcome with a desire to get 
away from campus, forget 
about schoolwork, and cele-
brate the weekend in a com-
pletely different way. Cam-
pus Ministry offers the 
perfect solution. 
Four times a year, students 
equipped with clothes, pil-
lows, teddybears, sleeping 
bags, guitars, frisbees, foot· 
balls, and open minds can be 
seen gathering outside of Lib-
erty Hall. They pack their be-
longings, pile into vans, and 
head out to Fort Scott or 
Glen Helen for one of the 
best road trips ever. Because 
no school books are allowed, 
MORE and CARE retreats 
are the perfect counter bal· 
ance for a long, hectic week 
of classes. 
The retreats are organized 
and coordinated by Patti 
~~, _,...., .....--, 
~ c. l C:! I r-'1 
Trausch and students who 
have been on past retreats. 
This team leads th~Z other stu-
dents in games, discussions, 
and prayer. Meals and activi-
ties are held together, creat-
ing an incredible sense of 
community and friendship. 
T earn leaders give talks and 
share experiences which al-
low others to open up and 
share themselves. The atmo-
sphere is calm and relaxed, 
yet there is always something 
going on. The best part of the 
whole weekend is knowing 
that there is always someone 
nearby who cares. Nothing 
can compare to the wonder-
ful spirit, the "Retreat High," 
which stays with retreaters 
for months. They share a re-
treat weekend building lasting 
friendships - all in the spirit 
of community and love. 
- Catherine Warth (] 
~\ 4~r;' r-;:;: 
Coll~en Pero 
John Grony and Jane Henry 
boogie down to show their spirit 
at the February 5·6 MORE 
Retreat. 
Jtm fl•ter 
CARE Retreat Leader Patty 
Trausch explains the next acttv· 
lty to the retreaters. Patty Is the 
Director of Campus Ministry 
SAY WHAT? 
Landlord: rhey're as popular as brus-
sel sprours and as pleosonr as rhe 
plague. 
Stop and Steal: your neoresr Srop 
and Go; Somebody has probably al-
ready sropped and robbed. 
Trash: ger rroshed, rrosh a house, 
rhor movie was rrosh, ger drunl\ ro 
desrroy, bod, occumulorion of Gher-
ro wosre 
Al's: Alexander's 
Laura Hutchinson and Natalie 
Wolf walt outside Liberty Hall 
for their van. They made the 
MORE Retreat at Glen Helen. 
Steve Elsass enjoys Fort Scott's 
scenery and peacefulness as he 
renects the day's activities of 
the CARE Retreat. 
Upperclassmen volunteered to 
help out during Freshman orien-
tation as ASK ME people. Golf 
carts moved the new students, 
their parents and their luggage. 
Team workJs needed to g~t a 
roomful of stuff up six or more 
flights of stairs at the same time 
everyone else In Marycrest Is 
doing the same. Freshmen 
move In about five days before 
the rest of the campus. 
Moving up in the 
\~\[\(fr/~\[n }~~ fr\\ 
{ ;.: reshmen go through 
many changes in their 
first year of college, but there 
are two events which seem to 
be the most traumatic for 
them. The first of these is 
moving in . 
Mom and Dad drag these 
frightened creatures out of 
bed early in the morning so 
they can be first in line to 
move in. Within an hour, 
eighteen years of a person's 
life is compacted into half of a 
tiny room, while the other 
half is filled by a stranger . 
The new roommates speak 
very little to each other but 
the two sets of parents ram· 
ble on about anything and ev· 
erything. Then the individual 
families treat themselves to 
the first cafeteria meal of the 
year. This alone is enough to 
give the student second 
thoughts. 
Finally it's time for Mom 
and Dad to leave. As they say 
their goodbye 's , the new 
freshman bursts into tears. "I 
can't believe I won ' t see you 
again for almost four months. 
I'll miss you!" The parents 
manage to pry themselves 
away and leave their baby to 
begin enjoying the college ex-
perience. 
Eight months later, the 
trauma of moving out sets in. 
The freshmen begin to pack 
up the huge piles of junk they 
managed to accumulate in 
two semesters. Posters come 
down from the walls and 
trunks get loaded up with 
winter clothes. Dreaded is the 
day that Mom and Dad come 
back to take them away from 
their new home. But the day 
comes, and it's worse than 
anything they expected: the 
agony of 'loading up an entire 
life into a car again; the tor-
ture of turning in keys and 
sheets; and finally , saying 
goodbye to friends. In front 
of the packed car, with Mom 
and Dad waiting to leave, 
hugs are exchanged and tears 
are shed. "I can't believe I 
won 't see you again for al-
most four months. I' ll miss 
you!" 
And then you leave, know-
ing that next year this will all 
be a little bit easier. Judy 
Butkiewicz 0 
Jeff Miller 
SAY WHAT? 
Road Trip Supplies: $12.38, six-
pack, one tape, fake IDs, comb, 
checkbook for bail. 
Nourishment: bar pretzels. 
Impossible to find: Benisek 
Hall. 
March Madness: NCAA Tourna-
ment. 
Crammed: Mom and Dad's car on 
the way to school; to have pre-
pared thoroughly for a test. 
Armloads of stuff - but stuff 
that Is very Important to the 
freshman, Is transported from 
station wagon and van to a tiny 
four walled room In Marycrest 
. . . otherwise known as home-
hink about the typical 
..,,. 
Friday night for most 
students. It usually consists of 
several exciting activities; 
possibly drinking in the 
streets, partying 'til dawn, 
and maybe passing out on 
someone's front lawn. The 
last thing anyone wants to do 
on Saturday morning is 
sweep garbage out of the 
streets. But on Oct. 24, many 
people did exactly that. Early 
that Saturday morning, nu-
merous clubs and organiza-
tions gathered at McGinnis 
Center to participate in Clean 
Sweep. Student Government 
Association (SGA) sponsored 
the event in an attempt to 
clean up the Ghetto, although 
"the words Ghetto and clean 
are mutually exclusive," ac-
cording to Kevin Kinser. 
As students arrived, they 
signed in with their respective 
groups, grabbed a quick glass 
Beer flows as students crowd 
together on Lowes Street at the 
annual SGA block party. The 
warmer months are perfect for 
parties in the Ghetto; it's the 
time to get re-aquainted with 
the friends from last year, and 
to meet many new people. 
of orange juice in a final at-
tempt to wake up, and went 
to work. On every street and 
down every alley, gangs of 
people pushed brooms and 
dragged trash bags. Some 
groups worked quietly and 
diligently while others 
laughed and joked about the 
night before. Still others sang 
aloud while they worked to 
help pass the time. And in no 
time, the streets were cleared 
of beer cans, broken bottles, 
and cigarette butts. 
Afterward, people gath-
ered again at McGinnis Cen-
ter for the best part of Clean 
Sweep: FREE DONUTS. As 
everyone munched and so-
cialized, a drawing was held 
with prizes of gift certificates 
for everything from records 
to restaurants. Cash prizes 
were also awarded to the 
clubs with the most member-
ship participation. "That was 
the biggest incentive for clubs 
to get all of their members 
involved," said Carrie Freer. 
Soon, the raffle was over 
and the donuts were gone, 
signaling the end of Clean 
Sweep. It turned out to be a 
productive and fun-filled 
event. Everything went 
smoothly; even the weather 
was perfect. "You couldn't 
have asked for a nicer day, 
unless, of course, it was nic-
er," commented Kinser, and 
many others shared the same 
opinion. However, it was So-
nya Hackney who captured 
the true feelings of students 
when she said simply, "I'm 
hungover!" 
Through Clean Sweep, stu-
dents showed they do under-
Early Saturday morning Is an un· 
usual time to clean up the Ghet-
to, except at Clean Sweep with 
John Spencer helping. 
Dancing in the streets 
;! t's probably the biggest 
Ghetto party of the 
year. It taps 20-30 kegs, sup-
plies everyone with plastic 
tumblers for only a dollar, is 
attended by over 100 stu-
dents, and takes place on 
Lowes Street between Lawn-
view and Alberta. What is this 
fun-filled event? It's the SGA-
sponsored block party, which 
occurs annually in the Fall. 
On September 4, The Situ-
ation had students dancing in 
the streets and on the roof-
tops of houses. It was also the 
first time students of age to 
drink were able to use their 
school I.D.s with the gold le-
galization stickers. 
"The Block Party is my fa-
vorite party of the year. It's 
probably the only place I can 
party with all my friends at 
the same time," said Brid-
gette O'Leary. 
- Heidi Hartz D 
stand the difference between 
work and play, and have 
learned how to successfully 
balance the two. 
- Judy Butkiewicz D 
all photos by Bill Amato 
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hen I heard the words 
'Alcohol Awareness Week' I 
thought that the University 
was trying to make this a dry 
campus," commented Mi-
chelle Harvey, "but once I 
found out more, I thought it 
was a good idea." Many peo-
ple felt the same way at first, 
but when the events were 
publicized, public opinion 
changed. 
The key objective of Alco-
hol Awareness Week was to 
encourage students to drink 
responsibly, not to stop 
drinking complete ly . The 
week of October 18-23 began 
with live music and free non-
alcoholic beverages provided 
Holding hands for hunger 
Jeff Miller 
.;-r ; alloons, buttons, and a 
bright sunny day set the 
scene for Hands Across The 
Ghetto. The second annual 
Campus Ministry sponsored 
event was designed to in-
crease awareness and culmin-
iate the events of Hunger 
Awareness week. 
A week-long canned food 
drive helped benefit needy 
families in the Dayton area. 
T -shirts with the Hands 
Across The Ghetto logo were 
sold to get everyone in the 
spirit. 
Little Siblings weekend 
also took place on November 
13th. Many siblings got a 
taste of the campus spirit as 
the event took place. Dayton 
area families brought their 
children; Congressman Tony 
Hall of Ohio and State Repre-
sentive C .J . McLin also 
grabbed hands with the rest 
of the "liners" to show con-
It was a beautiful Fall day and 
hundreds of students lined the 
ghetto streets to show support 
for Hunger Awareness Week. 
Am I student enough? 
at the kick-off party in The 
Pub. A series of events was 
held to promote ideas of the 
possible consequences of 
drinking and the responsibilty 
involved with drinking. 
Lunch-time educational semi-
nars were held on topics such 
as Date Rape and Alcohol, 
and Social Host Liability. 
Buttons that claimed " I am 
Woman Enough" and "I am 
Man Enough" were the most 
popular items; the buttons 
were given to all those stu-
dents that signed a petition 
pledging to be responsible in 
their use of alcohol. Women 
and men who wore their but-
tons to the Alternative Lawn 
Party, held on Friday after-
noon, were offered free soda 
and hot dogs while they lis-
tened to the sounds of Eric 
Suttman's Street Beat Band. 
Although the turnout at 
some of the programs during 
the week was less than ex-
pected, many people felt that 
the program was a success. 
L.B. Fred, Director of Orien-
tation, said "It (was) not an 
anti-alcohol program. We 
wanted to encourage people 
to make their own choices, 
choices that are responsible 
to themselves and others." 
- Susan Barrett [] 
cern for Hunger Awareness 
week . 
Dayton Media were pre-
sent to publicize the event 
and spread the cheer to the 
community. A bright, sunny, 
and warm day led the way to 
a tailgate following "Hands" 
at the McGinnis Center with 
soda, beer, and free Domi-
no's pizza. Blasting radios 
from Ghetto houses gave the 
entire afternoon a festive 
aura. 
Amy Thorne and Gina Bir-
biglia agreed that Hands 
Across the Ghetto provided a 
fun outlet to do something 
good for the community. " It 
creates an awareness that 
there are families that are 
needy and we, as students, 
can help them," said Amy. 
After all the balloons were 
set sailing and the line was 
broken, the spirit of helping 
the less fortunate and having 
fun at the same time still re-
mained. - Colleen Pero I) 
Eating hotdogs and drinking 
pop, Jim Kronk, Julie Beyer, 
and Chris Robinson support AI· 
cohol Awareness Week. 
Is very important on March 17 
'~' eep-Beep Beep-
Beep. It's 5:10 a .m. 
and your alarm is beeping. 
You ask yourself why. You 
hit the snooze button and 
think about it. Before the 
alarm sounds again, your 
roommate returns from the 
shower and removes the cov-
ers from your bed. "Why," 
you ask, "is this happening to 
me?" Your roommate yells, 
"Come on, you'll be late for 
Flannagan's." Of course, it's 
March 17th; St. Patrick's 
Day. 
Without further hesitation, 
you throw on some clothes 
and put a hat on your head. 
You join the rest of the 
"Irish" population in a quest 
for green beer. The line at the 
door of Flannagan's winds 
around the corner but you, 
like the others dressed in 
green, are willing to brave the 
cold for the dawn celebration. 
The festivities last all day 
long, with the exception of an 
hour or two for classes. You 
continue to party until late in 
the evening when you finally 
collapse into bed. Returning 
to your own nationality, you 
dream quietly of lepre-
chauns, green tongue and all . 
- Phil Avery (] _ 
Packed like a green sardine Into 
a green drinking establishment 
until one feels green Is the basic 
motto for a Flannagan's early-
morning through late·nlghter. 
Bill Cunningham 
SAY WHAT? 
Kegs 'n Eggs: the breakfast of Irish 
champions. 
Greenhorn: a St. Patty's day blow-
out rookie. 
Irish mania-itis: disease affecting 
class attendance, highly contagious. 
Green tongue: side effect of Irish 
mania-itis. 
Blarney: "Green is your color." 
Greenland: the Ghetto on March 
17. 
Cheers to the Irish and Irish-at-
heart. Parties on the feast of St. 
Patrick's Day started the night 
before and continued through 
the next day. 
Blusterous March weather had 
no chance of dampening an Irish 
tradition of waiting In line dur-
Ing the wee-hours of the morn· 
lng. Many brought In the holiday 
with a 24-hour celebration. 
36 
Hats off to Eric Smith (The Soci-
ety Gentleman) and Angela Ge-
lineau (The Society Lady), as 
they captured the attention and 
hearts of the entire crowd on 
the final night of the program. 
Not even Cliff Vasco (Nick) can 
believe the expression that Jeff 
Edsell (Krupp) has. His look Is 
totally unbelievable. 
rtte r~ or Yota Lik 
Yes . . . a production requires unlimited 
l1r\ \~2\\{1( "\L,~'~l ( ~\f\l_, 
SAY WHAT? 
Ghetto: off-campus housing area; 
free beer 
Psyched: ro be really l~eyed up 
Hitting the 13ooks: you're nor com-
mining on ocr of violence. you're 
srudying 
131ock Party: concenrrared gherro-
ing in one ciry blocl~ which equals our 
ro obour fifry people ro one square 
foor 
.:-_' eing in The Time of 
Your Life meant a lot 
of sacrifices for me , in both 
my social and academic lives. 
Sure , I would stay up late to 
do home work and drink cof-
fee straight from the pot. And 
I did fall asleep in class, only 
to wake up with drool on the 
back of my hand. But these 
minor inconveniences were 
nothing compared to the so-
cial events that l had to forgo . 
The typical response to re-
quests for my presence at 
various social functions be-
came "Sorry, I can' t. " 
Request #1: We have an 
extra ticket for REM . Do you 
want to go? 
Reply: Sorry , I can't. 
That's the night of the final 
dress rehearsal. 
Request #2: Do you want 
to go to the Dayton Movies 
with us tonight? 
Reply: Sorry, l can't . I 
have rehearsal until 10:00. 
Request #3: I'm having a 
little get together tonight. 
Just me, you, and a bearskin 
rug. 
A little bag of goodies Is the 
subject of conversation In Ray 
Schiel's scene during "The Time 
of Your Life." 
A finger to lead the way to a 
better future. Robert Schuette 
(Kit Carson) shows Ray Schiel 
(Joe) the path. 
Because of this (almost} un· 
failing devotion to the play, in 
light of all I was missing, I 
began to wonder if I was in-
sane. This question of my in· 
sanity stemmed from the fact 
that l was onstage constantly 
during the show, but I had 
few lines. Throughout the 
show, I stood pretending to 
play a pinball machine while I 
waited for my big speech. Re· 
hearsals became a two-sided 
battle between staying in 
character and staying awake. 
During the shows, I often 
found myself more con-
cerned with the pain in my 
back than the action on stage. 
After five weeks of rehearsals 
and six performances, I was 
ready to see it all end. 
After it was over, things 
got back to normal. I realized 
that l made new friends, got 
to know some old ones better 
and generally had fun despite 
all the work. l decided it was 
worth it; I want to do it again . 
And yes, I am insane. 
- Kevin Kinser " W illi e 
Faroughli" [] 
UNIVERSITY OF O...YTON THEATER PRES~TS 
Ocl.l5,1t, 17G2:Z1 iU,i11 
BOLL THEATR! 
• p.l'll. 
liY WILLIAI'I SAROYAN 
COOitTESY- SAMUEL fRENCH. INC. 
.., ,. he Performing and Vi-
sual Arts Department 
presented Moliere's timeless 
comedy, "Tartuffe." 
"Tartuffe" is a French play 
that satirizes religious hypoc-
risy in Paris during the 
1600's. The comedy is the 
most frequently produced 
French play known. It was 
performed at Boll Theatre 
the weekends of January 21-
23 and 28-29. 
The characters were 
brought to life on the stage by 
a group of talented actors 
and actresses, under the ex-
perienced direction of Dr. 
Larry Selka. Selka brought 
originality and imagination to 
the production through his in-
sight and direction. The com-
ment music, played by four 
musicians, gave the play an 
air of illusion and magic. 
The stage is a place where 
38 ToiJiJfk __ 
IT,S TRUE . . . WE WERE 
people came together to cre-
ate a magical illusion and in-
vite the audience to share in 
the illusion. The cast of "Tar-
ti.lffe" put a wonderful pro-
duction, and the crew pulled 
it all together. The perfor-
mances of senior Ray Schiel 
as "Organ" and freshman 
Colleen Orihill were enchant-
ing and funny. "Tartuffe," 
played by junior Eric Smith, 
was humorous and convinc-
ing. The rest of the cast and 
their talents were also essen-
tial to the show. In all, "Tar-
tuffe" brought enjoyment 
and humor to Boll Theatre 
while it was there and left 
many fond memories after it 
was over. 
- Eileen Bitterman D 
Admired by her true love, Pa-
trlca Brennan as Marlane and 
Dan Killian as Valere discuss 
marriage plans. 
Spellbound ~lth Tartuffe's pow-
ers, Ray Schiel as Orgon and 
Fred Gorney as Cleante do not 
see what they're being led Into. 
';..• or two months, we 
were Tartuffed. Ghet-
to parties were replaced with 
play rehearsals. Our house-
mates and friends began to 
post "missing" signs. Oblivi-
ous to the· social scene in the 
Plaza, we wandered through, 
mumbling lines, lor we had 
entered the romantic and sa-
tiric world of " Tartuffe." 
With the guidance of our as-
sistant director, Colleen 
Spiwak, we obtained actor's 
"highs" by performing to our 
highest potential. Our long 
hours of practice helped us to 
get to know our characters 
and each other. As our sea-
son of " Tartuffe" ended, we 
left with new friendships and 
many beautiful memories. 
Kathy Kremer 
Convinced of Tartuffe's slncer· 
lty, Gretchen Welshofer as Ma· 
dame Pernelle defends her 
stance. Jeff Edsell and Damls, 
and Pat Brennan as Marlane are 
not Impressed. 
r OJI1iJili 32 
Dan Simon, sings "Pretty Little 
Picture" to Kerrle VanWagoner 
and Gary Kincaid In Act I of "A 
Funny Thing." 
4Q A FUJUf8_ TluMg 
A favorite song of the play, "Ev· 
erybody Ought to Have a Maid," 
Is sung by Dan Simon as Pseu· 
dolus, Eric Smith as Senex, and 
Rob Schutte as Hero. 
EACH NIGHT, A STANDING 
( F\\\\{/t;. \ cC;~'~l f "'' f\~, 
;, I ctors dream of putting 
on a show so good that 
audiences rise to their feet in 
appreciation; it is the pinna-
cle achievement for a theatri-
cal production. A standing 
ovation, however, is rarely at-
tained with great ease. 
A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum re-
ceived this high compliment 
for five of its six perfor-
mances. 
Directed by PV A chairman 
Dr. Patrick Gilvary, Forum 
played to packed houses 
nearly every night. The story 
revolves around a wily Ro-
man slave, Pseudolus, who 
will do anything to be free . 
His fervent desire leads the 
entire cast into a swirling web 
of deception, with nearly ev-
eryone pretending to be 
someone else. 
This play has something 
for everyone: singing, danc-
ing, romance, excitement, 
and most of all, comedy. It 
simply is one of the funniest 
plays ever written. As a grad-
uating senior, Forum was the 
perfect play with which to say 
goodbye to this school. 
Words fail to describe the to-
tal exhilaration felt by the 
cast and crew when the 
crowds began to rise. It was a 
peak in my life and I was 
thrilled to have been a part of 
it. - Rob Schuette D 
Bill Cunningham 
Pseudolus, Dan Simon, lntro· 
duces Hero, Gary Kincaid, to 
Phllla, Kerrle VanWagoner. 
Dan Simon, playing the part of a 
soothsayer, explains the "spir-
It" to Erronlus, Dan Kl111an, as 
Hysterlum, Rob Schuette, 
watches. 
Rescue workers fought to save 
St. Joseph Hall. The 103-year-
old landmark was destroyed by 
fire Tuesday, Dec. 22, 1987. Fire 
officials blamed the blaze on 
faulty electrical wiring on the 
third floor. 
The fire, which was detected 
about 7 a.m., caused extensive 
damage on the third and fourth 
floors. The first and second 
floors suffered primarily water 
damage. Jell Mlller 
Sixty firefighters and 16 pieces 
of fire equipment battled the 
blaze, brought under control 
around 9:40 a .m. 
Stuck More Than Once 
; ;..' ire gutted St. Jo-
seph Hall at ap-
proximately 7 a.m. on Tues· 
day, December 22, 1987, 
causing extensive damage 
to the prestigious site. 
Officials at the 103-year-
old landmark blamed the 
fire on faulty electrical wir-
ing. 
Fortunately, no one was 
inside the building when the 
fire broke out. It took sixty 
firefighters and sixteen 
pieces of fire equipment to 
bring the blaze under con-
trol at about 9:40 a.m. 
Classes were not yet in 
session for the spring se-
mester but the whole Uni· 
versity felt a sense of loss 
from the fire. 
The blaze caused exten-
sive damage on the third 
and fourth floors. The Soci-
ology, Political Science, An-
thropology, and Social 
Works Departments all suf-
fered damage. The hardest 
hit was the Communication 
Department, which lost its 
departmental office, most 
of the faculty offices, and 
suffered major damage to 
equipment. 
Approximately 400 box-
es of books and papers 
were salvaged from the fire 
but these came mostly from 
the first and second floor 
and were heavily water 
damaged. 
Many water-damaged 
materials were frozen and 
saved by undergoing a 
freeze drying process. 
Over 150 classes had to 
be moved because of the 
fire, and 43 faculty mem-
bers offices had to be relo· 
cated. 
St. Joe's is the sixth old-
est building on campus and 
A small power shed on top of 
the Kettering Labs quickly con· 
talned Itself. As the first blaze 
of the semester, the campus 
was taken by surprise In late 
October. 
"The roof, the roof, the roof Is 
on fire ... " A late summer blaze 
In the STE sorority house 
caused extensive damage to the 
top floor. 
is the site of two previous 
fires. 
According to Dean Laza-
rus, the rebuilding of the 
site on previous years has 
given the University a re-
newal of its own. The Uni-
versity administration is in 
the process of deciding 
what to be done with the 
site. 
Faculty from the third 
floor had varying amounts 
of loss. Most books and files 
from that part of the build-
ing survived, but other 
items, including nearly all 
personal items, were not re-
covered. 
The building will be 
cleared out until only the 
exterior walls remain. Plans 
call for a modern building to 
be constructed inside the 
old brick shell. - Roger 
Anderson (] 
Pain in the .. . : confusion as communi-
cation majors found their classes in the 
Engineering building, art center, or Ket-
tering Dorm. 
Hot Pot: o small elecrric appliance used 
in dorm rooms for heating soups, hot 
chocolate and starting fires. 
Siren: o magical wail becl~oning nearby 
students to come and see what's up. 
_-DPJ~43_ 
Bill Cunningham 
As a political Interest group, 
Students Against Apartheid 
pass literature In the Plaza In 
order to heighten awareness to 
the plight of the South Afrl· 
clans. 
After a meeting, College Demo· 
crat members Joe Haynes, Mau· 
reen Nealy, Jesus Romero, Gina 
Blrblglla and Duffy Green relax 
In the Pub over a beer. 
SAY WHAT? 
Sit-in: a protest during which 
demonstrators sit down, make 
their demands, eat granola and 
sing. 
Ghetto children: local high-
school students during the sum-
mer. 
Club: a forum for students to get 
together with common interests; 
large blunt object; deli sandwich. 
During a: meeting of the College 
Democrats, Scott· Bates, .pres!· 
dent, proposes . a new way· to 
handle a problem, according to 
the minutes. 
Schools of thought lead to 
~~r'\ \ ~ ~\- \ ir/~--;;: ~~ l, Z;' l -l~- ~./\~rj 
\IiI ntil recently, the Universi· 
ty only had one political 
party represented. College 
Democrats, the oldest political 
organization on campus, is very 
proud of its involvement in the 
political scene . Members want to 
inform the campus community 
about political issues and pro-
vide contacts in the Democratic 
Party. As Bryan Blum, president 
of the group, says, "College 
Democrats is less of an activist 
club and more of a political 
one ." 
In order to help students gain 
some sort of political direction, 
College Democrats writes an an-
nual issues platform, in which is· 
sues are chosen, discussed, and 
decisions are made regarding 
them. It also distributes informa-
tion about various state and lo-
cal elections. 
The Democrats try to stay in· 
different to the other political 
groups but they have respect for 
the various ideas. Mark Chronis· 
ter relates, "We are sympathetic 
to the other political groups on 
campus, but we disagree with 
their approach." 
The approach taken by the 
socialist party is that of working 
to change the capitalist system 
through the electoral process. 
This philosophy caused a rift in 
College Democrats during the 
1986-87 year. Many of the 
members left the group to join 
the newly formed Democratic 
Socialists of America. According 
to sophomore Dan Kovalik , 
"DSA has a socialist analysis of 
national and world problems. 
College Democrats and Republi· 
cans have the same interests in 
bolstering capitalism." 
Since it began, DSA has 
strengthened its membership 
and its ideals while becoming 
highly visible on campus. Barb 
Fedders explains, "We don't 
want to challenge authority just 
to challenge it. We are just try· 
ing to build a student movement 
so that students can take control 
of their own lives." In order to 
accomplish that goal, DSA tries 
to educate by petition drives, 
films, speakers and tables for 
discussion. 
This year also saw the begin· 
ning of College Republicans . Af· 
ter several unsuccessful starts, 
the group finally became a rec· 
ognized organization. Their pur· 
pose, according to Steve Var· 
muza, " is to show that there are 
other political points of view." 
They feel that the liberal view 
has been adequately expressed 
and they wish to give a conserva· 
tive viewpoint. 
The College Republicans do 
not see their relationship with 
other political groups as adver· 
sariat. Sophomore Ben Salva· 
dore explains, " We have no 
problem with liberals because 
they want to work for change 
within the system. It is radicals 
we have a problem with because 
they want to can-the-system." 
This diversity of campus 
views provides students with 
many different choices to make. 
The political groups offer all stu· 
dents a chance to question the 
basics and develop their own 
values regarding important is· 
sues. - Sandra Grady 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH IS FREEDOM TO 
[n) ("'\ 
, ""· or nearly fifty students, 
the 25th of February was 
no ordinary day. It began 
with a quick pep talk, a few 
trips to the bathroom and a 
quick sprint into St. Mary's 
Hall. At 10:00 that morning, 
these students ran in and sat 
down in the office of Universi-
ty President Brother Ray-
mond L. Fitz. Various mem-
bers of Plowshares for Peace, 
Democratic Socialists of 
America and other concerned 
individuals protested the 
CIA's recruitment on the 
campus. 
For two and a half days, 
protesters sat, studied and 
slept in the President's office 
in an attempt to make their 
point heard by the adminis-
tration and by fellow stu-
dents. Their request was sim-
ple: Stop the CIA from 
recruiting on campus. Their 
reasoning was even more sim-
ple: The CIA engages in ter-
rorist acts that do not coin-
cide with the Catholic 
tradition that the University 
supposedly upholds. 
It seemed like a problem 
with a relatively easy solu-
tion: negotiations between 
the administration and the 
protesting students. This ac-
tion, however, was not easily 
resolved. 
The campus was alive with 
students carrying signs both 
for and against the CIA. Per-
sonal attacks, threats and 
name calling took prece-
dence over all else. "Go back 
to Russia," the protesters 
were told . " If I ever see you 
in the Ghetto, I'll kill you!" 
Fellow students . would go 
to St. Mary's just to gawk at 
the "plowfags." Many waited 
Jim Lucte, Clay Brockert, Todd 
Pfeiffer, Jon Wentz and Drew 
Jaffe walt In frustration for a 
compromise with the admlnls· 
tratlon. · 
tlt-l~tt 
outside of the building, hop-
ing to see them dragged out 
by the police. But the protest-
ers held their position against 
the wishes of the administra-
tion and the student body. 
While indirectly fighting 
against the CIA, they took on 
the entire campus. 
Mary DeBauche 
Inside St. Mary's, as the 
hours of the sit-in wore on, 
the atmosphere became 
more and more tense. Mem-
bers of the adminstration be-
gan to lose patience. Security 
guards started to get testy. 
And the protesters began to 
argue among themselves. Ev-
-l c::./ 
eryone was tired and wanted 
to go · home. Despite argu-
ments stemming from fatigue 
and hunger, people got ex-
tremely close to one another. 
Ties were made between the 
students and the administra-
tion that had never existed 
before. {continued) 
SIT-IN 
Eventually, negotiations 
ended and the University was 
back to business as usual. But 
for those who were inside of 
St. Mary's for those two and 
a half days, and for many on 
the outside, the campus 
would never be the same. 
Judy Butkiewicz D 
To get their feelings across, the 
protesters displayed signs both 
In and out of St. Mary's. 
After the students brought up 
their requests, Brother Ray· 
mond Fltz was called In to give 
the administration's rebuttal. 
While many students were dor-
mant Inside of St. Mary's, others 
remained active on campus. 
But Cunningham 
t;t-/, 47 
:; t udy Flyer walks 
through KU on her 
way to a food court pizza. A 
poster catches her eye: 
"LAST DAY FOR OR-
PHEUS SUBMISSIONS -
TODAY!" "Gee, she thinks, 
"I'd better drop off my 
poem right now. " Keeping 
the beat of the progressive 
music coming from WDCR, 
Judy heads to the Orpheus 
office on the first floor. Af-
ter sliding the typed paper 
under the door, she turns 
around to meet her best 
friend, Melinda, who is on 
her way to the Davtonian 
office to look up a picture in 
an old yearbook. Rounding 
the corner to the second 
floor offices, Judy pokes 
her head in the Flyer News 
office to snatch a current is-
sue, hot off the press. 
Glancing at the headline, 
On a deadline night, Steve Ral-
teri as Flyer News copy editor 
waxes an article. Staff members 
help out with every aspect of 
production. 
WE ARE ALL ONE BIG HAPPY 
r-~11- \ r-yr1:~ 1'-1 \\r-1 ~ r:::.' ' ~ \ . ' li \ J 
"SGA TREASURER 
LYNCHED; REFUSED TO 
WEAR TURTLENECK," 
Judy finally realizes the im-
portance of campus media. 
Campus media plays an 
integral role in the develop· 
ment of student life. In-
volvement in student activi-
ties is imperative to achieve 
a well·rounded education. 
Campus media allows 
skilled and un-skilled stu-
dents to come together to 
create and perfect their cho-
sen channel of communica· 
tion. Whether it be pertain· 
ing to entertainment, 
literary publication, record 
keeping, or informing the 
public, participation in the 
media is an active, growing, 
and learning process. It's 
fun, too. - Colleen Pero 
and Judy Butkiewicz [] 
Bedtime for Flyer News Is often 
not until early morning. Mark 
Ingram, Alicia Winterhalter and 
Karl Fornes work to combine 
copy, art, and graphics. 
SAY WHAT? 
Hooksmo: to hool~ up with someone of 
the opposite sex, swop spit, sucl~ foce, 
watch submarine races, mug, scam, 
snol~e. mash, smooch, mol~e-out, mess 
around, get goofy, or even to !~iss . 
Rotsee: manioc midnight moneuveres 
and green fatigues 
Pinhead: a stupid person, see ding-
dong 
Integration with computers Is 
euentlal to the Daytonlan staff. 
Copy Editor Mary DeBauche 
previews all copy for the annual 
book. 
WDCR student radio station's 
hot DJ, Kevin Rowan kept stu· 
dents wandering through Ken· 
nedy Union bopping to his 
weekly radio show. ------------~:-~l 
Flyer News Managing Editor, 
Tony Hubert, works at a light 
table. Deciding on an eye catch· 
lng headline prompts students 
to pick up the by-weekly paper. 
_:.~~-:wnrl' 
A balloon Is Mike Montgomery's 
only prop for his FACES charac-
ter. The FACES group recruit 
new members during Up the Or-
ganizations day In the plaza. 
PLA = same as HA HA 
HA but with a "PL" 
ZA = similar to the 
slang for a round crust 
with tomato sauce and 
cheese 
PLA + ZA = the place 
to see and be seen on 
campus. 
FACT: 
THE PRONUNCIATION IS 
L\ lmost every day, the 
Plaza is packed with 
students relaxing, socializing 
and blowing off classes. Peo-
ple sit in the shade and study, 
or lounge in the sun and get a 
tan. 
As everyone knows, it's 
very difficult to get motivated 
to go to an afternoon class, 
especially when the weather 
is nice. The Plaza is the place 
to find students inflicted with 
Spring Fever. 
Fortunately, the Plaza has 
several other uses as well. 
Many organizations make use 
of the good weather by set-
ting up tables to sell anything 
from T-shirts to raffle tickets. 
Announcements are made us-
ing the sound system in be-
tween classes. And events 
such as Christmas on Campus 
and Campus Carnival utilize 
the popularity of the Plaza to 
Jeff Miller 
draw in crowds. 
Regardless of what it's 
used for, the Plaza is a great 
place for friends to get to-
gether, and for new friends to 
be made. - Kevin Kinser[] 
a 
. 
... 
.. 
• ] 
Through fall, winter, and spring 
students take the time to "hang 
out" and catch up on the "lat-
est." Seniors walt for classes to 
let out In the plaza. 
SAY WHAT? 
"We're there": to be so excited 
about going someplace that you're al-
ready there before you've even left. 
Blow-off: an easy class; something 
one did not do - like go to class (I 
blew off my class today.); or to have 
been stood up (My scam blew me off). 
Dominated: to have been in control. 
Located In the center of cam-
pus, next to Kennedy Union, 
Miriam Hall, and the Anderson 
center, the Plaza was chosen for 
the STE's annual Hug-A-Thon. 
Area TV stations showed up to 
film campus closeness. 
Bigs hoisted their Littles on 
shoulders as Santa and Mrs. 
Claus arrived to the plaza via a 
horse and buggy. A giant Christ-
mas tree and live nativity scene 
dominated the upper plaza.' 
A beautiful fall day perfected 
the first Homecoming pep rally. 
All queen candidates, escorted 
by fraternity representatives, 
were announced for the first 
time. The cheerleaders and the 
band performed with sparking 
enthusiasm for the weekend 
game. 
P&aa 5] 
Dr. August reads Gloria Stein· 
em's monthly newsletter to his 
class. 
Bill Cunningham 
~' andlords really care about you as a 
person and don't just see "dollar 
signs" when you rent from them 
Your housemates won't borrow belong-
ings without permission D.P.& L. will 
tolerate six month's tardiness on your last 
payment and not shut off your power 
No matter how bad relations get within a 
household there is never any "backstab-
bing" or resentment You can keep 
your sanity without cable You don't 
have to watch ESPN Your house-
mates wouldn't fathom the thought of 
drinking your last beer Mice, cock-
roaches, and other pestilence have never 
taken up residence in a ghetto house 
There are no structural or fire hazards in 
housing - just keep a fire extinguisher 
near your bed Everyone "pulls their 
own weight" on cleaning the house 
There is no theft in the ghetto Land-
lords lease fine, well heated, well kept 
homes that have never known abuse or 
vandalism There are no "slumlords" 
renting houses in the ghetto The 
ghetto is so quiet on weekends you hard-
ly notice it's there If you identify all 
your foo d with a marker it won't be taken 
by your housemates Your roommate 
will always sleep alone, without snoring, 
wheezing, or rolling over The interior 
decorations in the ghetto housing were 
covered in the May issue of HOUSE 
BEAUT IFUL The Deli charges a fair 
price for everything The housing lot-
tery is fair You have to know the 
people in order to go to their party 
Couch burnings are tolerated by the 
University. [] 
NICKLETS NICKLETS NICKLETS 
NICKLETS NICKLETS 
SGA members future Volvo owners 
College-guy 
look pgs. 12-34 in L.L. Bean Fall catalogue 
UD Bookstore . . .. a non-profit organization 
Lacking friendliness registration office people 
Best 
Pastime toasting marshmellows at St. Joe's fire 
Turnabout King political office for the brainless 
Bookstore sweats not as cheap as they look 
Dull sitting on a Ghetto porch 
Alf (Gordon 
Shumley) Most Loved/Hated T.V. Show 
U.D.'s "Big Brother" Bro. Fitz 
The lOth and 25th Best nights for drinking 
U.D. Rugby Club Peace-Loving Young Men 
Flyer News Intellectually numbing reading 
M.R.S. Major ....... . . Don't tell her boyfriend 
[] 
Mike Kelly plckli up WDCR on 
his headphones over to Wei· 
come stadium at the amaze· 
ment of the crowd. 
A case where ~omeone did not All opm10n5 expre55ed in 
keep a fire extinguisher nearby. these pages are the property 
of Nicholas P. Curran. "! 
know you care if I hear com-
plaints!" 
"Why the sophomore dormitory is so plush 
and Founder's so primitive." 
"Why it gets so lame around here in Febru· 
ary ." 
" Why the post office is painted pink ." 
" Why I can see WDCR from 200 feet away 
and not hear it on my radio 25 feet away ." 
"Why Tim's has seating for one-tenth of its 
patrons." 
"Why are there two university entrance 
signs a block away from each other on Stew· 
art Street." 
" What engineering majors would do without 
breast pockets." 
"Whose idea it was to put the arena so far 
away from campus." 
"Why the bookstore stopped carrying The 
Sporting News and started carrying a guide 
to the city." 
"How people could possibly scavenge 
through garbage in the ghetto." 
" Why last year 's yearbook comes out in 
November." 
"Why can 't you use your declining balance 
at the Pub. " 
" Who designed the pool a few inches short 
of Olympic size. " (] 
Maureen Oeborne 
~ ~ ,~ \ ,~ , here are all the hot babes 
Brother Fitz promised me?" 
"What do you mean our football 
team can't go to the Rose Bowl?" 
"That tour guide didn't show me any 
bars ." 
"R.A. ' s are the coolest people 
here?" 
"That roommate questionaire pro-
vided me with a good roomie. " 
"The ghetto is no fun, no parties to 
see for miles." 
"Everyone follows visitation hours . 
It's the LAW!" 
"Let's go check out the 785,000 vol-
ume Roesch Library. It looks like a 
serious hot spot." 
"I really enjoy walking up Stuart Hill 
in the winter." 
"I promise I'll write you everyday, 
Mom." (] 
$4.00 lor toothpaste Is a bit The people have spoken, and 
much, but It's the convenience popular demand ruled for a 
that matters. Turnabout King. 
~53 
SAY WHAT? 
See ya' tonight: positive, hopeful 
rendezvous awaiting during the nite-
time hours. 
Call ya' later: negative, big-time 
blow-off. 
Significant other: main squeeze for 
the week. 
Squatter's right: the quickest 
roommate snags the choice clothing. 
Community closet: one wardrobe 
per household. 
DATE no longer means only two 
people but a collection of 
friends. The Pub Is an Ideal 
place to gather and meet new 
'possibilities'. 
Grab a date for the night and 
have some fun. Bill Cunningham 
finds a friend outside the Dell. 
Many people gather at this fa-
miliar landmark. 
54 Da11Mg _ _ _ 
Visiting hours at Marycrest are 
rough on the couple just starting 
out. Un-avoidable late-nlte 
weekend restrictions are 2 a .m. 
until noon and weekdays 12 
a.m. until noon. 
Dorothy, alias Joan Power, gets 
help from the 'scare' crow and 
her 'fairy' godmother In finding 
a Turnabout date. Eric Man-
glardl reigned as king. 
Bill Cunningham 
#'! _,__ 
~,l c./ 
Are they always meaningful? 
n one major aspect, col- bers of the opposite sex, but 
lege differs greatly · it hardly qualifies as a "date." 
trom high school: dating! ! Going out with friends and 
Throughout the high school · ending up with a stranger is 
years, weekends are spent usually the way things work. 
going out with various mem- It's never, "Do you want to 
bers of the opposite sex. Fri- go to a movie?" It's more 
day night, Bob would call you along the lines of, "Do you 
up to take you to a movie. On want to go back to my room 
Saturday, Joe would pick you and talk?" After a "date" 
up at 7:00 to go out to din- like that, the key is to avoid 
ner. Or if you were lucky, that person for the rest of the 
Tom would want to go to a year (and hope that he or she 
patty with you. forgot about you). 
Weekends at college are On rare occasions, two 
also spent with various mem- people in college hit it off on 
a slightly higher level. It is un-
derstood without ever being 
spoken that they have eyes 
only for each other. Howev-
er, even these individuals 
don't go on real dates. They 
just casually drop hints of 
where they will be, and know 
that the other person will 
show up. "I'll be at Tim's to-
night. If you are anywhere 
nearby, stop in and say HI. " 
The subliminal message in 
that statement screams, "I 
want to go home with you 
tonight!" 
Advice to incoming fresh-
men is simple. Women: Give 
it up. You've been taken out 
to dinner for the last time. 
And men: You're in luck. The 
only thing you have to buy 
her is beer. D 
- Judy Butkiewicz 
DrillMg 55 
Advanced and Controversial 
but here to teach and 
~~ r2 r.\ r-n l f\f1 
::, ;: he 198 7-88 Distin-
guished Speaker Series 
was one of the finest this cam-
pus has ever seen . For stu-
dents, it was educational as 
well as entertaining; from ma-
jor world issues to a satrical 
look at parochial schools. 
In mid-November, Francis 
Moore Lappe helped kick 
off Hunger Awareness Week 
coinciding with the beginning 
of the Series as she addressed 
students and faculty on 
World Hunger. She is the co-
founder of the Institute for 
Food and Development Poli-
cy, an organization construct-
ed to educate people on the 
existence of world hunger. It 
is her belief that people in the 
United States need to ques-
tion foreign aid policies which 
are the cause of much pover-
ty in the Third World. 
It was Lappe's hope that 
after hearing her speak, 
Americans could be motivat-
ed to try and do something to 
stop this problem. 
The second, and most con-
troversial speaker, was Fa· 
ther Charles Curran, who 
lectured on Academic Free· 
dom. Prior to the lecture, an-
gry members of the Pius X 
chapter of Catholics United 
for the Faith picketed in the 
plaza against Curran and also 
against the University for 
sponsoring his visit. "Cur-
ran's morals lead to Hell," 
they claimed. Once inside the 
ballroom however, the group 
remained controlled and 
peaceful. 
Curran discussed the 
meaning of academic free-
dom as well as creative fideli-
ty . He claimed that "to be 
faithful to the word and work 
of Jesus does not mean we 
can only repeat what we said 
in the past." It was this think-
ing and preaching that caused 
him to be removed as a Pro-
SAY WHAT? 
Learning experience: academic 
lectures; freshman's first trip to the 
Ghetto. 
Speech: favorite freshman requir-
ment, must use LOMM. 
Post 'n low: hanging out, shoot-
ing the breeze. 
Hoopin' it up: playing b-ball with 
the brothers. 
Field Experience: fancy name 
for cutting class. 
Reverend Leon Sullivan ex-
pressed that he thought divest-
ment In South Africa was very 
Important but the entire world 
must work together. 
fessor of Theology at the 
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca. 
Another controversial is-
sue was brought up as Rev· 
erend Leon Sullivan gave 
a speech on the importance 
of divestment from South Af-
rica. He spoke of the Sullivan 
Principles which he devel-
oped several years ago in an 
attempt to end racial discrimi-
nation in the workplace. He 
has since renounced them, 
saying that "the principles 
alone would not and could 
not end apartheid." Sullivan 
stressed that it is up to the 
United States to try ending 
apartheid, and that he is glad 
to have played a role in this 
issue. 
The fourth speaker in the 
series was more on the bright 
side. 
John Powers, famous for 
his satrical pokes at life in the 
Catholi_c school system, lee-
tured on the subject "If All 
the World's a Stage, Is That 
Why All Producers Think 
They're God?" Throughout 
highschool, many students 
are required to read his 
books, The Last Catholic in 
America and Do Black Patent 
Leather Shoes Really Reflect 
Up? He kept the audience 
laughing for over an hour. 
During his visit to the cam-
pus, Powers also acted as the 
keynote speaker for the Writ-
er's Workshop and taught 
two successful sessions on fic-
tion and script writing. 
In the future, the Distin-
guished Speakers Series will 
maintain the level of excel-
lence it achieved this year by 
again offering a deverse se-
lection of lectures for stu-
dents to attend. - Judy But-
kiewicz 0 
Bill Cunningham 
Floor space was at a premium at 
least an hour before the Curran 
speech. Some students were re· 
qulred to attend for class, how· 
ever many came, along with 
other community leaders, be· 
cause of their own curiosity. 
Bill Cunningham 
Creative fidelity, Curran 
stressed, Is only attainable If 
one Is not afraid to divert from 
and act upon what Is said In the 
past. 
Enthralled with the Ideas of Fa· 
ther Curran, the audience either 
agreed or disagreed, but took 
time to ponder the questions 
raised. 
Jim Schapiro, Sean Skeffington, 
Mike Gill, Jim Jaap and Brian 
Caughnaton relax before Flyer 
football. 
Campus Security cadets check 
ID's at an SGA block party In 
September. Those "of age" had 
special stickers on their cards 
and wore colored arm bands. 
Delta Sigma Chi's Annual Derby 
Days drew a big crowd In the 
Fieldhouse. Campus Security 
checked ID's. 
OF ALL STATES, WHY 
{r'\'\fL1l~lr~\ ~' 
·~ ' 
; 1 cursed. 
' What other reaction could there be to a policy which would change my entire college 
social life . 
I cursed Ohio for changing the drinking age to 21. The grandfather clause included all of 
those who were 19 before August 1. My 19th birthday was August 5 . 
I cursed my mom for having me five days late. How could she? My life was destroyed -
all of my plans for a legal sophomore year were ruined. 
I had lied, forged, and sweet-talked my way into bars all freshman year. Now, with the 
new drinking policy set by the State of Ohio, I would have to continue to lie, forge and 
sweet-talk my way into drinking until my senior year at the University of Dayton. -
Catherine Warth (] 
Bill Cunningham Heidi Hartz 
A cold beer and hot band are 
often found at the campus 
Pub. Goob the bartender of-
fers a choice of beer-on-tap, 
wine coolers and mocktalls. 
Everyone coming Into the Pub 
must have Identification. Ke-
vin McAndrew checks ID's and 
stamp hands. 
Grandfather Clause: has nothing to do 
with relatives, Ohio law that anyone 
born after July 31, 1968 has to wait till 
21. 
Three Man: two dice and one heel~ of 
a good time at a party. · 
Consume: a word only used when the 
rules get too tough in Quarters. 
That's enough work for one day. 
Rob Kantor has to sit back and 
take a break from the confusing 
world of computers. 
Tom Wildt 
SAY WHAT? 
Floppy: somerhing lifred over rhe mog-
neric bars in rhe bool~srore, opposire of 
hard. 
Enginerd: one who's besr friend is a 
rerminol named Fred. 
Kettering Keys: a hyped-up, expen-
sive version of Morycresr l~eys . 
Standardized test: compurerized 
orrworl~ . 
.., ,· he computer revolution 
is here and college will 
never be the same. Long 
gone are the days of manual 
typewriters and card cata-
logs. Room keys and !Djmeal 
tickets are a thing of the past. 
The computerizing of campus 
has made them all obsolete. 
It began with the construc-
tion of the Anderson Com-
puter Center. "My typewriter 
ran out of ribbon" is no long-
er an excuse for a late paper. 
The Anderson Center is 
readily available for students 
to write programs, type pa· 
pers, and even play games. 
Soon everyone wanted a 
piece of the computer action. 
The Library jumped on the 
bandwagon and computer-
ized the card catalogue . In-
stead of looking up authors 
and book titles for a certain 
subject, a student just needs 
to type in a word or two and 
get a full printout of materials 
available . It saves time and 
energy for people research-
ing a paper. 
It is hard to recall the days 
when showing your school ID 
could only get you into one 
cafeteria. The campus was 
ready for a change in food 
systems, and the computer-
ized meal tickets were creat-
ed. Now, students can eat 
where ever they want; and 
with declining balance, they 
can eat whenever they want. 
This new system is easier and 
much more appreciated than 
the old way of doing things. 
The Kettering Residence 
Hall was the latest edition to 
the computer age . Electronic 
keys are now needed to get 
into the building as well as 
into the individual rooms. 
Each key is coded so that it 
cannot be used on any door, 
other than the one that it's 
programmed for . Because of 
the cost to replace the keys, 
students are much more care-
ful with them . They are afraid 
to lose or damage them in 
any way . 
With these advancements 
in technology , it seems that 
computerizing the campus 
has been a successful ven-
ture . It has made things easier 
on the students and has been 
educational for all. - Judy 
Butkiewicz 1l 
With an extra screen, Bill 
Boesch helps a friend take ad· 
vantage of the new technology 
In Computer Aided Design. 
The extra hours really paid off 
for this computer student. Using 
the Wordstar Program seems to 
make things a little easier. 
To get the most of the warm 
weather, Jane Brown does her 
homework on the front lawn. 
Who says that sun and studying 
don't mix? 
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE 
< . 
ummer session is exact· 
ly what you would ex· 
pect summer, with one 
minor exception: the pres· 
ence of books. Suntanning, 
baseball games and " beach" 
parties prevailed. The only 
dark cloud in the sky hung 
over your head as a reminder 
of a 9 :00 class in the morn· 
ing. Having class every day 
made it imperative to stay on 
top of things. " It was hard to 
keep up sometimes. I got eas· 
ily frustrated," said Sonya 
Hackney about first session. 
But after working hard all 
morning, it was easy to play 
Tom Wildt 
hard all night. According to 
Nick Curran, " some of the 
best parties happen in the 
summer. And the girls in biki· 
nis aren't bad either." It was 
challenging to balance the 
studying and the socializing. 
But summer school is a great 
experience for anyone willing 
to make the effort. - Kath· 
erine Kivlighan and Tom 
Wildt 0 
When the classes are done, the 
swimsuits come out and It's 
time to relax. Gina Ding takes 
advantage of some free time to 
Improve her tan. 
SAY WHAT? 
Shades: essenrial plastic provisions 
for outdoor use; singular form: 
sought after on sunny days. 
Rays: beams of light designed to 
brown the sl~in . 
A.C.: a cool breeze escaping from 
a hole in the wall; the best thing since 
sliced bread. 
BBQ: a gathering of hungry and 
thirsty parrygoers; an excuse not to 
srudy. 
A balcony Is the perfect place to 
cool off with friends when the 
heat gets to be too much. 
George Haggerty, Oscar, Cindy 
Drozd and Tina O'Malley get 
their kicks by hosing off Kathy 
Malloy. 
The lighting of the two-story 
Christmas tree outside Miriam 
Hall filled the Plaza during 
Christmas on Campus. 
A big Christmas hug from Goofy 
gives a little girl a smile and a 
boy some extra affection. 
~ (~ ~ ·•l 
··~· .. ;.,,,.,,........, 
Steve Bertoldi 
Everyone wants to share in the 
The 'Rents: the people who send 
you money eoch weel~ to l~eep up 
your supply of beer; otherwise 
l~nown as your parents. 
Tim's: where to lool~ for drunl~ Fresh-
men, or a fight, or both. 
Social Service : 8:JO p.m. or 10:00 
p.m. Mass on Sunday in the Chapel. 
Rocky's: Heaven in the Ghetto. 
~, 
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;:::.· hristmas is a time for 
dreaming with childlike 
hope and expectation, a time 
for dreams of love and peace . 
It is these dreams that the 
1987 Christmas on Campus 
committee worked so hard to 
share. Under the sponsorship 
of University Activities Orga-
nization, and with the help of 
many campus organizations, 
Christmas on Campus was a 
festive evening. 
After many months of 
preparation and the belief 
that the Christmas spirit will 
go home with all the young 
children and senior citizens. 
The smiles alone show the 
success. 
Chairpersons Christine 
All the children's faces light up 
as Santa and Mrs. Claus roll Into 
the Plaza In their sleigh after 
the lighting of the Christmas 
Tree. 
A pair of balloons were among 
the decorations of Christmas on 
Campus. Bobbing al.ong, the bal-
loons made people smile, and 
reminded people of this year's 
theme, "Share In the Pream." 
Russo and Amber Cunning· 
ham led a dedicated group of 
people who made each as-
pect of the evening special 
for everyone who participat· 
ed . From the process of 
bringing the children and 
adults to campus, hours of 
work made each part of 
Christmas on Campus special 
for everyone. 
At the closing of the eve-
ning, the feast of the Immacu-
late Conception was celebrat-
ed with the University of 
Dayton community. 
It was a Merry Christmas 
to all and to all a good night! 
· - Jim Kronk [] 
We are not 'Vaytonaff 
We're~ your 
yearbook 
How many times have you 
popped your head into the 
Daytonian office and asked, 
·'When is the last day to pay 
for the trip to Daytona?", only 
to be met with a blank stare 
from someone at a computer 
or struggling with o cropper? 
Well, our tally indicates that 
875 inquiring minds wanted to 
know this and many other 
things. 
It is not that we don't know 
the answers to Daytona ques-
tions, because after 79 peo-
ple ask, you decide to find out 
answers to tell to these des-
perate people. Also it's not 
that we don't mind being 
confused with the respect-
able Student Government As-
sociation's annual Dayton to 
Daytona migration, because 
most of us Daytonians go to 
Daytona as well and have the 
time of our lives. 
The only problem with an-
swering all of these interesting 
inquiries is that we were hop-
ing that after sixty-five years 
and sixty-five volumes of the 
Daytonian, students would re-
alize that YES, UD does have a 
yearbook. It is cal ~ed the Day-
tonian - not the Daytona! 
So, with that in mind, we, 
the Daytonian Yearbook staff 
for 1988, decided to make 
this year's book even more 
exciting and memorable than 
in years past. Along with our 
Lookin' new . .. 
To set Daytonian apart 
from other members of Stu· 
dent Media (and Dayton to 
Daytonal), Darytonian Art Di· 
rector, Jeff Ditmire, de· 
signed a new logo at the re· 
quest of Editor Colleen Pero. 
Ditmire stated, "This logo, 
with its bold, graphic, geo. 
metric shapes, gives the 
yearbook a new look. The 
Daytonian needed an identi· 
ty and hopefully this logo will 
do just that." 
The new identity seems to 
be working. The logo has ap. 
peared on all official year· 
book stationary, and on 
Daytonian balloons, buttons, 
and sweabhirts. It is also 
painted on the wall of the 
yearbook office in KU 232. 
"Because," Ditmire added, 
"we all know the Daytonian 
is the most fun anyone can 
have between the covers." 
increased number of pages, 
updated graphics, and im-
proved photography, we 
have added this section, The 
Mini-Mag! It is eight excitring 
pages of fads, trends, hot 
news stories, public opinion 
po:lls from around campus and 
articles of interest that we 
feel deserve recognition and 
rememberance of the school 
year that comprised 198 7-88 
in our littfe corner of the Miami 
Valley. 
Therefore, we want you to 
leisurely l'ook through these 
pages and maybe even gig-
gle at yourself, or at us, we 
don't mind. Have some fun 
while re-living your year. 
And of course, this article 
has all been in fun, which is 
very akin to the Daytonian 
staff. We like to have just as 
much fun working on the 
yearbook as our fellow stu-
dents do during their week in 
Daytona. However, our fun 
lasts all year long! ll 
The new Daytonian logo as it appears on 
the cover of this year's yearbook and on 
other official Daytonian promotions. 
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What a: 
face 
For many avid Flyer fans, a familiar 
scene is the yellow, oversized head 
of a WWI flying ace donning a pilot's 
helmet and sporting a bushy mus-
tache; better known as Rudy the 
Flyer, a member of the UD Cheer-
l'eading squad. Rudy is selected 
evey year during the spring Cheer-
leading tryouts. This year's Rudy was 
sophomore Brian McCormick. Mc-
Cormick was assigned the task of 
motivating and exciting the crowds 
at football and men's basketball 
games. "The crowds were great for 
the football games, especially dur-
ing the pl'ayoffs," commented Mc-
Cormick. "Basketball was more of a 
challenge because of the large 
number of fans and because of our 
somewhat disappointing season. It's 
a challenge that we have to face 
all the time - getting the whole 
arena motivated, except, howev-
er, for the Wright State game. Ev-
eryone was already psyched for 
that." 
Like many other well known ce-
lebrities, this year Rudy got a face-
lift. After several seasons of wear, 
public appearances, numerous 
NCAA tourneys, and a letter to the 
Flyer News from an alumnus concer-
ened about the mascot's bad com-
plexion, Rudy visited a costume 
Not losing his head, Rudy the Flyer Is a wei· 
come face to many avid UD Flyer fans, 
yound and old. 
shop. When Rudy checked out, he 
was as good as "gold." 
When asked about his most mem-
orable experience as Rudy, McCor-
mick answered with a laugh. "The 
Stagg Bowl was a blast, and making 
all of the little kids smile is really nice. 
But, the most memorable time was 
when my head fell off during the 
time-out of the basketball game!" 
That's Rudy for you [] 
---Greek 101----------------------------------
"Even though I was not required to 
attend Greek 101 because I am al-
ready a brother, I wanted to go and 
see what it was all about. Overall, the 
class was very informative and 
worthwhile." 
- Scott L. Szustak 
EDT Brother 
"Greek 101 was a beneficial expe-
rience, since it outlined the Greek sys-
tem as to how it should be run to 
better all fraternal organizations. " 
- Mike Buckner 
EDT Pledge 
TOP REASONS 
TO ATTEND UD 
- your degree is 
respected 
-the Ghetto 
- free pictures from 
the cartoon Man 
- Dayton to Daytona 
trip 
- everyone is very 
friendly 
- we get out in April 
- Brother Fitz wants 
you to 
-free beer 
- the intratrJIIal 
program is tops 
-- we a 
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UD first in Ohio 
Circle K shines 
" All service projects Circle K par-
ticipated in were not simply done 
with the intentions of winning 
awards. The awards were an add-
ed bonus to the excitement and en-
thusiasm generated by the mem-
bers ." That is how sophomore 
member. Sue Weber. described 
UD's Circle K top performance at 
the Ohio District Convention held in 
Canton. The UD contingency was 
awarded Outstanding Ohio District 
Chapter in the culmination of many 
added honors. The UD chapter's 
Dance Marathon, in which they 
raised over $5,500 for MDA. was 
cited as the Outstanding Service 
Project . Individually, UD's chapter 
took home the top two honors as 
junior Greg Scanlon was named 
Outstanding President in the Ohio 
District and Maria Baldini was named 
Outstanding Club Member. At the 
convention. Scanlon was also se-
lected to be the Chairman of the 
1989 District convention which will 
be held in Dayton. [] 
Father Lackner poaea on the aHer of the Immaculate 
Heart ot Mary Chapel. Lackner C'elebratea masa In 
the Chapel regUlarly c:turlnglhe year aa well aa aerv· 
lng aa a Rellgloua Stuc:tlea prot4111or . 
. 68 Mila-Mag 
The BIG Chill 
MaewO~mp~s~angdd 
Americans have always consid-
ered Canada to be our friendly 
neighbor to the north. But for two 
weeks in February, there was noth-
ing friendly about visiting Calgary, 
Alberta for the XV Winter Olympiad . 
Statistically speaking, it was Ameri-
ca's worst medal performance 
since the 1936 Winter Olympics. A 
total of six medals, 23 behind the 
Soviet Union, were accumulated by 
America's best amateur athletes. 
Bonnie Blair and Brian Boitano boast-
ed the only gold medals for the US 
by winning women's speed skating 
and men's figure skating. respec-
tively. Debi Thomas stumbled during 
the long program in women's figure 
skating earning a bronze. This al-
lowed East German Katerina Witt to 
take the gold. The US Hockey team 
faultered early, losing to West Ger-
many and Czechoslovakia in the 
preliminary rounds, and did not 
make it to the medal round. 
Some Americans tried to evalu-
ate why more U.S. athletes did not 
win medals. However, many Ameri-
cans feel that there is more to the 
Olympics and to life than just gold, 
silver. and bronze. For example. 
there was Amer,ican men's speed 
skater Dan Jansen. a gold-medal 
favorite going into the finals of two 
races. On the day of the finals, he 
was told that his terminally-ill sister 
had passed away. After receiving 
the tragic news. he still found 
enough courage to compete. A 
lesser tragedy. in comparison, later 
struck as Jansen fell in both races. 
shattering his chance for an Olym-
pic medal. 
The Olympics proved to no longer 
be "us versus them" , or " West ver-
sus East" . It is about competition 
and how athletes !face it . Medals 
are only material objects for the 
athletes. And America accepted 
her athletes as great competitors; 
compet itors in the game of life.(] 
e e e 
Director of Campus Ministry steps down 
Since 1980, Father Joseph Lackner. S.M .. has headed UD's innovative 
and highly acclaimed Campus Ministry program. Now. Lackner plans to 
pursue other missions at the University following th~ same Marianist tradi-
. tion he adheres to. In the seven years under Lackner's directorship, many 
new programs have been initiate<;J, such as Hands Across the Ghetto. 
Marianist Heritage Week, _and luncheons for faculty and staff. The Cam-
pus Ministry staff has increased from nine to nineteen staff members. 
"Joe Lackner has made UD's Campus Ministry one of the premier cam-
pus ministries in the country . He has developed a dynamic worshipping 
community on campus," commented University President Raymond Fitz . 
Lackner 's departure as director of Campus Ministry will be deeply felt, 
however, Lackner will still be an integral part of Campus Ministry and 
continue other missions at UD. He will remain Campus Minister to Founders 
Hall, teach courses in the Religious Studies Department. and celebrate 
masses in the Chapel. 
Therefore. there will be more of him to devote to his lightened sched-
ule. That does not mean his presence will not be felt in Campus Ministry 
functions. According to Campus Ministry student member, sophomore 
Cathy Warth, "It's not possible to just forget about Father Lackner after 
this year . In my two years of knowing him, he has influenced my fife 
greatly. It's impossible to think of Campus Ministry and not think of Father 
Lackner."(] · . · 
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Toppin/ the social life scene 
l,t has been established that UD is one of tl1e best midwest comprehensive 
schools, and that UD is one of the best buys in college education. But what 
about the social life? That is a pertinent question for all upcoming freshmen. 
Don't fret! In terms of social life, UD rates a perfect "5" . This is according to the 
"Selective Guide to Colleges." The listing included private and public schools 
throughout the nation. Only two other Ohio schools received fives for social 
life, Ohio Wesleyan and Denison .[] 
Dayton to 
Daytonian 
Ooops! That's 
''Daytona'' 
Sunburns and beer. That best de-
scribes the annual SGA sponsored 
"Dayton to Daytona" trip to Florida 
at the end of the school year . On 
April25, seven busses full of sun-wor-
shippers and fun-worshippers de-
parted from the land of milk and 
honey and headed for the land of 
beer and hot dogs. What they 
found was usually just what they ex-
pected . 
" It is a wild time," exclaimed sen-
ior Kelli Jo Borello. "I had almost for-
gotten how much fun Daytona 
was!" Borello had been to Daytona 
as a freshman, but had not been 
back since. 
Three-year adventurer , senior 
Mike Manning, also a bus monitor 
and SGA member, stated, "Dayto-
na just gets better every year . I'm 
going to miss the sun and fun when I 
graduate . I guess that I could come 
back as an alumnus!" 
According to senior Tom Ogburn, 
the SGA Programming Coordinator 
and Daytona Director, this year's 
excursion was the largest ever. 
' 'Over 900 people signed up 
through SGA and another 200 or so 
people drove down and stayed 
with friends, " Ogburn stated. These 
1100-plus students stayed in two ho-
tels directly on Daytona Beach for 
eight days and seven nights. The 
Texan Motel and International Inn 
turned into a Stuart Hall and a 
makeshift Ghetto for the vacation . 
Scheduled activities included a 
trip to Walt Disney World, a party 
boat trip, and a Hawaiian luau. Dur-
ing the night, bar hoppers could ven-
ture to the many local establish-
ments along " the strip." "My 
favorite is The Hole," stated junior 
Amy Thorne, a SGA member, "The 
60's music they play is great." 
Senior Greg Seelinger preferred 
the Ocean Deck because of the 
reggae band. "Windjammer is awe-
some. And the seafood was good 
and cheap." he said. 
Even though the vacation was 
plagued with two rainy days, the 
days prior and following were in the 
high 80s and sunshine. 
Osburn added, "The main pur-
pose for Daytona is a time for every-
one and their friends to kick back 
and have some fun together, after 
everything is over . There are no 
more pressures of schoolwork and 
exams. The only pressure is to get a 
good tan!" And everyone did.[] 
Dave Potokar was the winner of this year's 
Daytona t·shirt design contest. His desl·gn 
appeared on over 600 t.shlrts. 
HOW TO HAVE 
FUN AT UD 
- do the Plaza 
- party in the Ghetto 
- adopt-a-dumpster 
· - wait in line to cash 
a check 
- stink thafety 
- be a fifth-year 
senior 
- go to 8 o'clock 
"social service" in the 
Chapel 
- tailgate 
- eat at MGycrest 
just for the food 
- lay oulln the 
~veycnl 
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TOP ' 
T • H • E 
THE • BEST • OF • 1987-88 
A random survey of UD students was conducted in 
February to see what UD' s favorites were in certain 
categories. The students filled out the surveys as they 
saw fit . The obscentities and "unprintables" were 
tossed out and what was left is as follows: ll 
FAVORITE 
GHETTO STREET 
1. Kiefaber 
2. Lowes 
3. Lawnview 
FAVORITE 
MOVIE 
1. Animal House 
2. Fatal Attraction 
3. It's A Wonderful Life 
FAVORITE 
MAGAZINE 
1. Cosmopolitan 
2. Rolling Stone 
3. Penthouse 
Tom Wildt 
FAVORITE 
BEVERAGE 
1. Beer 
2. Diet Coke 
3. Hairy Buffalo 
BEST FLOOR 
IN LIBRARY 
1. Fifth floor 
2. Second floor 
3. Seventh Floor 
Tom Wildt 
Roesch Library 
FAVORITE 
POLITICIAN 
1. President Ronald Reagan 
2. Gary Hart 
3. Jesse Jackson 
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FAVORITE 
CAMPUS EVENT 
1. Christmas on Campus 
2. Dayton to Daytona 
3. Ghettofest 
Tom Wildt 
Christmas on Campus 
FAVORITE 
MUSIC 
1. top forty 
2. progressive 
3. rock -n-roll 
BEST GREEK 
ORGANIZATION 
1. NONE 
2. SDI 
3. Tau Kappa Epsilon 
FAVORITE 
VACATION SPOT 
1. Daytona Beach 
2. King's Island 
3. Hilton Head 
FAVORITE 
CELEBRITY 
1. David Letterman 
2. Ollie North 
3. Erma Bombeck 
FAVORITE 
BAR AT UD 
1. The Shed 
2. Tim's 
3. Flannagan's 
Tom Wildt 
The Shed 
FAVORITE PART OF 
FOOD COURT 
1. The Pub 
2. the pizza 
3. the deli 
, . j J .• ---. 
~ I ~ 
- ... _,--.~~ •. 
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·r..~ . , ...... _.s ~~ 
Tom Wildt 
The Pub 
Tom Wildt 
Flyer football 
FAVORITE 
FLYER SPORT 
1. football 
2. men's basketball 
3. women's soccer 
FAVORITE 
WORD TO SAY 
1. WEEKEND 
2. SNAKE 
3. LOVE 
OTHER BIG 
WINNERS IN '88 
NCAA Basketball Champ ... Kansas 
NCAA Football 
Champ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miami 
World 
Series .... .. ..... Minnesota Twins 
Super Bowl. ..... . ... Washington 
Indy 500 
Champ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rick Mears 
Kentucky Derby . . Winning Colors 
Miss USA . . .. .. . . . . ... . . Miss Texas 
Best Picture . . . . The Last Emperor 
Best Actor .. . .... Michael Douglas 
Best Actress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cher 
Top Record . . . . . . . . . . Grace/and 
Top Album . . . . . . . . . . Joshua Tree 
Top New Artist . . . . Jody Whatley 
Presidential Nominees 
Democratic . . . . . Michael Dukakis 
Republican . . . . . . . . . George Bush 
MUtt-Mag l l 
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UD is 
Letters to home 
In the yearbook industry, it is tradi-
tional to have a theme which exem- . 
plifies the school year. In the past, 
the Daytonian has choosen themes 
such as "Four Words; Memories, 
Thanks, Teachers, Friends" in 1927, 
and more recently, "Metamorpho-
sis" in 1980, and "This is UD, Baby", in 
1986. Each theme related to there-
spective year. This year's theme, 
"Balancing the Basics", was derived 
from the fact that at UD, the stu-
dents, faculty, and staff are "Bal-
ancing the Basics" of academics, 
spiritual, and social life. The aca-
demic and social excellence of UD 
has already been noted. The spiritu-
al aspect of UD is related to its Mari-
anist beginning in 1850. Therefore, 
we feel that no other college com-
munity can balance the many as-
pects of college as well as the UD 
family. A mature, responsible person 
emerges at UD. We are diverse as 
individuals, yet unified by UD. D 
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Ayers Upset Augustana In 
History-makin' Game 
Dayton Daily News sports writer, 
Bucky Albers, called the second 
round match-up in the Division Ill 
playoffs " . . . as fine a football 
game as you'd ever want to see." 
For over 4,000 vocal fans on hand at 
Welcome Stadium on November 
28, a closer game could not have 
been staged. For Flyers fans, it was 
that and more. 
August ana, four-time defending 
national champion, came to face 
UD with a 22-game winning streak, 
and a 60-game regular season win-
ning streak on the line. UD broke out 
in the first half and scored the first 17 
points. Augustana came back to 
come within ten points at halftime. 
In the second half, the Vikings at-
tacked the Flyers and scored big. 
Fortunately enough, the lead UD 
built was sufficient enough and the 
closest Augustana came was the 
two point difference that appeared 
on the scoreboard after the game 
was over. After the upset, senior 
tailback Dave Jones stated, "We 
wanted to make history - not be a 
part of it!" 
To many Flyers, this game was the 
national championship and we had 
won. However, the Flyers had to 
continue on in the playoffs. UD went 
on to defeat Central College of 
Iowa, only to fall to Wagner College 
of Long Island, New York, the actual 
national champions in the Stagg 
Bowl in Phoenix City, Alabama D 
Campus Landmarks 
"The UD Arena is one of the great basketball facilities in 
the nation. A home game is a special event. " 
"Since 1868, the Chapel has served 
as a spiritual, inspirational and edu-
cational resource to the University 
community." 
- President Raymond Fitz 
"The library actively helps students meet their infor-
mation needs." 
- Linda Keir Simons 
Coord. Info. Services 
- Coach Don Donoher 
II=-=·-· ·-·~·~·· I IJll I T 
" The students are the most 
important product in KU. The 
ones who work here are the 
ones who become involved 
in activities. " 
-Ellie Kurtz, 
Director of Kennedy Union 
TOP WAYS TO 
WASTE TIME 
BEFORE AN EXAM 
- f~H1~7'tl~Jge the SDC~ 
dtclwer 
- dolalndry 
- cal paents colet:l 
and WhtJe 
bollrfN hDusemotes 
who trying ID 
5ludy 
- to 
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President Bro. Raymond fltz speaks at the dedi-
cation of the Anderson Center which houses 
many computers used by the faculty and stu-
dents. 
Dr. Timothy O'Meara, Provost of the University 
of Notre Dame, receives the Marlanlst Award 
from President Fltz at the reception honoring 
O'Meara In Kennedy Memorial Union. 
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Growing wir-h involvemenr-
FITZ SERVES UD 
niversity President Bro. Ray-
mond L. Fitz's involvement 
with UD goes far beyond his 
current position. [!TI 
It all began in 1960 when 
Fitz, as a Marianist brother and freshman, 
entered to study electrical engineering. Af-
ter he graduated in 1964, Fitz taught at a 
high school in Kalamazoo, Michigan, then 
went on to earn his master's and doctorate 
degrees at the Polytechnic Institute of 
Brooklyn in New York. In 1968 Fitz re-
turned to UD as an instructor of electrical 
engineering. Between 1968 and 1978 Fitz 
taught courses in electrical engineering while 
also serving as the executive director for the 
center for Christian Renewal from 197 4 to 
1979. 
Fitz's involvement with the engineering 
department gives him cause to believe that it 
is "one of the best in the country. Our stu-
dents graduate ... as some of the best pre-
pared," he said. 
"What I really like about being a teacher 
... is that I wanted to spend my life helping 
young people get excited about learning," 
Fitz said. 
In 1979, Fitz was elected president, the 
position he still holds today. "I like what I'm 
doing very much," he said. 
As president, Fitz has observed two fac-
tors he believes make UD special: outstand-
ing students and faculty. "It's a joy to see 
people grow and mature because of the UD 
experience," Fitz said. 
President Fitz's day usually begins at 5:30 
a.m. and ends around 9 p.m; it is filled with 
meetings, interviews and speeches that help 
keep UD running smoothly and involved 
with the Dayton community. 
When Fitz has a free moment he spends it 
in the Marianist communtiy where he lives 
with eight other Marianists, but they "don't 
talk about University business at home," Fitz 
said. "A great thing about Marianist religious 
life is community," he said. "I think it's a 
real positive experience." Fitz said he likes 
to cook, read, and go the the movies in his 
free time. 
Fitz is originally from Akron, Ohio where 
he attended St. Vincent's High school and 
played guard and linebacker for the football 
team. After graduating from high school, 
Fitz decided to become a Marianist. He took 
his first vows in 1960, shortly before begin-
ning college at UD. - Maureen Osborne(] 
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Members of the Board of Trustees donated one 
million dollars towards the Capital Campaign. 
The money Is presented by Bill and Enna 
Bombeck. 
At The Pub, the Board of Trustees hold one of 
their many meetings to discuss Important ques-
tions about the University of Dayton. 
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Some of the Rome participants gather for a 
group photo. 
In an Italian restaurant, the I.S.S.A.P. students 
enjoy excellent food and plenty of drinks. 
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Fun, Culture, Travel . .. 
Studying Abroad 
un! Culture! Travel! Educa-
tion! Friendship! I.S.S.A.P. is 
a great experience. Learning 
to live with people of differ-
ent cultures, seeing the sights 
and taking classes kept about 40 students 
and professors busy in the summer of 1987. 
Students and teachers lived together for one 
month in Rome, one month in Vienna, and 
one month in London and took up to 18 
credit hours in liberal arts. 
The sights, sounds, smells and tastes of 
Europe were fascinating to the students who 
attended. According to senior Michelle T em-
plin, "It was the experience of a life time. I 
learned so much about the places I visited 
and made friends I will cherish forever. " 
I.S.S.A.P.' ers learned the art of balancing 
school, language discrepancies and cultural 
barriers. The theaters of London, the music 
of Vienna, and the ancient history of Rome 
all combined to produce one of the best 
summers ever. Junior Gina Birbiglia said, 
"Traveling through Europe has always been 
a dream of mine. Now it is one of my best 
memories." 
"Do you speak English?", "Ciao Roma", 
" Water unsafe for drinking," and " Charge 
It! " became common phrases among the stu-
dents . And places like Piccadilly Circus, Sev-
en Moons, The Twelve Apostles and Punch 
and Judy's were the places to hang out. 
They will always stir up memories in the 
minds of the Summer Study Abroad family . 
- Michelle Templin [] 
Gino Blrblgllo 
Gino Blrblgllo 
Dorm life Is the same all over the world as Chris-
tine Wernet, Gina Blrblglla, Michelle Hub, Julie 
Conboy, Nancy Mottlce, and Clare Chantell dis-
cover willie visiting a dorm at the University of 
London. 
At St. Mark's Square In Venice, Italy, Nancy 
Mottlce, Gina Birblglla, and Michelle Templin 
stop by the waterfront. 
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The School of Arts and Sciences 
Lazarus Addresses Goals 
[!] ntegration with other schools . I . is one of the main goals of the College of Arts and Sciences. Francis Lazarus has been the 
dean of the college for eight 
years and each year he presents to Universi-
ty President Bro. Raymond J. Fitz S.M. the 
goals for the year. These goals are arrived 
upon by reviewing priorities and strengths of 
the University, and more specifically, the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
The first goal is helping the University 
investigate and develop its roots in the Cath-
olic tradition. The characteristics of this goal 
include that Dayton is an independant Uni-
versity that is responsible for its own future . 
Also, by being a Catholic University, there is 
a long and rich intellectual tradition that is 
not accountable to the public. A balance is 
established between the professional and lib-
eral arts schools, and the University is a 
middle-sized, urban Marianist institution. 
Achievement of this goal will "make sure 
intellectual life is not just secular, and make 
others aware of and appreciate Catholi-
cism," said Lazarus. With this we are "a 
more distinctive, fully developed Universi-
ty ," Lazarus went on to say. 
As one of five colleges on campus, the 
second goal of Arts and Sciences is to coop-
erate with professional schools in obtaining a 
balance between them. The statement of 
purpose in the Student Handbook shows 
that the University attempts to develop in 
students the ability to integrate knowledge 
gained from a variety of disciplines into a 
meaningful and viable synthesis. Students 
educated in Arts and Sciencs possess the 
ability to think critically, solve problems, tol-
erate differing points of view, and to con-
verse well with others. They learn that tal-
ents and abilities are not for self but service, 
and have generous hearts as well as in-
formed minds. 
Lazarus stressed the third goal: to help 
the college expand its facilities. With a tech-
nical revolution and great leaps in research 
and development, it is often difficult to keep 
ahead. The college teaches in 11 academic 
buildings with 18 freestanding departments. 
Improvements of graduate education 
through review is the fourth goal. "It is hard 
to have a graduate program at our size and, 
therefore, we must be more selective," said 
Lazarus. The college supports a strong re-
search base that is just beginning to develop. 
Companies are becoming more interested in 
students' backgrounds; because of this, not 
as many students are choosing to go to grad-
uate school. "We must be better at what we 
do," said Lazarus. 
Development of the CORE program, an 
integrated general education program, is 
Lazarus' fifth goal. Each year CORE sup-
ports the theme: "Human values - roots of 
pluralism and modern expression." This 
program, in its third year, has been effective 
in introducing students to a Liberal Arts edu-
cation. CORE has a relatively high participa-
tion rate, with 120 students per year. 
The "most difficult" goal, according to 
Lazarus, is increasing the number of minor-
ity students and faculty members. Presently, 
the Univeristy supports about 3% minorities 
which is average for similar universities. The 
College of Arts and Sciences seeks to make 
an education available to those formally le-
gally prevented from an education. 
- Colleen Pero [] 
Political discussions are monitored by a student 
from the local Alter High School at the confer-
ence sponsored by the University for Ohio high 
school students. Dayon's Model United Nations 
Club helped prepare for the event by writing 
Issues, helping with resolutions, monitoring 
each discussion and acting as tour guides. 
Bill Cunningham 
As a professor at the University, George Zlm· 
merman teaches··his classes with grace, but dur-
Ing his concert performance, he delights his au-
dience with his talent on the plano. 
Dance Ensemble members use their faces and 
motions to express the tone of the music. The 
Fall show Is always popular on campus because 
of the choice of music and expression In dance. 
The ability to utilize skills learned In the class-
room Is essential In getting the most out of a 
college experience. Angela Ganster and Alissa 
Mulligan understand this and wisely balance 
their time between gaining knowledge and ap-
plying It to everyday life as receptionists In the 
directors office. 
The Honors Program 
Enthusiasm and Skills 
0 ur philosophy is that excel-lence doesn't mean competi-
. , '. tion," beams Professor Pat-
rick Palermo. Instead, he 
emphasizes it's "sharing the 
enthusiasm, and the skills, and the knowl-
edge in a way that enriches everyone." It is 
upon these words that, under Palermo's di-
rection, the Honors Program has been built 
since its inception nine years ago. 
Funded by an honors endowment of over 
$2 million, the program is modeled on a 
very traditional type of honors program, and 
limits its acceptance of applicants to about 
35 students per class. This, as Palermo ex-
plains, "allows for a level of personal atten-
tion that's reflective of the philosophy of this 
university." Acceptance into the program, 
limited to those selected as University Schol-
ars based on class rank and standardized test 
scores, is decided by the Honors Committee 
based on the student's formal application, 
letter of recommendation and an encour-
aged interview. 
The curriculum of the typical honors stu-
dent consists of five informal yet in-depth 
seminars focusing on English, social science, 
philosophy and science. The final seminar is 
the Systems Design Seminar. In it, the class 
is required to pull together to investigate a 
contemporary social and technical problem, 
conduct research and design a plan for its 
solution. This is presented both publicly 
and in a written report. That's not even the 
end of the madness; mid-way into junior 
year, these honors students rally to face that 
monster of all monsters the thesis pa-
per. 
It is this very project that Palermo views 
as the jewel of the program. As he asserts, 
"One of the things that is so artificial about 
education is that so much of what you do is 
just 'canned exercise' ... , "but with the 
thesis paper, the student is given "the op-
portunity to get as close to the cutting edge 
of his discipline as possible." Senior Rob 
Schuette agrees with this, "there's no more 
parroting off of education ya' really get 
knee deep into the hoopla of things." 
But for these honors students, the re-
wards seem worth the extra effort. As senior 
Glen Brunner explains, "Most of the people 
in the program are there because they want 
something extra ... they're motivated, both 
in and out of the classroom. It really works." 
In fact according to Palermo, the program 
has yet to have a student apply to graduate 
school who has not won a full scholarship or 
assistantship. And Palermo himself admits, 
"I would be hard pressed to find an honors 
program that was better than ours." - Jill 
Cyranowski I] 
How to build a good 
Resume 
rying to get a job after gradu-
ation is a vicious circle_ To 
get a good job, one needs a 
good education. And to get a 
good education, no one has 
the time to get much experience in the job 
market. 
However, being a communications major is 
not all classroom work. I have tried to apply 
my major to the real world by working at 
several radio stations during my college 
years, such as WDCR, the student-run sta-
tion, and at WVUD, the professional station. 
This has helped me to get the experience I 
need to work in my field after graduation. 
The ability to obtain a good job right out 
of school requires building a good resume 
while still in school. To gain experience in 
college I had to be highly motivated to get 
what I wanted, and be patient at the same 
time. This is the balance that spelled suc-
cess. - Michael Manes [] 
Bill Cunningham 
A non-competitive environment Is the best 
place to gain experience In one's field of study. 
Having fun at the same time Is an added plus. 
Mike Dombroski enjoys the work he does for the 
campus radio station, WDCR. 
The School of Business Is located In Miriam 
Hall. 
The School of Business 
Outstanding 
utstanding" is the word Dean 
Sam Gould uses to describe 
the School of Business, and it 
keeps getting better. 
The School of Business of-
fers degrees in accounting, economics, fi-
nance, management, management informa-
tion systems, and marketing. It also offers a 
Master of Business Administration for those 
pursuing a graduate degree, and a two year 
program leading to an Associate in Execu-
tive Secretarial Studies. 
This year the undergraduate enrollment in 
the School of Business was approximately 
1500. The graduate program housed 710 
students, mostly part-time. The School of 
Business has 60 faculty members. 
Happenings in the School of Business 
have been first and foremost the accredita-
tion of the MBA program. Meanwhile, the 
undergraduate program is also being re-ac-
credited. Another program that has shined 
this year has been the involvement of faculty 
in research. Two programs that are only in 
their second year are the mentorship pro-
gram and the scholars program. 
The mentorship program allows student 
to become involved with companies in the 
Dayton and surrounding area, letting their 
education and talent shine. The program at-
tracts strong students in the School of Busi-
ness, allows them to demonstrate their com-
petence and skills, and brings recognition to 
the School of Business. 
The scholar program, also in existence for 
the past two years has been successful. The 
program requires that selected students take 
a one credit semester course which intro-
duces them to various topics of the business 
world. 
With these two programs and other assets 
associated with the School of Business, it 
hopes to become more selective in picking 
its students, increasing the quality of the 
student's education, but most of all making 
the School of Business at the University of 
Dayton the most "outstanding private busi-
ness school in the U.S." - Julia King[] 
With smiles, Mary Lou Spang helps students and 
teachers as a secretary In the School of Busi-
ness. 
On a beautiful spring day, Dr. Robert Marrotto 
conducts his class outside, on the lawn In front 
of Miriam Hall. 
The Telefund Program was a major contributor 
to the Capital Campaign. Dan Hinkle and Dan 
Stinson helped out by calling some of U.D.'s 
alumni. 
At the celebration for the success of Capital 
Campaign, Dr. Walter Gilliard and his daughter 
Michelle Gllllard enjoy themselves and the 
cheerful atmosphere of the party. 
Capitol Campaign 
Making Our Best Better 
historic, record-breaking $43 
million was raised in a cam-
paign to "make our best bet-
ter," the theme of the Univer-
sity's five-year fund-raising 
effort. This total tops the original goal of 
$38 million by 13 percent. 
The largest fund-raising campaign in the 
138-year history of the University, and be-
lieved to be the most ambitious in the city of 
Dayton, the campaign's successful conclu-
sion "celebrated an extraordinary partner-
ship between the University and the commu-
nity," said University President Bro . 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. 
"The University received $43 million in 
cash, pledges, equipment and real estate," 
Fitz announced during a news conference. 
"This extraordinary success is the result of 
long years of planning countless hours 
of volunteer effort and the generosity of 
thousands of alumni, parents and friends. 
Capped by a year-long national challenge 
chaired by alumni Erma and Bill Bombeck, a 
telefund to alumni and parents raised more 
than $3.3 million from than 9,400 donors 
and put the campaign over the top. The 
success of the campaign has allowed the 
University "to develop centers of excellence 
by which it has become known as one of 
Midwest's finest private universities and one 
of the nation's truly outstanding Catholic 
universities," Fitz said. 
The total commitment of $43,015,000 
represents more than 10,000 gifts from cor-
porations, alumni, faculty, staff, parents and 
friends in Dayton and major cities through-
out the country, most notably every major 
city in Ohio as well as Detroit, Chicago, St. 
Louis, Rochester, New York City, Pittsburgh 
and Washington, D.C. Approximately 92 
percent of the faculty and staff and 30 per-
cent of alumni supported the campaign. 
Fitz said the University is using the bulk of 
the funds to increase its endowment for aca-
demic scholarships, financial aid grants and 
other purposes from $7 million to $40 mil-
lion; to strengthen the University Honors 
and Scholars Program; to endow distin-
guished chairs in the Humanities and Retail-
ing; to develop a core program in liberal 
arts; to improve its research, science, engi-
neering, information technology and com-
puter science capabilities; to create a pro-
gram in professional ethics; and to improve 
the University's athletic facilities and schol-
arships. 
Thanks to a $3.5 million donation of cash 
and computer products from the NCR Cor-
poration, the largest private gift in the Uni-
versity's history, the William S. Anderson 
Information Sciences Center was opened in 
1987, as a "showcase" for information tech-
nology education and services. 
In all, the University has received "leader-
ship gifts" of $500,000 and up totalling 
nearly $25 million. - Office of Public Rela-
tions and University Communications D 
Muk Lally 
Many students called U.D. alumni for pledges. 
Dave Rankin and Ann Dixon enjoyed their jobs 
at the U.D. Telefund office In St. Mary's Hall. 
The School of Educorion 
Continuing Tradition 
The rewards of Student teaching speak for 
themselves. Molly Snell couldn't be happier as 
ahe cuddles two tiny day care children. 
his year approximately 150 
students of the Teacher Edu-
cation Department will dis-
cover a new learning oppor-
tunity - teaching. Another 
class of educators, with the chance to inspire 
the minds of youth, will continue the tradi-
tion that began in 1920 when the education 
department was established. 
Through the years, this tradition in educa-
tion became a tradition of excellence. In 
1972, following departmentalization and the 
installation of the graduate degree program, 
the American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education presented the education 
department with a Distinguished Achieve-
ment Award for having one of the top five 
outstanding programs in the country. Not 
suprisingly, student achievement matched 
the excellence within the department. In 
1977, the National Research Council noted 
that, of 943 institutions, Dayton ranked 
tenth in the number of graduates who went 
on to earn doctorates in education. 
This growth and success led to more of 
the same. The Education Specialist Pro-
Bill Cunnlngbm 
gram, which encourages work above the 
masters level, was established in 1979. And, 
in 1984, the Education Department was 
honored by the National Institution of Edu-
cation as being one of the top nine notable 
schools in the country. 
Improvements for the future are already 
in the making. First, the Education Depart-
ment and the Department of Arts and Sci-
ences are working toward integrating the 
general educa~tion requirements. b~n a iarger 
scale, a proposal to institute a Doctoral De-
gree program at Dayton has been sent to the 
Ohio Board of Regents . 
Since 1920, the faculty in the education 
department has strived for and achieved ex-
cellence, and they will continue to do so. 
This is done with the hope that today' s chil-
dren will be inspired to be the success of the 
future . - Peter Mesh (] 
As secretary of the School of Business, Mrs. Sue 
Federspiel takes care of many problems, big and 
small. 
"Being a business major has openned many 
doors for me already. And with Its reputation, I 
know that I can go far with my degree from UD," 
states junior Jim Kronk. Kronk represented the 
School of Business Adlmlstratlon as their SGA 
Senator and was also the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. Kronk Is shown with Curtis 
Sliwa, founder of the Guardian Angels, who he 
arranged to appear at UD for SGA. 
Women students are In charge of many organi-
zations on campus. As President of Student 
Government Association, Laura Gillespie 
speaks at the International Tea on her subject, 
Women's Roles In Different Societies. 
Jenny Edens enjoys working with customers and 
having the responsibility for selling bookstore 
Items. 
Encouraging the integration of all 
Women's Studies 
he Women's Studies program 
has a two-fold purpose. Its 
first and main purpose is to 
provide an academic minor in 
women's studies. Its second 
purpose is to contribute to the academic 
atmosphere that encourages the integration 
of the scholarship of women into the total 
curriculum. 
The fundamental characteristic of the 
women's studies minor is that it is interdisci-
plinary. According to Dr. Patricia Johnson, 
Director of Women's Studies, its purpose is 
to "use the expertise of people from many 
disciplines to reflect on common issues and 
problems." 
To demonstrate that many disciplines can 
be brought together to study one area, the 
program brings together courses from 
throughout the University. Students must 
take twelve hours of 300-400 level courses 
in the minor as well as a one credit seminar, 
"Focus on Women." Many Women's Stud-
ies courses also count as General Education 
requirements and Johnson hopes that stu-
dents see the opportunity to complete some 
necessary requirements in an integrated 
way. 
The Women's Studies program tries to 
support women faculty members. They pro-
vide opportunities for women from different 
disciplines to meet each other and to work 
together. The program also publishes its 
own newsletter each term, which combines 
information about women on campus with 
book reviews. 
Finally, the program works with various 
issues regarding campus life, such as rape 
and campus response to the tragedy. Be-
sides offering a mini-course on rape, Wom-
en's Studies wants to raise awareness re-
garding the frequency of violent crimes on 
campus. Encouraging educational assistance 
programs, as well as a non-threatening re-
port system are all goals of the program. It's 
time, according to Johnson, for the Universi-
ty "to project a good image by taking pre-
ventive measures." 
The Women's Studies program seeks to 
integrate all aspects of campus life into its 
program. At the same time, its approach is 
to heighten awareness of women's issues. 
They see this awareness as one of the basics _ 
of life in today' s world. - Sandra Grady[] 
During the first week of school, long lines at the 
bookstore plague everyone, especially cashier 
Laurie Eckert, who must work to provide fast 
and friendly service In the midst of confusion. 
While the weather Is still warm, Michelle Banner 
and Wendy Deetgen catch some rays and keep 
up on news between classes In the courtyard 
behind St. Mary's. 
AKA brother Mark Ramsey presents an award to 
Rev. Leon Sullivan prior to his powerful speech 
on the Sullivan Principles and divestment from 
South Africa. 
A friendly chat takes place In the Minority Af-
fairs Lounge as Rev. Leon Sullivan gets to know 
some students. Elaine French, and Robert 
Vaughters are eager to talk with him. 
Minorities on campus 
Working T..,-iee as Hard 
hen it comes to race relations 
on campus, the first word in 
my thoughts, as a minority, is 
struggle - the struggle for 
equality. Minorities have to 
work twice as hard as other students to 
achieve the same level of consideration, re-
spect and admiration. We are usually not 
looked upon as being a part of the norm, but 
occasionally one of us breaks the mold, and 
we become a "cool black person." 
The second word that comes to mind is 
attitudes - the attitudes of students, admin-
istrators and faculty that need to be 
changed. Minorities need to stop separating 
themselves from the white majority on cam-
pus. Neither group can overcome their ste-
reotypical ideas if they never see or talk to 
each other. "Somehow there should be con-
tact between the groups. We are all the 
same except for the color of our skin," said 
junior Amy Heintz. Both minorities and the 
majority of whites have to get over their 
fears and mingle. The vicious circle must be 
broken. 
The office of Minority Student Affairs 
tries to plan activities for students by creat-
ing a "home away from home." Timothy 
Spraggins, assistant director, said, "we are 
here to be a primary support system across 
Bill Cunningham 
the board for minority students. We act as 
an extention of the home base by providing 
support and encouraging students to be-
come part of the University community." 
Several organizations are working hard to 
change the difficult social scene on campus. 
Black Action Through Unity (BATU) spon-
sors several events throughout the year in-
cluding parties, talent shows and guest 
speakers. The National Society of Black En-
gineers (NSBE) also participates in campus 
activities and acted as host for a regional 
conference during the 1986-87 school year. 
Black fraternities and sororities are well 
represented. Rod Cooper, a member of Al-
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. stated, "all 
black greeks on campus are in the progress 
of bettering their image through positive ac-
tivities like guest speakers, study tables and 
panel discussions." 
Minority life on campus is not as bad as 
some people think, but if even one person 
tries to improve the conditions, we all bene-
fit. According to Val Walker, editor of the 
Black Perspective, "We must all work to-
gether to find our similarities rather than 
dwelling on our differences. That way we're 
pointed in a direction looking forward_to_ a 
better tomorrow." - Sonya Hackney (] 
In an attempt to attract new members, sisters of 
Delta Sigma Theta, Candy Banner, Jackie 
Turner, and Tonya Jefferson, decorate a table 
on Up the Organizations Day. 
With spirit and enthusiasm, the Gospel Choir 
performs many selections for an audience In the 
chapel. 
A paper airplane contest Is held during National 
Engineer's Week. John Reed, Fred Gorrey, and 2 
other engineers study their handmade airplanes 
to choose the best one for the contest. 
The School of Engineering 
Dedieated & Hard Working 
o the casual observer, the 
School of Engineering is noth-
ing more than a sanctuary for 
victims of technology. How-
ever, from the inside, one can 
see that through all the formulas, equations, 
and laboratory equipment there exists peo-
ple geared toward the betterment of society. 
The School of Engineering contains dedicat-
ed professors and industrious students work-
ing toward a common goal; the understand-
ing and application of principles and ideas. 
This goal is the foundation that many stu-
dents have spent hours trying to define and 
master, realizing that they will soon have the 
opportunity to apply this "potpourri of in-
tangibles." 
Imbedded within the foundation of the 
School of Engineering is the sense of profes-
sionalism that molds an individual into a 
form which will be carried on into the work-
ing world. Throughout the college years, stu-
dents find many opportunities to apply 
themselves in the field of engineering. 
Through professional clubs, seminars and 
co-oping the students can apply their skills in 
the technological world of today. 
Finally, after four long years filled with 
homework, tests, and reports, it is time for 
this student to step out into the world; A 
world where there is no partial credit, no 
answers in the back of the book, and no 
summer vacations. But through it all, one 
must realize that there are people out there 
to meet who will help share in the good 
times; people similar to those in the School 
of Engineering. A group of people who 
know what needs to be done and can have a 
good time doing it. - Kevin Walsh D 
The Society of Women Engineers 
Developing the total Person 
he Society of Women Engi· 
neers is a professional society 
that includes academics as 
one of the many areas impor· 
tant to students in college. 
SWE tries to enhance the academic interests 
of its members by sponsoring speakers on a 
variety of subjects. Some of the topics in· 
elude resume writing, interviewing, co-op-
ing, and technical report writing. They also 
sponsor panel discussions with engineers 
from industries who came to talk to the stu-
dents about what they will be doing in their 
career field. This is not academic book work; 
it helps the students to begin thinking about 
their careers. 
The student section tries to enhance its 
image on campus and encourage high school 
students to consider engineering as a field of 
study by providing the opportunity for mem-
bers to travel to Dayton area high schools 
and speak on engineering. SWE members 
also act as counselors for the School of Engi-
neering Summer Program for high school 
students. 
SWE is not just an academic club. The 
women like to promote themselves as help-
ing to develop the total person. They deal 
not only with the academic perspective, but 
the personal one as well. SWE is a well-
rounded organization of women engineers. 
- Sherry Hile [] 
Bill Cunningham 
Kettering Labs, "home" for many engineers. 
Hands-on-experience Is what co-oping Is all 
about. A R-U compressor Is the subject of Scott, 
John, Lisa, and Valerie's Interested looks. 
Cooperative Education Is 
Experienee 
began my first co-op term at 
Harrison Radiator during the 
summer of 198 7. I was ex cit-
ed to have a relatively high 
paying job (a lot better than 
m1mmum wage!), the opportunity to live 
away from home while not in school (party!), 
and weekends off for the first summer in 
three years. At the time, these seemed like 
the three most important reasons to co-op. 
While they are still on my top twenty list, 
I've since discovered even more reasons 
why co-oping is a great experience - and 
these are the kind of reasons I can write 
home about! 
Before I began co-oping, I knew I was on 
my way to getting a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering. The problem was, I didn't 
know exactly what that meant . Would I be 
fixing machines, programming computers, 
or sitting at a drawing board all day? Did I 
need to remember every formula I had 
learned since freshman year? Luckily, I 
found that the answer to the last question is 
definitely, "No!" But I also learned that the 
answer to the first question wasn't quite so 
simple. 
.. There are so many different areas of engi-
neering that I have to choose from, and I am 
finally getting the opportunity to find out 
exactly what they are. So far I've pro-
grammed machines, worked on the cad-cam 
system, inspected machines for safety de-
vices, devised a system for quality control 
data recording, and observed grievance pro-
cedures in the Labor Relations department. 
Now I know, from experience, what each of 
those jobs entail, and I have decided what 
direction I want to go with my major and my 
career. I don't have to take a 'shot in the 
dark' as to what is going to interest me. 
Also while co-oping, I learned the impor-
tance of being able to communicate effectiv-
ley with other people. By communication I 
mean everything from a successful lunch 
with a fellow co-op or the plant manager, to 
being able to relate a new idea to upper 
management. I have also learned a lot about 
engineering by talking to the men who have 
been running the machines in the factory for 
over thirty years. 
It's true that it will take me two extra 
semesters to graduate because I am co-op-
ing, but the experience I have gained in only 
two semesters of co-oping has proved just as 
valuable as everything I have learned in the 
past two and a half years of classes. Besides, 
people at work tell me that these are the 
best years of my life - so why rush through 
them! - Valerie Daniel (] 
While co•oping Harrison Radiator, Valerie Dan· 
iels, Lisa Dix, Scott Farmer, and John Walters 
gain valuable experience. Here they observe a 
Quality Control 8·5 Compressor. 
Co·op students almost always use computers. 
Lisa Dix prepares a spread sheet on a computer 
at Harrison Radiator. 
A front porch Is the greatest asset of any 
Ghetto house. Craig Gumther kicks off his 
shoes, and studies while the people pass by. 
Sunbathing In the Plaza may not be the best 
place for everyone to concentrate on their 
studies, but Beth Houle finds that the rays 
Inspire her to open her Biology 114 books. 
Researeh Paper 
torture (torchar) n. 1. act or fact of inflicting severe 
pain. 2. severe pain. Syn: agony, ·anguish, misery, 
distress. See research paper. 
very poor fool who enters 
college eventually has to 
write at least one research 
paper. This ritual has become 
one of the college student's 
worst nightmares, second only to incidents 
involving a bad hangover. However, a few 
helpful hints can help to alleviate the pain. 
Five basic helpful hints are included in 
writing a research paper. First, pick a topic. 
Believe it or not, this is probably one of the 
hardest parts of the paper. Stealing some-
body's topic is the easiest way around doing 
the work yourself, but this tends to make 
enemies. Hopefully, this problem can be 
avoided altogether by a considerate teacher 
who assigns an insane topic. 
The second step is doing the actual re-
search. In order to properly research a pa-
per, one must sit amongst stacks of decaying 
books for hours at a time. It 's also good to 
photocopy anything that comes close to be-
ing related to your subject. No student 
should spend too much time in the library 
lest he or she be mistaken for one of those 
crazies who actually wants to be there. 
Writing a first draft is the third step in the 
research paper process. This step is option-
al, because not many people do it. Only the 
students who know that they will flunk the 
final exam should write first drafts. Anyone 
who writes a first draft should show it to the 
prof. With any luck, the teacher will have a 
coronary upon seeing your draft, and every-
one will be saved this trouble of writing the 
paper. 
After the student has become frazzled in 
the library, and spent money on useless pho-
tocopies, he or she suddenly will realize that 
the paper is due in two days. This tends to 
prompt a student to start on the final draft. 
Panic is a wonderful feeling. At this point, 
the fourth step begins. One should sit in 
front of the typewriter with a bag of mun-
chies and go to it. 
Anyone who happens to be living with an 
impromptu writer such as this should take 
the time to hide any sharp objects. Above 
said roomies should also avoid mentioning 
that the writer has brought this upon himself 
or herself, as this could result in criminal 
charges. 
After the paper is finished, the last step is 
getting it back. As before, sharp objects are 
not good to have around. In fact, the best 
cure for a returned research paper seems to 
be a soft, padded room and a funny white 
jacket. No matter what the grade, a student 
can still feel good that the ordeal is over. 
Over, that is, until the next assignment. 
Jim Fister (] 
Jeff Miller 
Next to a porch, a backyard Is essential for the 
successful Ghetto occupant. Jeff Flaherty uses 
his backyard for studying, sunbathing, and bar· 
bequlng, and sometimes all three at once. 
Intense research calls for late nights and blurry 
eyes. A student on the first floor of the library 
surrounds himself with card catalogs In hopes of 
gathering more Information for his paper. 
UD students do not need any outside source to 
tell them how great the active social life Is on 
campus. Students exemplify this by "doing the 
Plaza". 
Presrige and Nororiery 
UD Gains Recognition 
restige and notoriety are mat-
ters to put in the record 
books. Gaining this fame 
comes when people outside 
the University take notice 
and inform others of its worth. This recogni-
tion can come from a famous alumni achiev-
ing a great task or award, or the University 
itself, being the best it possibly can be. 
All high-school seniors curious for tips on · 
the best colleges turn to unbiased sources 
for some assistence. In the 1988 edition of 
New York Times' Education Editor, Edward 
B. Fiske's The Best Buys In College Educa-
tion, The University of Dayton was "pleased 
to have been selected as one of the bargain 
schools which have kept their costs at rea-
sonable levels without sacrificing their edu-
cational quality." 
Likewise, in Peterson's Competitive Col-
leges, the University was one of the select 
schools profiled in the publication. Schools 
were selected because "their students have 
performed above-average on national tests 
and in their high schools and have demon-
strated an academic ability above the nation-
al average." 
The University was also rated one of 
America's Best Colleges by college presi-
dents in the October 26, 1987 issue of U.S. 
News and World Report. The University 
achieved an eighth ranking out of 137 
schools in the category of comprehensive 
institutions. 
Alumnus Charles J . Pederson '26, also 
recognized by the University, was awarded 
the 1987 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his 
work in discovering a process that combined 
organic and inorganic compounds. These or-
ganinc compounds mimic natural enzymes 
and are used in medical research. Peterson 
made his discovery while working at the E.!. 
DuPont Co., in Wilmington, Delaware. 
"We consider this to be a recognition that 
our students are offered a balance educa-
tion," said Frank Lazarus, dean of the Uni-
versity's College of Arts and Sciences. 
Colleen Pero [] 
The Flyer spirit is alive at all UD sporting 
events, like the UD-Wrlght State basketball 
game. UD coaches rate Flyer fans as some of the 
most dedicated and enthusiastic In the nation. 
Cultural experiences take place all over campus 
at all times. The noontime concerts were held In 
the Torch Lounge In Kennedy Memorial Union. 



Student-athlete, the phrase does.not ada-
quately convey the dedication artd desire 
one needs to be both. We at UD might know 
some friends who are involved in a sport, but 
how many of us know what is inside them? 
That drives them to be both student and 
athlete. It is hard not to have thaffree·time 
that others enjoy and the practices, travel· 
ling and games are even more time-consum· 
· ' ' · ·.·":' ''tH ing. Many students are not appreciative 
enough of the difficulty of being a student· 
athlete. The foilowing three pe~ple have 
represented this University In exemplary 
fashion and should be remembered for their 
four years of contribution ~nd toil. 
A senior with a 3.54 graHe point average 
• in mechanical engineering and captain of the 
football team, Rich Kiko embodies the stu· 
dent-athlete Yimodel?; Rich's "dediCation ·won 
him All-American honors for his work on the 
field and irlthe classroom. He was·an excel· 
lelltleader by his own ~~ample. 1 
MVP of both the women's volleyball and 
softball teams and a' student majoring in pre· 
me~, Jo Zajac was\tnownJor giving her best 
effort in academics and athletiCs. Also in-
volved in the Fellowship . of Christian Ath-
letes, Zajac was a creditto the university. 
A senior captain of the Lady Flyer basket-
ball team, Michel~ Kruty was known fot her 
strong offense on the basketball court. She 
finished eighth on the all-time . scoring list 
wit)\1337 career,.p(;)ints.~~ ruty , as the ~ec­
ond leading scorer • this season,partly due to 
her missing three games. Kruty graduated 
with a degree in Physical Education. Reflect· 
ing on her UD car~er, Kruty stated, "I made 
the right choice to come to UD. I have had a 
lot of fun. And sometimes that means more 
.. than winriirig." ,. ; ~""" 
- Nicholas P. Curran 
BASEBALL 
MVPlayer - Kelly Lathrop 
MVPitcher - Mike Devlin 
Rookie of the Year - Tony Miller 
Flyer Spirit Award - E.J. Mills 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
MVP - Anthony Corbitt 
Rebounding Award - Corbitt 
Free Throw Trophy - Steve Pittman 
Scholar-Athlete Award - Eric Mathews 
Spirit Award - Mathews 
Freshman Award - Ken Branch 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
MVP - Tobette Pleasant 
Defensive Player - Pleasant 
Most Improved - Pam Rasey 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
MVRunner - Tim Carroll 
Most Improved - Craig Bickle 
Top Newcomer - Wayne Wisniewski 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
MVRunner - Laura Sweitzer 
Coaches Award - Lynne Buerger 
FOOTBALL 
MVP - Dave Jones 
Scholar-Athlete - Rich Kiko 
Inspiration Award - Kiko 
Character Award - Kika 
Top Hitter - Tom Ray 
Top Lineman - Tony Petrucci 
Leadership Trophy - Ted Edgington 
Top Newcomer - Sean Kenneally 
Most Improved - Tim Alber 
GOLF 
MVP - John Schuermann 
Coaches Award - Chris Hayes 
ICE HOCKEY 
MVP - Pat Quinn 
Dedication Award - Joe Cerullo 
MEN'S SOCCER 
MVP - John Dearlove 
Dedication Award - Vern Wells 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
MVP - Denine Moscato 
Coaches Award - Kelly Kirwan 
SOFTBALL 
MVP - Jo Zajac 
Coaches Award - Mel Hubbs 
MEN'S TENNIS 
MVP - Rafael Alvarez 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
MVP - Kim Stickney 
Coaches Award - Alanna Kraft 
VOLLEYBALL 
MVP - Jo Zajac 
Coaches Award - Noelle Nagy 
WATERPOLO 
MVP - Tom Scatena 
Coaches Award - Dan Kabida and Jack 
Sine 
WRESTLING 
MVP Dan Szendrey 
Takedown Award - John Flanigan 

II 
• • • 
Wayne State 
St. Norberts 
Butler 
Adrian 
DePauw 
Mercyhurst 
Frostburg 
St. Joseph's 
Drake 
Ithaca 
Capital 
Augustana 
Central 
Wagner 
NCAA Playoffs 
11-3 
. 27-17 
31-8 
10-15 
42-22 
23-21 
24-14 
49-0 
22-24 
28-6 
Oaytbh .t~rned it. ar0und the .next week 
Cl.9~irist the"Adrian <;:ollege.Bulldogs with•the 
arrn of Wilhelm, wh~ completed 9 of his 16 
passes, and .the legs of Jones and Tim Ear- , 
h~y' who . ran for a comli!.ined. total· of 229 
yards, Dayton also squeaked out a win over 
Pepauw, _23-21. The tflin and 'a missed at· 
tempt at a last second field.goa!.helpe!;l. give 
the Flyers that close ·· · 
racked up\52 game Winning .p(lirits. 
'Phe next win was . .the most glorifying vic-
lorythafahy player could have ... Augu§lana; . 
U..D.'s next oppommf cam~. 1nt9 .Welcomei 
Stadium With Its 65 game Winhi!lg streak and 
left defeated by the. Flyers wlththe score of 
38-36. All week lo11g in preparation for the 
game, the _sl~gan ' "the streak stops here" 
helped the Flyers focus in o ··· upsettiJ19 Jh~ 
24-0 In,, ~R;\;f,":'}·:-.~-:;~-~"cJ::;lJL~);$·~ ;'f'~·"'~-::_'F •:"': ··", ·.;-·:· ·.: .. !o.PTiil1ke4,l£.iking~.M~-~Y- -~ tshome.fot 
'P~al')ksgivihg _l>r~ak wafche from home 
•v• .. •rn.m••r"r _24-14. 1'heleam._c<antif1ued when the final score was-flashed on theT.V_. 
wmm11g .strea~ by shutting out ~rostburg screen. 'Phe offensive line. allowed Wilhelm 
?tate ... 49-0. ·The complete dominan?e .. was to pick the SeCOJ1dary apart and Jones to 
shown · In the'. Flyer's '' rushing . statistics in. rush' for over. 230 .yards. Jones <¥so had the 
., ~hh::h _ f:ullb'1:ck '}{yle Godfreyrushed -. for 96 ·· most memorable. qtio~~ of the .se~son:, "We 
yards,andthree ... qther players also rusheg wanted tgmal<e .· history .not be~ome .a part 
for nearly, one-hundred yards.'Phe following of it.'' 'Phe quc;lte not only wa~ carried jn the 
.· 9ame .. was o11 HornecomiJ1g. we.ekehd_ in Day~on DailyJ>ut·inUSA.today•as w~ll. 
· which Dayton lost to a tough Division II op- · Central College of Iowa ":'as the next stop 
poneht St. Joseph by 24-22 ... Dayton re- to Phenix City and the Stagg 
bounded againest . Dra~e. University's Bull· foughf thr0ugh an early 
/ d~~ .by wiJ1.11ing 28,6. . 1 .... ') one field. goal in tbe· ·· 
··•··· Oaytor then dincbed_ a, playoff spof by touchdowns ··· in' the 
\achieving a big win over Ithaca. It. was.very them a .half•time lead of 
importantto Qeat iri order .to enOTom. Ray's hits 
ule. 'Phis sllut out wa~ the.first one .since 
Ithaca. J)layed Dayton)n th,~ Stagg ~owl in 
1980 when Dayton' won 63,Q. Sean. Ken-
neally, a 'fr:~shman from !North .Royalton, 
()hio, was .. n.amed thePlayero'f theW~ek for + 
hi$ nine t(l.c~les, two passes battled away and ··•· 
a fumble recovery. He was the first fresh7r 
ma11 everJo Win this award. . . . .. . · , _, 
. ' In !He first round of the playoffs, 'Capital 
· Univ~rsity,,dlsplayed ~- high~powered .offense 
yet it was not epough .. to defeat pay~on.The 
U,D. defense held, t9ug~- while the .. 9ff€mse 

During the Division 01 
playoffs Dave Jones 
puts the moves on his 
opponent In the shut out 
game of 34-() against 
Central Iowa. 
Wagner College Seahawks were the Fly-
ers' worthy opponents in the Amos Alonzo 
Stagg Bowl. Three unanswered touchdowns 
in the first half put Wagner up at half-time, 
19-0. The Flyers stopped the Wagner scor· 
ing in the second half, but the Seahpwks 
defense remained top:notch and held. the 
Flyers to a single field goal in the third quar-
ter. The Cinderella-like story ended for Day-
ton with Wagner winning 19-3 to become 
the Division III national champions. Dayton's 
streak stopped here. 
The University of Dayton Flyers could 'flot 
. cap off the season with a National Champi· 
onship, however they displayed tenacity, tal-
ent and character. Few people would have 
predigt~d the team tp. do as well as .Jast 
year:s)eam, but the t'eam ranks as 'one of 
the scnool's finest in history, and will contin· 
ue to rank in years to come. 
- Nick Curran (] 


Competitive sports and recreational activ- nertube waterpolo, euchre tournaments, 
itles are a desirable part of a student's pro- and floor hockey 1in the spring. There is no 
gram of education. Through participation it reason for anyone not to get involved. Not 
is hoped that the individual will develop an only do you get to meet more people but 
appreciation of the worthy use of leisure you acquire a unique spirit of fun which 
time and a wholesome attitudetoward pliysi- surrounds the keen competition found in re-
cal activity for recreational purposes later in creation, league, tournament, and free play. 
life. In the games, one thing holds true, ability is 
The philosophy of UD's intramural pro- not important: all you need is desire. 
gram is ... ~ rather , meaningf,~l .. one. It states ,. Mary Ann Krawc~onek D 
that: The person who measures his success 
or failure within intramurals only in terms of 
wins or losses is non-creative, is overloqking 
the purpose of the program.,. and is much 
more likely to experience frustration then 
satisfaction. Creating a broader outlook re-
sults in a more enriching and benificial expe-
rience. Creativity is reflected. in the mature 
individual ... who allows himself to experience 
fully the joy inherent ill real but irrelevent 
competition. 
The aim of the intramuraLdepartment is 
to provide an opportunity for every person 
to participate in some activity of his or her 
own choosing. These opportunities are orga-
nized on a team or individual basJs, thereby 
'enabling all to participate. Events range 
from flag football, Putt-Putt golf tourna-
ments, and volleyball in the fall term to in-

The 1987-88 season for the Lady Flyers 
was unique in many aspects. The most obvi-
ous of these was the great improvement in 
the season's record, as compared to the pre-
vious one. With twenty-four wins and seven-" 
teen losses, the ladies exceeded their 11-26 
record from the 1986-87 season. The loss of 
two seniors and the addition of six freshman 
players also made this a special season. 
Sophomore Melinda Vogler however, has 
her own reasons as to why this season was 
so different. "It was much more frustrating 
because we had more talent and skiH, but we 
did not accomplish as much as we wanted 
' to. All the same, it was more successful than 
the 1986-87 season." 
The team finished third in the North Star 
In the fi.rst game of the season against 
Findlay, Jackie Hoyng spikes It to her 
opponents in . the smashing victory for 
the Lady Flyers. · 
Front. a~;;· 
Russ, M. Vogler, 
A. Gassner, J. 
Zajac, J. Nitz, J. 
Hoyng. Second 
Row: Asst. Coach 
A. Frericks, D. 
Martin. P. Condit, 
N. Nagy, C. 
Cordonnler . A. 
RJchard, C. 
Moffitt, Head 
Coach J. 
Biermann 
Conference Meet, which was held at Depaul 
University in November. This improvement 
from being in sixth place only a year ago was 
due mainly to the skills of head Coach Julie 
Biermann. Biermann was named 'the North 
Star Conference . Coach of the year as she 
helped the Lady Flyers win the most games 
since the 1981-82 season. 
Several of the players were honored this 
season as well. The top four spots in the ace 
average statistics were held by Flyers Cindy 
Moffitt, Renee Russ, Joelle Zajac, and Melin-
da Vogler. Vogler was also named thl;! Num-
ber One server in the nation with a 1.083 
ace average per game. 
One of the. most important aspects of the 
team was the closeness and team spirit that 
Findley 
Valparaiso 
Lewis 
Marion 
Cedarville 
Malone . 
Anderson 
Wittenberg 
Defiance 
Bluffton 
Thomas More 
Kent State 
Wright State 
Xavier . 
Maryland 
Akron 
St. Francis 
Wright State 
Northern Kentucky 
Wilmington 
Morehead State 
Evansville 
Marquette 
DePaul . 
Central State 
Bowling Green State 
Mount St. Joseph . 
Bluffton 
Sienna Heights 
Notre Dame 
Valparaiso 
Akron 
Xavier 
Wright State 
Marquette 
Cincinnati 
Northern Illinois 
Depaul 
Marquette 
Notre Dame 
Valparaiso 
24·17 
1-3 
3-0 
3-1 
. 3-1 
3-0 
3-0 
3-0 
0-3 
2-3 
0-2 
2-1 
0-3 
3-0 
3-1 
. 3-0 
2-3 
3-0 
0-3 
0-3 
3-0 
3-1 
1-3 
2-1 
the ladies shared. According to Zajac, 
''Closeness helps because regar9less of what 
happens in a match, the friendships remain 
intact and help to keep you going. We also 
have more spirit as a team becallse the more 
individualized a team is, the less success it 
has." 
The 1987-88 Lady Flyers were extremely 
successful, not because of the excellent 
coaching staff pr because of the spirit and 
raw talent of the ·"players. It was the combina· 
tion of these winning attributes that lead the 
women to success. - Judy Butkiewicz (] 

Cincinnati Invitational 
Guelph Invitational 
Woooster lnvitationa,l 
Anderson Invitational . 
All-Ohio Championship-
Siena Heights Invitational 
Midweste rn Collegiate Con£ 
0-7 
2nd of 3 
7th of 8 
11th of 15 
2nd of 2 
29th of 34 
9th of 12 
. , 4th of 6 

Cincinnati Invitational 
Guelph Invitational 
Wooster Invitational 
Anderson Invitational 
All-Ohio Championship 
Siena Heights lnvitationaf 
North Star Conference 
3·4 
2nd of 3 
2nd of 6 
1st of 8 
1st of 5 
6th of 28 
. 1st of 28 
4th of 6 

Bringing the ball dpwn the field away from Central Michigan, UD sweep~ . by their 
opponents 2·0 In a game that brought them one step closer to a 12·10" sea~on. 
,. 
For many college soccer teams, winning 
12 games in one season would not merit any 
great celebration, But the mem.bers .. of th~ 
University of;Qay~on men's soccer teamhad 
reason t~ celebr.ate aiter finishing the 1'987 
season with a 12,10 record. The season was 
the first winni~gc~mpaign for ~li~ ~lyim 
since 1983. And the 12 victories were the 
'most-ever by a Dayton team. 
After posting a 14,37-2 record tpven the 
RL previous thre.e ~~~sons, tpe f?rtun~~.,?f §lyer . 
'soccer were)ut~ in 'the hanas.or'first:year 
head co(ich l{oget Cr~ed. Aforrrier :~ssis~ant 
coach at Ge~rge Mason University, Creed 
utilized a youth movement to pr?pel the 
Flyers to a • winning season and a fourth-. 
place finish irl the Midwester~ Collegiate 
-· .Conference. O f..the 20 squad. mempers., 14 
' i ;'i ,•} : \);J\, ! : - - _-- - - t:/'] - 0 - c.. 
'players w~re either freshmen : or 
· sophomot'es.i;,·· . t§'' 
Two freshmen made their pre~{mce felt 
immediat~ly. Goal keeper John Dearlove 
was voted the team's Most Valuable I'layer 
in his first c0ollegiate season .. Oearlove al-
lowed an average of only 1.3 g()als per 
' {\ -- ~ -- ' ' 
Denison 
Wisconsin Parkside 
Marquette 
Cincinnati 
Wittenberg 
Bowling Gre.en . 
Marshall . 
Xavier 
Wilmington 
Charleston . 
Louisville 
Northern Kentucky 
Western Kentucky 
Vanderbilt . 
Depaul 
Earlham 
Central Michigan 
Wright State 
CMCC Championship 
Loyola 
St. Louis . 
12-10 
2-1 
3-1 
0-1 
0-5 
1-2 
1-8 
6-1 
. 1-0 
0-5 
0-1 
2-1 
3-1 
2-1 
2-1 
. 4-0 
. 2-0 
2-0 
5-1 
. 2-1 
4-0 

Giving It their all this season the Lady Flyers" sweep past their opponents with a final 
record of 13 wins and 5 losses giving them a 16th spot In the nation. 
0" A .Rol • 
The 1987 University of Dayton women's 
soccer team finished a successful campaign, 
finishing the season with an impressive 
record of 13-5. Those five losses were by a 
total of just eight points, and three of the 
losses were to Top 20 teams ori~ the Top 
20 earlier in ' the season. This record is one 
that the Lady Flyers were not ashamed with, 
to say the least. 
The Flyers opened the season on a roll 
with six straight victories, and the 16th spot 
in the nation in the Division 1 Nationah~oll. 
This rankingswas the next goal iri the' pro-
gression of goals head coach Tom Schindler 
had set for his program, which was just in 
their fourth year as a varsity sport. Dayton 
took its winning streak and national ranking 
on the road to play in the Budweis~r-Univer­
sity of Missouri at St. Louis tournament. The 
first game of the tournament matched Day-
ton against No. 8 Wisconsin. The Lady Fly-
ers dropped their first game of the season 4-
. They theQ.split the next two ga'mes in St. 
Louis, defeating Southern Illinois-Edwards-
ville 6-1 and then losing to Texas A& M 2-1. 
Dayton came back to string four straight 
• • 
wins together, including back-to-back shut-
outs over.Michigan State and Xavier. The 
Lady Flyers then took to the road again to 
face Cincinnati and Virginia, both were rated 
in the Top 20, and Radford, a team that had 
been preyiously in the 'fop 20 rankings. 
Dayton dfopped a 2-1 decisiOn to Cincinnati, 
3-1 to Virginia, and 2-1 to Radford. 
The Lady Flyers then regrouped to come 
home and win the Dayton Invitational, by 
shutting out Wright State for the second 
time in t ason, and then dqwning Mis-
souri-St. is 2-1 to close out'the season 
with a record of 13-5. 
Dayton was led offensively by sophomore 
Denine Moscato, from Woodridge, Illinois, 
with 14 goals and 11 assists, and freshman 
Jennifer Molloy, from G:incinnati, Ohio, with 
10 goals and five assists. Sophomore stop-
pers, Jenifer Hinkle and Mary Jo Flynn led a 
defense that allowed only 1.2 goals a game, 
and Jane Ann Ryznar was credited with five 
shutou.ts in !;!Oal. - John Wegerzyn (] 
J 
Front Row: .1. Toemer, M. SlmonU. K. M.lloa, M. Reddington, 
J .A. Ryznu, M. R-. T. D'eplro, J. W-aa, D.O. DeCarlo. 
5ec:oncl Row: Ma-rK. Oaks, L. ~ K. Ke-her, ~.Palaz­
zolo, J . Molloy, D. MUKato, K. Klrwan, K. McAuley, C. Arledge, 
C. Finnegan, C. Mers. Third Row: Coach T. Sc:hlncller, Aaft. 
Coach B. GUaaoa, C. Hanhart, P. th-peon, M..l. Fly-. K. Ku· 
mater, T. Henman, J. Hlokle, A: Rice, A. Q•im!r, Aaft. Coach M. 
Staddon, ANt. Coach E. Tl'lc:k. " : '111 
Siena Heights 
Morehead State 
Oberlin 
Louisville . 
Wright State . 
Kalamazoo 
Wisconsin 
Southern Illinois 
Texas A & M . 
Michigan State 
Xavier 
Wilmington 
Denison 
Cincinnati 
Radford . 
Virginia 
Wright State 
Missouri 
13-5 
5-1 
12-0 
9-1 
. 11-2 
4-0 
7-2 
1-4 
6-1 
1-2 
2-0 
4-0 
3-0 
6·1 
0-1 
1-2 
1-3 
2-0 
2-1 

PractJclng a ldck·Une for their upcoming foot· 
ball half·tlme show, the Flyerettes sharpen up 
their moves. · ' · ' 
T a~&;t rwJ -flmwllt4Jf4'1/? 
~ I i' ~. , ~~ 
What? You say I !lave to be able to dance 
and twirl a flag? < 
That's right! Those talented women you 
see at all home football games and a select 
number of basketball games, DePaul, Notre 
Dame, and Mar~quette, are the,University of 
Dayton Flyerettes. The Flyerettes are a drill 
team/ flag corp/ dance' line.0While most 
universities have either one of the three, 
UD's Flyerettes can do it all. Although most 
of the Flyerettes who audition for the squad 
have either beeri on a drill team or a flag 
corp, they . rarely have had experience in 
being involved''with a combination of the 
three. ,Their dedication conibin~d with their 
talents and a desire to learn enabled them to 
master the routines with ease:. 
The 1987-88 season was a year of 
growth. Not .only did the band have new 
directors, Dr. David Garcia and Professor 
Dave Hoffman, the Flyerettes had a new 
director/ choreographer, Michelle Gilliard. 
With all of these new faces and ideas, it 
could have been a season of disorder, but it 
turned out to be just the opposite. Thanks to 
the leadership abilities of the Flyerette Offi-
cers; captain Tami Oglesbee; co-captain Ka-
ren Thomas; line officers Sheri Foster and 
· Donita Jessen, th~ sea'son·':went along 
smoothly . . , Although th~ Flyer::ettes were 
small in numbe~ during football season, by 
the first basketball game, they had grown to 
over thirty members strong. With basketball 
came new uniforms,. and they were a crowd 
pleaser. These new uniforms made the la-
dies sparkle and the crowcl smile. 
The University of Dayton Flyerettes is a 
very special . organization. .It provides UD 
women with an opportunity to improve 
themselves, not only through perfecting 
their dance and flag technique, but also de-
velop self'aiscipline and compa~sio~ for oth-
ers. When the chips were d~.Y-'n~ and the 
going got tough, tfie tough got going. This 
year's group was very talented, .and next 
year promises to be even better. 
A SpeCial Note: 
"This year has been a very special one for 
m.eolt was an honor and1very exciting fQ.r me 
to be ·able to come back and work' with a 
group that was an; integral part of'· m~r UD 
undergraduate experience. I'd like. to thank 
. all of the Flyerettes for making it so easy for 
me to come back. You all worked very hard 
and have grown so milch, not only as a 
group, but also ~s individuals. ,Jo Tami 
Oglesbee, you wer~ an outstandin'g captain, 
the group has been very lucky to. have had 
vou as their leader; and to Karen thomas, I 
~~ ,; 
know that you too will also be a wonaerful ' 
captain. I only Wi§h that I could be there to. 
see you shine. Thanks again, to all of the 
Flyerettes for a wonderfuL season. Best of 
luck in the 1988-89 . 
.. Remember the good times, for it is0frdm 
that, that we glow. But also, remember the 
bad times, for it is frofu that, that we "grow. 
!Chins up ~nd smile! - f'riichelle Gillia~d 
(] 
il·'' 

Opening the season with three victories in 
their first · fou't ' matches, the Lady Flyers 
seemed to be on the right side of the net at 
the start of the season. However, the wom-
en's tennis team double-~aulted to just win-
ning one more match over the remaining ten 
regular season matches, and ,.finishing in 
fourth place in the North Star .Conference 
tournament. 
Without question, the season-long perfor-
mance of senior Kim Stickney was the 
brightest highlight of Coach Bonnie Lupia' s 
third year as Lady Flyer Head Coach. Stick-
ney completed her career with a 10-4 regu-
lar-season record. She also placed fourth at 
the North Star Tourney, held at Notre 
Dame. 
Stickney, who played for the I.;.ady Flyers 
in 1984 and 1985, had transferred to Wright· 
State last year, before returning once again 
to UD. Aside from her single play, Stickney 
was paired with three teammate~. during the 
season fo compile an overall record of 2-3. 
While Stickney was a standout in the fall, 
fellow senior, Katie Meakin, saved her best 
'>for the spring. Meakin took a 1-7 record into 
the North Star Tourney and won her first 
match en route to a fourth place finish c;~t the 
number three singles position. 
Coach Lupia, however, did not have to 
rely on seniors Stickney and Meakin for all 
of the support. The freshman class trio of 
Lara Correll, Carrie Adams, and Michele 
Chrosniak combin~d to win twelve matches 
between them. Corell went 5-9 in her role as 
number one singles player, facing top com-
petition all season. Adams went 3-3 and 
Chrosniak finished at 4-4. 
In team plc;~y, UD was 1-2 against North 
Star competitors: •The Lady Flyers beat Val-
paraiso, falling to rivals DePaul and Mar-
quette. - Bob Socci (] 
Sports Jnform•tlon Office 
Senior standout, Katie Meakin reaches to pound 
her serve past her Ma.~~~ette opponent. Mea· 
kin's 1·7 regular-seasoif :n!cord was not indica-
tive of her fourth place finish at the North Star 
Tourney, 
The Lady flyer's number one player, freshman 
Lora Correll smacks a backhand across the net 
to her opponent. In Corell's first, season, she 
finished with a 5·9 record. 

To Improve the team's winning edge Assl~tant Coach Francis MJirtlnez pulls the wat~rJ)olo 
team aside to explain his next plan of attack In the restless water at Cleveland State. UD 
then calmed the waters and took home the State Championship Title for the 1987 season. 
While the young and inexperienced 1986 
, Water Polo Team did nof perform as antici-
f pated, it was considered a year for growth 
and rebuilcling. It was a year -for learning 
how to play as a team instead of as individ-
. , uals. The now seasoned team was ready to 
attack their opponents in the 1987 season. 
The 1987 team left fans with no doubts. 
The team finished with the best record in 
school history at 16-9. It also captured the 
State Championship, the Miami Redskin In-
vitational, and its own Skyline Invitational. 
Their outstanding record earned them a new 
·espect in the Midwest. 
The biggest surprise for the team was the 
Immediate impact of the rookie players, led 
by sophomore Thomas Scatena, who was 
the team's' most valuable player. His 60 
goals and team-leading 67 steals were his 
strongest additions to the team. 
Before the start of the season the Flyers 
returned to the' traditional "Hell Camp" for 
conditioning and training. The camp consists 
of daily runs and practices twice a day. This 
grueling week took a lot out of the Flyers, 
who started the season 'sluggish . 
A midseason trip to New York to play in 
the Fordham' lmiifafiomil helped th~ team 
turn their play around. Team confidence and 
endurance began to show in the amazing 
month of October. 
The opening weekend the Flyers hosted 
the Skyline Invitational. The most exciting 
game was the tourney finale. The Flyers 
squeezed by Clev'eland State by scoring the 
winning goal on a penalty shot in the final 
minute of play. Capturing their own tour-
ney, the team started to make waves. Two 
weeks later, the Flyers were victorious in the 
Miami of Ohio Redskin Invitational. To top 
Front Row: J. Wagner, K . Kramer, M. Bidwell, J. Pieroni, J. o •Hollarari, 
B. Brown. Second Row: Asst. Coach f . Martinez, D. Miller, J. Sine, L. 
Quinones, S. Lomund, C. Armstrong, Asst. Coach S. Musson. Third Row: 
K. Piotrowicz, G. Day, T. Scatena, B. Whiting, 0 . Koblda, S. Buczynski, 
Head Coach S. Geehan. 
Indiana 
Cincinnati 
Miami 
Miami 
lana 
Fordham 
Cornell 
Queens 
Kenyon 
Purdue . 
Cleveland State 
Miami. . 
Michigan 
Cleveland State . 
Ohio State Univ. 
Case Western 
Ohio State Univ . 
Illinois 
Loyola 
Northwestern 
16-9 
11-14 
. 9-12 
. 17-14 
22-07 
.. 10-14 
10-16 
20-06 
. 17-12 
. 18-08 
20-10 
. 24-23 
. 19-16 
25-03 
.. 14-13 
. . 25-03 
. . 30-07 
19-21 
. 12-11 
5-19 
9-12 
the undefeated month of October, the team 
traveleR tO ' Cleve lana . ahd retufne<f State · 
Champions. ·The team finished the month 
with a perfect re.cord .,of 10-0. 
The team has a strong nucleus of twelve 
underclassmen returning next season · to de-
fend all the team's titles, and possibly chal-
lenge fne national poles. Tlie team loses co-
captains Scott Lomun d and Steve 
Buczynski, who both played four years for 
the Flyers. Their leadership and consistently 
strong play helped the team become the 
best in its history. - Tom Rafter(] 
Making her D1oves against Xavier, tobette 
Pleasant scores two en route tb a62•49 victory;' 
Pleasant le~ the team In , average ll'.'d 
In scoring "average. 

Freshman Sheila Evans shoots over a Xavier 
Lady Musketeer. Evans had a 5.1 scoring aver-
age for the year. 
T~ f./e~gt;g 
~~%<5: 
• • 
UD's turnaround culminated on MarcH 5, 
wHen the Lady Flyers sHot down · DePaul, 
69-68, the Sal'J)~. team tfiat h~d ,e!'irJier rout· 
ed UD by ·31 ppints in Chicago,; The Lady 
···< filyer's victory over DePaul eventually elimi-
nated the 20tH-ranked Lady Blue Demons 
from contention for the NCAA CHampion-
ship tournament and ended a 17 -game De-
Paul winning st~eak. In that game, the Lady 
·Flyers shot . 773 from the field in tfie<;ftrst 
naif to establish a scHool record for the high-
est field-goal percentage in a half. For the 
game, UD shot .521. That upset which will 
be written into UD history as one of the 
biggest .wins in the Lady Flyers four:year · 
stint on:th~ IJivislonllevel, was the brightest 
highlight of a ·season that reached many 
heights as well as reaching some plateaus. 
Amidst an eight-game home winning 
streak,''Jfte longest string of victories at 
nome fottne team since tfie 1980-81 feam 
won Jz!n ~. row, were yictories over confer: 
ence 'for ' NortHern Illinois~ ·?'8· 7 5, area riJaf 
Miami,$79·63; and the Keni:a<)ky Lady Wild-
cats; 68-58. Tfie Lady Flyers compiled a 10-
3 home ,record overall, only falling to sea-
son-opea,er Holy Cross, Cincinnati, and 
Notre D~tpe. In other tigHt gal'J)es, tfie Lady 
Flyers 'up~nded. Valparaiso, •· 57-55, and 
Cl~v~laf!d State, 7_7-72. ~ 
A Lady Flyer wfio sHined tHrougHout tfie 
season was junior T obette Pleasant. Pleas-
ant was the leading scorer and rebounder, 
averagingl6.5 ppg and 8.3 rpg. Pleasant 
also I · e club with, a ·:5:3 field-goal per:. 
centag~ d played a team•high of 920 min-
utes. Pleasant was tfie North Star Confer-
ence's fourth-leading rebouilder, while also 
ranking among the !~ague leaders in field-
goal pefcentage, free-tnrow percentage and 
blocked shots.Her .J:Ier;formance i,n 7-
88 .season earnecr'pleasant an 
selection to the firsh ft:eam All-North 
Conference. Competing in the Reebok 
Roundball. .. Classic, Pleasant was named to 
the all-tournament t~ 
While .Pleasant, 7-88 team captain 
r~turns.~next seaso lead a young, Hut 
experienced, group of players, senior . Mi, 
chele Kruty graduates. Although she missed 
three games in her senior campaign, sh~ was 
the Lady Flyer's second-leading scorer and 
rebounder.with 15.4 ppg and 7.7 rpg. Kru· 
ty's 1,337 ycareer fjpipts ranks her0 eig!).th 
among UD's all-tirnil"feading scorers.. ' 
(€ontinued on page 134) 
Holy Cross 69-82 
Bradley 88-79 
Cal State . 33-64 
Ball State 70-49 
Cleveland State 77-72 
Vanderbilt 67-&2 
Old Dominion 55-79 
East Carolina 54-64 
Louisville 59-77 
Eastern Kentucky 72-62 
Valparasio 79-59 
Central Michigan 64-73 
DePaul 60-91 
JJiinois-Chicago 75-50 
Marquette 66-58 
Detroit 71-60 
Northern JJiinois 78-75 
Miami 79-63 
Western Kentucky 46-73 
Kentucky 68-58 
Notre Dame 58-60 
Valparaiso 57-55 
Cincinnati 49-62 
Xa vier 62-49 
Marquette 69-57 
Northem Illinois 61-99 
DePaul 69-68 
Notre Dame 64-77 
15·13 
'~ "{I< . : 
Ted Gaerke blocks out~ pady Wildcats to allow· . 
teammate.Michelle K~uty to flnger rollin two 
points en 'route to th.t. lady Flyers upset over 
Kentucky. 



Bill Cunnl119ham 
Anthony Corbitt goes up for a shot against Andy 
Laux of DePaul. The Blue Demons avenged an 
early season loss by defeating the Flyers, 92-77. 
Negele Knight looks for an open Flyer against 
Marquette In the Arena. The Flyers beat the 
Warriors on n!ltlonal television on ESPN. 
Many who look at the Flyer basketball 
record do not see the frustration of overtime 
losses or the problems that the team encoun-
tered. 
The season began with three narrow vic-
tories, two over nearby foes, Wittenberg and 
"" Miami. The third came over former Ohio 
State coach, Eli Brewster and Northern 
Iowa. The Flyers then travelled to Virginia 
where their ACC foe out-gunned them to a 
69 to 50 loss. The team returned to UD 
Arena and reversed their fortunes by upend-
ing Duquesne and Division II RoJiins CoJiege. 
With their five and one record, the Flyers 
headed north to try and win their second 
straight from Ohio State. A solid team effort 
!ll proceeded to give the eventual NIT runner-
up, Buckeyes a one-point defeat before a 
capacity crowd at St. John Arena. 
Flying high with a seven and one record, 
Coach Don Donoher took his team to Hawaii 
for the Chaminade Christmas Classic. The 
Flyers faced host Chaminade in the first 
game. The team continued its momentum as 
they roJied past the Silverswords and ad-
vanced to the second round to play against 
Big Eight Champion and eventual NCAA 
runner-up Oklahoma. The Flyers flaws: in-
ability to break pressing defenses, Inability to 
defend against the fast break, and the lack of 
a strong bench, were exposed against the 
Sooners. The Sooners. pressured the Flyers 
offensively withJh.re,~.:R?inters and easy fast-
break buckets. Defensi~ely, they pressed the 
backcourt passing with the full trap. The 
game ended in a 151-99 defeat. In spite of 
this especiaJiy bitter defeat, the Flyers bat-
tled back against the LaSalle Explorers. The 
Explorers defeated the Flyers, even after a 
valiant comeback by the Flyers. 
The basketball team returned from tour-
nament play to take on eventual Missouri 
Valley Champs, Bradley. The Braves were 
led by senior All-American, Hersey Haw-
kins, who poured in 35 second-half points 
against the Flyers to hand them a seventeen 
point defeat. The Flyers then took o~ Iona 
and lost by seven points in their fourth 
straight defeat. Iowa State, led by Jeff 
Grayer and coached by Johnny Orr, arrived 
and succeeded in giving the Flyers their fifth 
straight" loss. Yet the ifour;point margin did 
not adequately show the 'heart the Flyer's 
played with in a frantic second-half come-
back. Butler University escaped from the 
Arena with a one-point victory. These four 
straight defeats at home typified the season 
the team would experience. The team would 
experience more disappointment and close 
losses to add to their hurt. 
(Continued on page 138) 
\.vheh the Flyers 'I6bk~d ,·~s if they were and unl';~shed ~' f~~~~~·ious barrage of offe,;. 
ready to give up, they fought back as indicat- sive firepoWer; the Flyers were blasted by 
sed by their victory against the DePaul BI!Je thirty-one points. 
Demons. The Rosemont Horizon is generally The Flyers then travelled ,to Cincinnati ,' 
reg<irded as a "snake pit" ·for) opponents, whete they' were handecl a 76,74 overtime 
DePa~ll's "phenonmenhl winning percentage ' defeat at the h~nds of the UC,; B~.<ircats. 
at' tfie Horizon did not· fate ' the Flyers as the Returning to the Arena, the Flyers nipped 
maturing backcourt combination of Negele the Chicago State Cougars by seven in their 
Knight and Ray Springer ' played the whole second straight overtime. Travelling to De-
game. The courageous play of Anthony Cor' troit the Flyers continued ., .. their overtime· 
bitt, who played with a sprained' toe, and the string with a loss to the tJniversity of Detroit 
perfect four for four shooting of Bill Uhl sent Titans, 83-79. The Flyers did nof play well 
the . BJue Demons to a 79 to 72 defeat. Then againstthis opponent that was nof.as talent-
in an apparent let-down; the Billikens of St. ed as the Flyers. The Flyers then went into a 
Louis University beat the Flyers, 79 to .61. fourth consecutive overtime with Miami, los-
' Returning to the Arena, the Flyers hanaed ing 75 to0·7~. ' ' ., 
the Marquette Warriors a five-J:?oinfloss on (Continued on' page 141) 
't 'J1'ational television. Coach Denny Crum ariel , . . . ' " 
the Louisville Cardinals came to the Arena 
Wittenberg 
Miami 
Northern Iowa 
Virginia 
Duquesne 
Roliins . 
Ohio State . 
Chaminade 
Oklahoma 
LaSalle 
Bradley 
Iona 
Iowa State 
Butler 
DePaul . 
St. Louis 
Marquette 
Louisville 
Cincinnati 
Chicago State 
Detroit 
Miami . 
Marquette 
Notre Dame . 
Loyola 
Western Kentucky 
Xavier 
DePaul 
Wright State . 
Miami Florida . 
Notre Dame 
13-18 
63-61 
70-69 
88-83 
. 50-69 
. 90-76 
106-74 
81-80 
. 84-75 
. . 99-151 
66-69 
. 80-97 
. 77-84 
80-84 
61-62 
. 79-72 
61-79 
67-62 
. 59-90 
74-76 
72-65 
. 79-83 
75-79 
.. 56-79 
47-59 
77-86 
82-81 
73-86 
77-92 
89-71 
90-89 
. 72-59 







Making hls way across tJi~lce, Tom 
Ryan .takes control of the puck dur-
Ing the match against ~wllng 
9reen which Dayton ended up be· 
lng defeated 1-~. 
University of Notre Dame . 
University of Notre Dame 
Ohio University " A " 
Ohio University "A" 
Ohio University "B" 
Bowling Green 
Bowling Green 
Indiana University 
Indiana University . 
University of Toledo 
University of Toledo 
Ohio University "B" 
Duquesne University 
Duquesne University 
John Carroll University 
John Carroll University 
Denison University 
Denison University 
Indiana University 
5-14-0 
3-13 
1-11 
3-8 
4-13 
9-3 
1-6 
4-10 
5-6 
7-6 
3-5 
2-3 
11-1 
4-10 
6-10 
12-3 
9-0 
3-6 
3-7 
3-6 
ing justbver a point a game. The Flyers co-
caption was honored with the Walter A. 
DeAnna award in honor of the long time 
Leading the way for the Flyers were a Flyer coach for his dedication, hardwork, 
core of $'~pior~. These . ~eniors, Greg See- and enthusiasm ·both on and off,the .court. 
linger, Joe Cerullo and Pat Quinn held the Quinn, a 6-foot defenseman, was yoted 
Flyers together not only''on the ice but off UD's Most Valuable Player by his teamates. 
the ice as well. Co-captain Quinn from Orlando, Flori!ia was 
Seelinger, a 'native of Erie, Pennsylvania, also selected as a second-team MCHL selec-
finishedse~?nd on the t~arnin scoring with > tion for his stalwart defensive work on the 
'' thirteen'i goals and eleven·' assists for '' 24.:tb Flyer blueline.· ' •· ~ 
points frq~ hi~ center P;?sition. A, two-time. With. 17 young underclassmen returning 
MCHL honorable-me~rition, Seelinger for next season there is sti(i reason for opti· 
reached a career milestone by scoring J 00 mism. ft.. good note is that four of the .teams 
points on 48 goals and 52 assists for his four top five scoring leaders will return to the 
years of qedicated participation to the .fly- icers. Returning member sophomore Sean 
ers. Concagh, a center from St. Louis, Missouri, 
Cerullo1 a 5-foot 8-inch left winger from led the Flyers in total points (25) and assists 
Buffalo, N~w York, tallied six goals and add- (16), while scoring 9 goals. Concagh was also 
ed fourteen as~ists for twenty. points averag- a honorable-mention MCHL selection. Afso 
if" 
: .1 
.. 
will be freshman Tom 
foot right winger from Rochester, 
New York. Ryan made his presence felt im-
mediately by leading the team with 15 goals 
?nd •. s~~.en assists for)22 points. He;ralso. re.~ ., 
ceivediMCHL honorable-mention status. · 
The;'· underclassmen should provide the 
Flyers with the building blocks for the 1988- .. 
89 season. Hopefullll these icers can help 
build the team back,. ~p to the ranks . of the 
MGH!!!Is· elite. .JM0o•;, .. ,,,c,IF ,;Thi¥.1' 
- Sports Information Department (] 
BUI 
In Jhe shutout against Bowling Green, Ice· 
man Dave Goetz checks his opponent as his 
teammates take control of the lee. 
Voted UD's Most' Valuable Player by his 
teammates, co·captaln Pat Quinn swishes by 
his Bowling Green opponent on his way to 
scoring one of the nine goals scored In the 
shutout. · , 

~··· ~:.uf' 
" The { '987-88 Flyers W~estling Team finf Witt~nberg 'jfi~it~tional. . , 
ished its,,season with a 6~J4 record in duaJ"'' s~endrey, a soghomore from Avon,~' Ohio, 
meets. · t:Jnder first-year · nead coach James'm led the team. Szefidrey was given the C:oac!l: 
Sumpter,.~ne F;'lyers :Wrestled,,~,t<>ugh sched- .es Award for his:~utstandlng se~on<+~Jld for 
ule with 'b~ly three returning.lettermen. De- his dedication. He posted'a record df 28-9 
spite a new coach and a number of fresh wfiile placing in all fodr tournaments~ Szeh-
faces on the roster, the individual wrestlers \,drey also accomp1ished,the highest finish for 
turned in outstanding performances. a payton wrestler a~ the NC:AA~Eastern Re-
The Flyers started the season off on a gionals winning three and losirig his 
'positive:note as tl1ey d~~eated :Wilmingtonli it w~y to a fourtn2place finish . 
. 24c19. A~ter losing three stra.!~ht, the Flyers ·> Another competjtor at the R'~gion~s was 
·· defe'atedDefiance and Southwest Michigan; <i ' ;ophomore John<Fhmigan.41e haC! a 25-12-1 
UD was 3-6 in. its next nine matches, includ, record while. leading the team in takedowns, 
ing vict()ries over Urbana, Rose-Hulman, reversals, escape~. And nearfall points'; FJani-
andSiena Heights. Da~ton fini~hed the yea~ g~n received .the T~~edown Award for his 
losing · five straight, d~al meets. In . tour: 78_ takedowns dt1rirtg.~the season. In tou;.na-
nan'lent · ~ctioij~ Dayton )?laced third at,.th ' tnent, action Fla91g~n plac€CI ~-e<;on~'at tir-
Blue-Knight Open iri Urbana, widl all seven bana, third at the NCIT and Baldwin-Wal-
"·'wrestle:riplacing in the top four. The Flye ace, and fourth at Wittenberg .. PJ"'" Joe 
finished in sixth place at the National C:ath Luckey (] 
lie: Invitational and the Baldwin-Wallace 
To finish __ the season, Dayton 
""'"'"'"1~n out.'., of 'eight, · 
Wilmington 
Cedarville 
Findlay 
Ohio Northern 
Defiance 
Southwest Michigan 
Olivet. 
Capital . 
Urbana 
Capital 
Wabash 
Ashland 
John Carroll . 
Rose-Hulman 
Siena Heights 
Wittenberg 
Heidelberg . 
Ohio Northern 
Muskingum 
Ohio Northern 
Tournaments 
Blue Knight Open 
NCJT . 
Baldwin-Wallace 
Wittenberg 
4-16 
24-19 
12-35 
15-24 
13-28 
22-18 
28-21 
13-35 
17-30 
36-12 
19-27 
8-36 
0-45 
6-30 
28-9 
38-6 
10-37 
21-32 
6-37 
.. 14-36 
9-34 
3rd 
6th/ 8 
6th/ 11 
7th/ 8 

Northern Kentucky 
Thomas More 
DePaul 
Xavier 
Cedarville 
Butler 
Cleveland State' 
Wittenberg 
Northern Kentucky 
Wright State 
Cincinnati 
Wright State 
Cedarville 
5-10 
7-2 
7-2 
4-5 
1-8 
0-5 
0-9 
6-3 
5-4 
3-6 
6-3 
0-9 
2-7 
1-8 
. ... 2-7 

Sinclair 
Muskingum 
Musk in gum 
Butler 
Butler 
Morehead State 
Morehead State 
Cleveland State 
Cleveland State 
.. 2-4 
8-6 
.. 2-8 
. 2-3 
. 4-6 
7-6 
.. 3-5 
1-4 
. 2-3 
. 6-0 
....... 5-4 
1-6 
1-4 
. 3-4 
4-5 
Detroit . . 9-12 
Wright State 12-3 
Wright State . . . . . . . . · 3-13 
Ohio Northern ... ... , . 2-1 
Ohio Northern . • . . . . . . . 1-2 
Youngstown Stat~ . 0-7 
Youngstown State . . . . . . . . . . . 9-6 
Akron . 0-14 
Akron . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-3 
Wright State . . 2-1 
Wright State . . 2-4 
Loyola . . . . . . . . 2-6 
Loyola .. 2-4 
Butler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-3 
Butler 1-2 
Detroit 0-9 
Detroit 0-7 
Bowling Green . 0-10 
North Star Conference Tourney 
Northern Illinois . 0-16 
DePaul 0-2 
Valparaiso 9-2 
9-27 
.•4•.·.·4·=·=·=·=·=·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:;:~::::::::: 
.I 
t , 
Xavier University 20-0 
E. Kentucky Univ. 24-3 
Dayton Argyles Tourney 
Argyles "A" 12-14 
Argyles "B" 24-12 
Ohio 15 Tourney 
Bowling Green 6-7 
Xavier University 18-0 
Ohio State 18-6 
Wittenberg 34-0 
Tenessee Univ. 14-3 
Miami University 32-0 
8·2 

,, 
This year Flyer Baseball team . finished 
with a 20o29 record. Despite this sub .500 
season there were many notable individual 
accomplishments. 
The long season began early in the semes-
ter with indoor workouts at the Field House, 
sharpening hitting and pitcl:l,ing skills for the 
' fifty-five games slated for spring. Pitching 
and defense proved to be a:"soft-point" for 
the Flyer's' as the season went on. Despite 
this, Flyer's did their best to balance out 
these weaknesses by leading MCC oppo-
nents in t~am hitting. 
High points of the season included wins 
over baseball powers Xavier, Wright State, 
Detroit, and 2 wins OVf r Notre Dame in a 
' four game series during Easter break. 
A large part Qfthe season was the emer-
gence of individual talent. Kelly Lathrop 
overcame a slow start to becomethe team's 
Most Valuable Player after batting .331 and 
leading the Flyers with 14 doubles, 10 l:l,ome 
runs, and 39 RBI. Chris Urti also turned in 
some good numbers by leading the Flyers 
with a sizzling .353 average with 11 doubles 
and 21 RBI. Other members of the Flyer 
.300 club included seniors Mike Se~mock, 
Cary Bicknell and Jeff Oburst, junior KrlUte 
Landry, and freshman Rob Bosticco. 
(continuea) 
AbOve. A Sinclair player tries to steal flrsffrom 
Kriute Landty while playing on Stuart 
Field. 
Assistant Coach Mark Schlemmer motions Cary 
Bicknell on to third base after rounding second. 
' t&~;\1 
Wilmington 
Wilmington 
IUPUI 
IUPUI 
Miami 
Miami 
Thomas More 
Thomas More 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Wittenberg 
Wittenberg 
Northern Kentucky 
Northern Kentucky 
Central S.tate 
Central State 
Northern Kentucky 
Northern Ke ntucky 
Rio Grande . 
Rio Grande . 
Wright State . 
Wright State . . 
Thomas More 
Thomas More 
Anderson 
Anderson 
Findlay 
Findlay 
Ashland 
Ashland 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Xavier 
Xavier 
Xavier 
Wright State 
Wright State 
Wilmington 
Ohio Northern 
Detroit 
Detroit 
Detroit 
Detroit 
Bowling Green 
1-9 
11-5 
3-5 
7-11 
0-3 
2-14 
11-2 
2-1 
1-6 
1-14 
3-0 
2-12 
2-3 
4-2 
. 3-5 
4-5 
1C-9 
1-3 
6-4 
19-2 
. 8-5 
. . 1-10 
3-4 
. 12-3 
0-9 
4-1 
. 22-6 
21-4 
. 0-2 
3-4 
.. 10-0 
.. .. 9-2 
13-7 
4-1 7 
4-15 
8-16 
1-2 
6-9 
10-3 
2-6 
2-3 
7-4 
9-2 
. 8-10 
4-1 
5-21 
2-11 
8-11 
20-29 

268 
First ~as .. an Knute Landry makes a backh¥ 
grab preventing the Cincinnati Bearcat from 
saf~ reaching first base. 

as little as ten minutes ahd as much Substance Abuse Prbgram, believes'S that 
YTUIO.n,TIIoTniiT hour notice, University of substance abuse testing, "adds fairness and 
'athletes are t~sted for street drugs · ' competition' trlroughout the Urilv~rsity and . 
and performance-enhancing drugs. with teammates." 
Not knpwing what they would find, the Schill said the program's goals is to catch 
athletic couhgll initiated a; substance abuse someone who needs hc:Hp, and help t~~t ath-
program hi S~ptember of 19~7 to test ath;,. Jete help himself. "W~ have no~ •.. hi\~" one 
•· letes of all teams. i' . adv~rse comment on the prograr)1;" he ex-
The program, patterned after one already plained. One stu,dent-athlete' s mother sent a 
instituted at Iowa State, and also with input short note to Schill saying, "It's great you're 
from Notre Dame, DePaul, Xavier, and doing this." 
' Temple, fries to project a positive attitude. University President Brother Raymond 
':11' Teams ar. t sted rariaomly and on a team Fitz; S:M. in a printed Preside~t:S ~essage 
; oasis. After· nfirmed:;pqsitive test, tfie , last April sat"'O, "First, ~substance abuse test-
student ls ·re ed to professional counsel- ing) Will help ensure tJi~ safety and health of 
ing. With . a s~cond positve test, an athlete the students ,participating in intercollegiate 
can be downgraded in team status and/or athletics as well as ensure the fairness of 
benched, . while still undergoing counseling. intercollegiate athletic competition." Fur-
On a thir · ·ve test, the stu~e.'}t:(\thlete ther, he adde,d, ''t~e Universitg . has built a 
ill be r ·from the~atnlet~c program reputati'on for a hign quality# intercollegiate 
and strippea of his or,,her athletic athletic program and it is a privilege for the 
scholarships. · student-athlete to represent the University 
Mr; Gene Scnill, Director of Special Pro- of Dayton intercollegiate athletics. The Uni-
grams and Projects and Liason Officer for versity has the right and obligation to set 
program, Schill said he believes the pressure 
to start testing was internal rather than ex-
ternal: "We are educators," he said, "We 
didn't' ow what we would find but we had 
the; onsi~ility (to ... e the prograr:r). 
Schill stressed substance abuse testif1g is 
not . a matter of choice In the NCAA.If a 
team member is tested positively then he is 
out. This, Schill said," would cause embar-. 
ras&,J'I'1~prto that tea ·· ..... ber, tfie ,J~~m. . 
the 'atHletic departm e . parents, aryd.t:o . 
the University." · · · 
"Student-atnletes are students first, 
when the uniform goes on then they are 
special, they are repr enting the Universi-
ty,"•; added Scnill, " ust want t0 k 
deah1•-our little porti h(! ' worl 
Colleen Pero ll 


The American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers (AICHE) is a 
student chapter of the national 
AICHE professional organiza-
tion. All chemical engineering 
students are eligible to partici-
pate in this organization. 
The goal of AICHE is to en-
hance the students understand-
ing and concerns about the past, 
present and future of the chemi-
cal engineering field. This is ac-
complished by visiting plants 
around the area to gain a better 
understanding of what a chemi-
cal engineer actually does in the 
working world. 
Attending the regional chemi-
cal engineering conference also 
gives members the opportunity 
to see where the field is headed 
in the future as well as the 
chance to meet others students 
with the same interests. 
AICHE is a service-oriented 
group as well as an academic 
club. Many members are in-
volved in a tutoring program to 
help the underclass persons with 
their studies. There is also a so-
cial side to the organization. 
Sporting events and parties with 
the professors are just a few of 
the activities that students par-
ticipate in. The American Insti-
tute of Chemical Engineers is ac-
tive on campus and encourages 
interested students to join. -
Kevin Walsh ll1 

Bill Cunningham 
Frustration. That's the first 
word. Teamwork would be the 
second that comes to mind. The 
Daytonian was a combination of 
heavy frustration and a lot of 
work as a team. 
Working on a yearbook is 
strange. The results of a year's 
work is a single book that is pub-
lished months after the last 
deadline. It's hard for a staff to 
stay motivated without seeing 
some results of their work. This 
year's staff was highly talented, 
with more experience in publish-
ing than in previous years. The 
frustration stemmed from hav-
ing a talented staff, but being 
unable to use the full potential at 
hand. 
Colleen Pero, as editor in 
chief, pulled the staff together in 
a new office with activities such 
as a painting party, ordering piz-
za for deadlines, and weekly 
staff meetings. The candy jar 
was always ready for a meeting 
between section editors, but the 
fact remained that the staff was 
not as productive as possible. 
Perhaps this stemmed from a 
staff that was too close. Most of 
the staff liked to "hang out" to-
gether, and sometimes they 
hanged out more than they 
worked. 
Quipped Judy Butkiewicz, "! 
spent more time joking with ev-
eryone than I was supposed to, 
but I learned so much that it 
didn't make a difference." But 
even while hanging out, the staff 
got some work done. And the 
work they did was amazing. 
Clearly the 1987-88 book is the 
best in the history of the Univer-
sity of Dayton. A young staff 
comprised mainly of Sopho-
mores and Freshmen worked as 
a team on every section. There 
were numerous meetings be-
tween departments, and a 
tighter control over the theme 
and story line. 
Mainly the year laid a ground-
work for future years with the 
youth of the staff, and provided 
the staff with the experience to 
continue the tradition of contin-
ually improving the book with 
each new year. 
Although the frustration was 
high among the executive edi-
tors, the closeness and team· 
work developed enough that it 
didn't matter how quickly the 
work was turned in. It was a 
strange, but fun year. - Mary 
DeBauche(] 
Economics and Finan~. at 
the very basis, deals with the 
needs and wants of people, and 
ways of managing the wealth de-
rived from these desires respec-
tively. 
This past year has been fruit-
ful for the club, in many re-
spects. Activities of interest to 
Economics and Finance majors . 
as well as club members had 
been planned. Among them 
were a "meet the faculty" wine 
and cheese party, a Christmas 
party at The Shed, and a speak-
er from Shearson Lehman-Hut-
tan. 
Most of the goals set for the 
year were achieved. Member-
ship was doubled mainly through 
an extended publicity effort. 
Our first newsletter taught our 
members how to read the Wall 
Street Journal. This seemed to 
interest many of them. This new 
knowledge was then used at our 
bi-weekly meetings to play our 
stock market game. 
Through this game we helped 
the membership learn and un-
derstand the basics of the stock 
market. At the meeting, each 
member would pick a portfolio 
of stocks with a given total val-
ue. At the next meeting, the 
portfolio was evaluated and the 
one whose value increased the 
most or decreased the least re-
ceived a prize. 
The stock market crash was 
an exceptional learning experi-
ence. Although not yet in the 
"real world" we could gain an 
understanding and feel the loss 
through our portfolios. This was 
a once in a lifetime experience. 
- Gerard Fernandes (] 
Gerard Fernandes 
Economics and Finance Club membeR, Ron Dowd, Tom 
Royce, and Jim Skelton, wrap up tbe meeting at Roc:ky's by 
planalns tbelr trip to Chicago . 
... , . (QpPN~It~&Page) Darle,-.e, ~nseJ', aad J!-. .. \'ale,n~, ~.tile 
,.. £conomlee and Flaaace Club dlscun tbe latest' taps found In 
tbe Investor's Dally. 
Front Row: Kathy Ray, Susan 
Barrett, Pamela Wltt,.el, 
Judy ButklewiCJ, Second 
Row: · Stelle Ralte!i,"·l..lruta · 
Reynolds, Brain Leipold, 
Cathy Warth. 
Front Row: Jim Skelton, Deb-
bie Culver, Gerard Fer· 
nandes. Second Row: Ste· 
phen Rubb, Kathryn. Shuetz~ 
Nick · Serce~," 'StU Leffew: 
Third Row: Wll O'Leary, 
Tom Royce, Ken Akstens, 
R.E. Dowd 
Fror.tt Row: June Drach, 
Joanle Pauly, Carrie Sherwin, 
Ann Langenkamp, Kim Dur-
1tsch, Carol MeCialn. Second 
Row: Lynne Hutchison, Joan. 
na Petty, Tracy Deger, Chm. 
tine BrockrJtan, JulieTreon, 
Dione Maliln, Debbie Hoying. 
Third Row: Christina Martlch, 
Terri Dempoey, Mary 
Mathew, Judy WennJng, VaJ. 
erie Uppoli, Sally Cr•wford. 
Fourth row: Joe Engliah, El· 
lert Gallagher, Kat Callentlne, 
Mary Staub, Suzie Lally, 
Lauren Sobolewski, •. Suoan 
Sippel. 

The Psychology Club, Psi Chi, 
is the National Honor Society 
for Psychology. Its purpose is to 
provide psychology majors and 
minors with the opportunity to 
share ideas about their field. 
Members are encouraged to ex-
plore options available for prac-
tical experience while still an un-
dergraduate. It is also 
recommended that students 
take a balanced course load to 
provide them with a more di-
verse academic background. 
The club has been active in 
sponsoring speakers and also 
getting involved in community 
service programs. Many stu-
dents have been volunteering 
roughly four hours a week for 
the Eastway Life Management 
Services, a mental health center 
in Dayton. The members help to 
conduct group therapy sessions, 
answer phone calls for crisis in-
tervention, and entertain the res-
idents. Some of the members, 
like senior Kevin Miller even 
have the opportunity to work 
with some of the more severe 
cases, such as psychotics and 
sociopaths. 
Members are encouraged to 
become involved in the club 
through various activities. For in-
stance, money was being raised 
to send some psychology club 
members to a national psycholo-
gy convention in May. Also, stu-
dents are asked to attend collo-
quiums of potential faculty 
members. In this way, they can 
become directly involved in the 
selection of new faculty 
members. 
Psi Chi is more than just an 
academic club. It is a service or-
ganization as well as a social 
club. Students are encouraged 
to become lifetime members of 
the Psychology Club. - Sherry 
Simon D 
Bill Caaalatlbam 
The student chapter of the 
Society of Women Engineers 
(SWE) is a group that offers stu-
dents in the School of Engineer-
ing a chance to become more 
aware of the role of the woman 
engineer in today's society. SWE 
sponsors informative lectures 
and panel discussions given by 
professionals about engineering 
and business-related topics. It 
also organizes plant tours of lo-
cal engineering facilities. 
SWE members can learn what 
an engineering career is like and 
enhance their skills in interview-
ing and time management 
through these activities. Along 
with its professional aims, SWE 
is dedicated to service affili-
ations and social events. The 
group backs other engineering 
societies through the Joint 
Council of Engineering, partici-
pates in campus activities, and 
promotes the School of Engi-
neering by selling sweatshirts. 
Members of SWE speak at local 
high schools and host a luncheon 
for freshman, female engineer-
ing students at the beginning of 
each school year. 
The Society of Women Engi-
neers is a nationwide, profes-
sional organization. In it, stu-
dents have the option to 
participate both nationally, 
through state and regional con-
ventions, and with professional 
chapters through Dayton's local 
SWE branch. 
- Kim Nowacki [] 


For several years, the Studio 
Theatre has provided a creative 
outlet for the theatrical talents 
of students of various disciplines 
and majors. Performed free of 
charge to the public in the 
"black box" theatre in the Music 
and Theatre building, Studio 
Theatre productions are pro-
duced, directed, and performed 
completely by students, on sets 
designed and built by students, 
and with lights and sound run by 
students. This freedom allows 
the students involved to experi-
ment with their shows, and has 
brought forth such widely vary· 
ing productions as The Lesson, 
God's Favorite, The Fifteen-Min-
ute Hamlet, The American 
Dream, Waiting for Godot, and 
Wings. 
During the 1987 school year, 
student participation extended 
into the area of writing, with the 
First Studio Theatre Playwriting 
contest. The winning plays, 
Warehouse and A Bad Night for 
Burglars, were performed in the 
fall by the Studio Theatre. 
In addition to the shows it per-
formed, the Studio Theatre also 
organized group outings to see 
theatrical productions in the 
area, such as Little Shop of Hor-
rors in Cincinnati, and Cats in 
Dayton. The organization is 
open to all students, and audi-
tions for Studio Theatre are 
open to the public. 
Every year the quality and 
strength of Studio Theatre pro-
ductions increases, and with con-
tinued support from the various 
students involved, it will remain 
a source of creativity and enter-
tainment for years to come. 
Jeff Edsell [] 
Scott Petenon 
Epsilon Delta Tau Fraternity 
balances the basic difference be-
tween homework and social life 
here at the University of Dayton. 
For thirty-eight Engineers and 
Engineering Technologists who 
make up the Brotherhood of Ep-
silon Delta Tau, the Fraternity is 
an outlet for the stresses and 
strains they incur in the rigorous 
engineering curriculum. 
Epsilon Delta Tau has been 
providing this escape for the last 
twenty years to about three hun-
dred UD Engineers. The Frater-
nity celebrated it's Twentieth 
Anniversity on November 12, 
1987. The festivities of the anni-
versary weekend included an 
"Ice-Breaker" party, a dinner-
dance, and a "Till-next-Time" 
brunch. Many humorous stories · 
of the past and present were ex-
changed between Active Broth-
ers and the Alumni. "It was real 
interesting talking to the Alumni 
about what the Fraternity was 
Scott Szuetak 
doing twenty years ago, also 
about what they (the Alumni) are 
doing with their Engineering de-
gree," says Paul Wilson, a junior 
Mechanical Engineering student. 
Epsilon Delta Tau is also in-
volved in many activities both on 
and off campus. They lend their 
time to the United Cerebral Pal-
sy Telethon and also help to 
keep the Ghetto clean in the 
ever popular Clean-Sweeps. 
The Fraternity also sponsored 
Ghettofest IV this spring, the 
party included three live bands, 
food, beer, and plenty of fun . 
Kevin Walsh, a senior Chemical 
Engineering student, said, "I've 
been to all four Ghettofests', and 
this year's was the biggest and 
best by far." · 
Epsilon Delta Tau also com-
peted in the annual Greek Week 
Games and received a second 
place finish. They also received 
an Honorable Mention for the 
1987-1988 Best Organization. 
The Fraternity also gives out it's 
own award at their annual 
Awards Breakfast to the two 
professors who show outstand-
ing leadership and commitment 
to the Schools of Engineering 
and Engineering Technology. 
This year's recipients were Dr. 
Tony Saliba and Phillip 
Doepker. 
Many people believe that en-
gineers live in the engineering 
building and have no time for 
anything but homework, but the 
Brothers of Epsilon Delta Tau 
show that this is definitely not 
the case. So, if you're an Engi-
neering student in need of a so-
cial outlet, stop by the Epsilon 
Delta Tau house and see what 
they have to offer you. - Scott 
L. Szustak, President of Epsilon 
Delta Tau D 

BID Amato 
Many people who are not 
members of a greek organization 
do not have a true understand-
ing of what a fraternity is all 
about. The brothers of Lambda 
Chi Alpha enjoy a very diverse 
social life but there is much more 
than the social life which makes 
Lambda Chi Alpha a fine nation-
al organization. 
The brothers of Lambda Chi 
Alpha provide a well-rounded 
program of service for charitable 
organinzations, participation in 
campus activities, and a special 
relationship within the brother-
hood. 
In the past years the Lambda 
Chi Alpha fraternity has had a 
continuous relationship with the 
local chapter of the March of 
Dimes. Each year they partici-
pate in the Mothers' March and 
many other fund-raising events 
for them. They recently began a 
campaign with the city of Oak· 
wood to collect canned goods 
for the United Way to distribute 
during the holidays, and have 
also participated in the Circle K 
Marathon for MS. 
A big part of college life is 
participating in University activi-
ties. The brothers of Lambda 
Chi Alpha not only help with 
events like the Campus Carni-
val, they have played important 
parts in the organization of 
Homecoming festivities and the 
Senior Challenge. Brothers also 
participate in varsity sports, stu-
dent government, and other 
clubs. The brothers do not let 
anything limit them as they 
strive to find their greatest po-
tential. 
The most important part of 
Lambda Chi Alpha is the close 
bonds which are developed be-
tween the members. A very 
strong brotherly love develops 
between each member and the 
general fraternity . Each year the 
Alumni come back for the 
Founder's Day Celebration to 
renew the friendships which they 
formed during their college 
years, and to form new ones. 
Choosing greek life and 
Lambda Chi Alpha is one of the 
best decisions that the members 
have made. - Brian Didier (] 
Reason, respect, responsib-
lity. These three words govern 
the actions of the Little Sisters 
of the Rho Rho Rho Fraternity. 
There is a basic respect among 
the members, and through this 
respect, many friendships devel-
op. Sisters become substitutes 
for those far away at home. A 
bond develops between the 
members which helps us to con-
tinue to be a strong organization. 
We have a responsibility to 
strive to do our best and encour-
age others to do the same. 
At our founding in 1984, a 
coupling of friendship and aca-
demics was our first goal. Col-
lege is filled with numerous 
hours of studying and we want-
ed the Rho Little Sisters to be an 
outlet; a place to turn for relax-
ation and a friendly face. 
Working closely with the 
brothers in the fraternity, we be-
gan to include service projects, 
annual parties and numerous op-
portunities to help one another. 
Participation in these events has 
been very overwhelming. The 
sisters are not only strong in sup-
port of such campus events as 
Alcohol Awareness Week, Clean 
Sweep and Christmas on Cam-
pus, but also in their desire to 
help the Dayton Community . 
We have worked with the chil-
dren at the Abused Women's 
Shelter of Dayton, helped at the 
annual Alzheimer's Disease 
Foundation Biathlon, and have 
donated canned goods for the 
homeless. Our major service 
project is a campus clothing 
drive for Womanline, which is an 
organization for unwed mothers. 
Ten carloads of clothing were 
donated to be sold at the thrift 
shop year and we anticipate an 
even greater donation this year. 
The Rho Little Sisters enjoy 
Bill Cunningham 
being together in all activities; 
studying, participating in service 
projects, or at parties. This feel-
ing of closeness does not end 
after graduation either. Many 
alumna continue to be active in 
our organization. 
Although friendships and aca-
demics continue to be our main 
goal, we are able to balance the 
basics of college. We accomplish 
this through our dedication to 
our pledge of reason, respect, 
and responsibility . This is what 
makes us Rho Rho Rho Little 
Sisters. - Lauren Sobolewski (J 


" New sorority attracts more 
pledges than other greeks: ser-
vice orientation credited." This 
was the headline of Flyer News 
in 1980. In 1979, Delta Omega 
Tau became a colony and then 
received sorority status in 1980. 
Our founding sisters were the 
first to adopt the special combi-
nation of both social and service 
activities. 
Since 1980, we have volun-
teered our time to many differ-
ent service organizations, yet 
our pride has always been our 
commitment to the Ronald Mc-
Donald House and what it 
represents. 
In the past, we have spon-
sored Winteriest, an indoor car-
nival that helped to support the 
Ronald McDonald House. Our-
ing the 1987-88 school year, we 
decided to try a new campaign 
called "Ronnie 500." Through 
this campaign, we raised over 
$650 from donations from Day-
ton area residents, the largest 
amount of money we ever col-
lected in a single semester. By 
raising over $4,000 in the past 
eight years, Delta Omega Tau 
has become the largest on-going 
contributor to the Dayton area 
Ronald McDonald House. 
The balance between our so-
cial and service activities en-
abled us to become the Top Or-
ganization on campus for six out 
of the past nine years. We are 
proud that our dedication to ser-
vice has been recognized by the 
University. "Delta Omega Tau 
has always been a sorority that is 
worthy of respect," according to 
Lynn Blandford 
Yet the service aspect that 
has always been our trademark 
no longer had the great attrac-
tion that our founding sisters 
hoped it would always be. In the 
Spring of 1988, we decided to 
fold operations at the Universi-
ty. Many factors contributed to 
our decision, primarily because 
membership was decreasing rap-
idly, and we were no longer able 
to maintain the responsibilities 
of an active organiztion. 
The decision was not an easy 
one. It is difficult to simply for-
get all that the sorority means to 
us. Yet we can't forget. We 
won't forget. - Michelle 
Stidham (] 
Bill Cunningham 
Bill Cunningham 
Panhellenic Council is a com-
munitive greek group incorpo-
rating all the sororities. It is the 
basis for the interaction of the 
existing seven sororities: Alpha 
Phi, Delta Omega Tau, Lambda 
Lambda Lambda, Lambda Nu, 
Sigma Tau Epsilon, Theta Phi 
Alpha, and Zeta Tau Alpha. To-
gether greek women establish a 
bond of friendship to promote a 
positive greek spirit for all to 
see. Panhel, which means "for 
all Greeks," provides a support-
ive greek outlet to the college 
community. 
Since each sorority is repre-
sented and has a voice, Panhel 
becomes a foundation of sup-
port for the entire sorority sys-
tem. Individual chapters draw 
together in a forum for an ex-
change of ideas that allow the 
greek system to better serve the 
college community. Coopera-
tion among all the chapters is 
the key to balancing the sorority 
system and thus furthering so-
rority life. Panhel represents 
harmony through mutual re-
spect and helpfulness among the 
individual sororities. 
Specifically, Panhel regulates 
and sets standards for the soror-
ity system. Constitution and by-
laws are enforced, education 
programming is provided to all 
the sororities. Overall, Panhel 
provides the guidelines which 
bring a cohesiveness to the 
greek system. 
The basic ideals of service, 
friendship, mutual respect, and 
development of character bal-
ance as Panhel provides the op-
portunity for a strong and solid 
greek life. - Maureen Boehlert 
[] 
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Enthusiasm Is just' one of the words that describe . th4k Lambda 
Lambda Lambda Sorority. The Tri·Lambs have a good tlme at 
Clean Sweep. w 
Bill Cunningham 
Rush for theta Phi Alpha ..:.eane getttng to know al(;about 
the sorority- who they are and ..  what they stand 'for. 
mod~la are not thk onl~ .(J~es dr~d up. ~f~bers 
e AlPha Kappa AJpha lororfty try to lod'~ their 
best for their annual fashion show. 

Sigma Tau Epsilon, a local so-
rority, makes a positive contri-
bution to its members and the 
University. It encourages aca· 
demic achievement, provides a 
variety of services to the Univer-
sity and the community, and fos-
ters a caring, accepting 
environment. 
Academic achievement is a 
primary objective which STE 
promotes in a number of ways. 
A minimum 2.5 G.P.A. is re-
quired to pledge and to maintain 
active status in the sorority. 
Class attendance is strongly en-
couraged and sisters willingly tu-
tor each other. One motivating 
factor is the award given each 
semester to the sister with the 
highest G.P.A. of any Greek Or-
ganization since its founding. 
STE also has a strong tradi-
tion of service. Annual Universi-
ty service projects include run-
ning the children's games at the 
Faculty /Staff Harvest Picnic, 
participating in Clean Sweep 
and Hands Across the Ghetto, 
visiting the infirm brothers in 
Alumni Hall, and decorating for 
Christmas on Campus. Tradi-
tional service activities that aid 
the community include visits to 
the Heartland Nursing Jiome, 
making volunteer phone calls for 
Easter Seals, wrapping Christ-
mas gifts for the March of 
._.,; 
Dimes, assisting at a local youth 
center and collecting newspa-
pers for the Humane Society. 
STE's biggest service activity of 
the year is the Hug-a-thon for 
the Heart Association. The slo-
gan for this event is " Hearty 
hugs for healthy hearts" and 
once started, hugging is unlimit-
ed and money flows. This fun-
filled event is always a great suc-
cess; they manage to raise about 
$800 for the Heart Association. 
The sisters, however, do 
more than study and help oth-
ers. They also have fun! STE 
plans parties with almost every 
sorority and fraternity . A tradi-
tional hay ride is planned every 
iillll Cunningham 
fall, and an alumni tailgate is 
sponsored during Homecoming 
Weekend. But the highlight of 
each semester is the formal. 
The sisters also have a good 
time participating in other cam-
pus events such as the Marianist 
Rallies, Greek Week, and the 
Delta Sigma Chi Derby Days. 
STE manages to combine 
achievement in academics with 
service to others while still hav-
ing fun. It seems that STE really , 
lives up to its motto of " Sister-
hood of Excellence." - Susan 
Barrett(] 
The Eta Zeta Chapter of Beta 
Alpha Psi, the national honorary 
accounting fraternity, and the 
Accounting Club worked closely 
this year in planning a wide vari-
ety of professional and social ac-
tivities. This year these organiza-
tions arranged the annual "Meet 
the Firm Night," the first "Ca-
reer Opportunities Night with 
Local and Regional CPA 
Firms," and a "Meet the Com-
pany Night." Each of these 
events were geared toward a dif-
ferent aspect of the accounting 
profession; whether it was invit-
ing the "Big-8" Accounting 
Firms to socialize with prospec-
tive students, listening to a de-
bate among CPA firms on the 
pros and cons of public account-
ing, or having a sit-down dinner 
with accountants from area busi-
nesses. Additionally, various 
speakers were asked to give pre-
sentations on topics including 
management consulting, merg-
ers and acquisitions, hospital ac-
counting, and the accountants 
code of professional ethics. For 
the first time, Beta Alpha Psi be-
gan working with the Dayton-
area Junior Achievement group. 
The members of Beta Alpha Psi 
helped them by answering ac-
counting questions concerning 
their respective businesses and 
helping them prepare for their 
audits. 
Socially, both organizations 
continued sponsoring traditional 
activities as well as throwing a 
few new surprises this year. Be-
sides holding pizza parties, work-
ing at the Campus Carnival, and 
having the annual Accounting 
Club picnic, Beta Alpha Psi had 
their spring initiation ceremony 
and the Accounting Club had 
their "Las Vegas Nite" with casi-
no games, fake money, and real 
policemen. 
Finally, both organizations 
worked to put on one of the big-
gest annual accounting ban-
quets, held at the Marriott Ho-
tel. Professionals from all the 
different areas of accounting 
were invited as well as faculty 
and students. Beta Alpha Psi ini-
tiated two honorary members 
this year: James F. Hamill, man-
aging partner of the Dayton 
Ernst and Whinney office and 
William A. Enouen, CFO of 
Mead. - Dan Bak (] 

Front Row: John Feltz, Jeff 
Stoner, .·. Bm Paulus, Glenn 
Brunner. Second Row: Tom 
Martin, JIU Gunderson, Mark 
Perry, Anne Bockhont, Mark 
Striker. Third Row: Jeff Ors-
chell, Paul Zinger, Phil 
Detweiler, Jeff Allen, Don 
Harker, Greg fiarUn. . 
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Matt Ball 
I walked out of Founders Hall 
wearing my new uniform. It was 
my first day wearing my "Class 
A's". But before I hit the last 
step, I spotted an officer charg-
ing toward me. I didn't know 
what to do. Do I salute? Do I go 
back inside? It was too late. 
"Excuse me Cadet, what year 
are you?" he shouted. The 
sweat began to pour from my 
face. "Freshman, sir," I replied. 
"Do you know how to wear 
that uniform?" he asked. I had 
the pants on and my tie was 
straight. What could be wrong? 
" You must be clean shaven. 
You must have your brass pol-
ished. You must have your 
shoes shined," he said. 
I tried to hide my face from 
the curious crowd passing by. 
"Get back inside and don't put 
that uniform on until you know 
how to wear it!" he said, staring 
me in the eyes. 
So, I returned to my room 
and changed into civilian 
clothes. When I left for class, I 
was just another face in the 
crowd. 
That is the key in wearing a 
military uniform. You stick out 
in the crowd. You must beam 
with self-confidence when you 
walk through campus, and peo-
ple seem to clear a path for you 
when they see the uniform. 
During the summer of 1987, 
the nation realized the presence 
that a military uniform can have 
on others. As a Lieutenant Colo-
nel Oliver North testified in front 
of a Senate Committee on live 
television. He wore his full dress 
uniform daily to the hearings. 
Americans fell in love with this 
proud, distinguished leader. 
A military uniform instills a 
person with pride and honor. 
The years of history and service 
that men and women have given 
to this country support every in-
dividual who puts on the uni-
form. I have learned the respon-
sibilities that come along with 
the honor of wearing the uni-
form over the past four years. 
- Tom Rafter [] 
Matt Ball 
Bill Cunningham 
Do you ever wish you had a 
little brother or sister at college, 
or long to have an excuse to act 
like a child again? A service or-
ganization on campus can make 
your wish come true . The Day-
ton chapter of Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters is an affiliate of the Mont-
gomery County Branch of Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters . Each 
member has an opportunity to 
be matched with a child from the 
Dayton community. The pair 
spends an average of three to 
five hours a week together doing 
entertaining, growth-oriented ac-
tivities. Common activities in-
elude roller skating, playing 
sports, visiting museums, work-
ing on homework, and seeing 
movies . 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters also 
sponsors one group activity 
each month. Traditionally in-
cluded is the excursion to King's 
Island in September. October is 
the time for the annual camping 
trip, an overnight event marked 
by roasted marshmallows, scary 
ghost stories, and lots of fun . 
During the winter months, they 
visit the Indianapolis Children's 
Museum, go on a hayride, see 
movies, and have pizza parties. 
The Spring months are filled 
with outdoor fun such as a trip 
to the Cincinnati Zoo, playing 
softball and having a picnic. 
Eventually, the group pro-
vides both bigs and Iittles with a 
service and a way to have fun 
together. Big Brothers/Big Sis-
ters has won the Top Organiza-
tion Award for its outstanding 
work as a service organization 
on campus, proof of the hard 
work and dedication involved 
with the members. - Susan 
Barrett(] 

Bill Cunningham 
For over a decade, students 
of all majors and interests have 
had the opportunity to display 
their musical talents and show-
manship through the premier 
show choir Celebration. The 22 
singers and dancers that make 
up Celebration, accompanied by 
a five piece band, perform songs 
that range from Broadway tunes 
to current hits. They frequently 
entertain for University activi-
ties, local social functions and 
charitable organizations. 
During Spring try outs, veter-
an members warn those audi-
tioning of the time committment 
which the group demands. Mem-
bers organize their calendars to 
meet weekly rehearsals, a rigor-
ous performance schedule, and 
make Celebration one of the 
their primary concerns outside 
of the classroom. 
Although the time schedule is 
restrictive, members are in-
volved in other activities includ-
ing honor societies, professional 
and social fraternities and soror-
ities, intramural activities, and 
both campus and community 
service organizations. 
The diversity of the members 
in Celebration attribute to its 
uniqueness. One would think 
that a performing group of this 
size would be made up of a lot of 
music majors. But Celebration 
has members from 11 different 
majors, ranging from Communi-
cation to Engineering. Some Cel-
ebration members even find the 
time to work on or off campus at 
part-time, cooperative educa-
tion, and internship positions. 
Director Bro. Bruce Giffin, 
S.M. balances his busy schedule 
between the group's busy obliga-
tions, his responsibilities as a re-
searcher and instructor in the Bi-
ology department and his 
committment to the Marianist 
community. For Giffin, Celebra-
tion is a musical outlet and a 
pleasure to be involved in. 
Since he began directing the 
group in 1980, Giffin has devel-
oped Celebration into a useful 
public relations tool for the Uni-
versity . According to Giffin, 
"this musical outreach for ser· 
vice in the Dayton area is even-
tually reciprocated, and it 
strengthens the University's 
bond with the outside communi-
ty." - Tom Rock and Becky 
Strand'[] 
Jeff Miller 
Jl{~~ting In th~ McGfnn,ls C~nt~r t,nst~ad of th~ 
Apa,~rn~nt (Yfftc~. th~ E~~l:utlv~,iQoard dis 
cerns of th~ r~sid~nts s,uch as new llid~wa 
t~i lighting on f;ast St~wart Street. 
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Things were happening over 
on East Stewart Street. Under 
the direction of Sharon Austin, 
advisor, and Pamela Chapman, 
director, the Garden Apartment 
Association (GAA) had a brand 
new look. 
One of the noticable changes 
was in the organization of the 
governing body. Instead of the 
traditional officers, the GAA had 
an Executive Board of Directors. 
The board was made up of a 
Chief Executive Officer, Jeff Dit-
mire, and a Board of Directors: 
Steve Gunderson, Pat Brennan, 
Dan Pfeiffer, Jeff Staab, and 
Scott Szustak. Along with the 
board, the GAA has an Assem-
bly made up of eleven building 
representatives, and seven resi-
dent assistants. After their elec-
tion, they were busy planning ac-
Matt Boll 
tivities, promoting service 
projects, and trying to make the 
Garden Apartments a stronger 
community. 
Throughout the year, GAA 
took part in quite a few activi-
ties. "We're a service organiza-
tion for the Garden Apartment 
residents. Because of that we 
feel we should cater to their 
needs in as many ways as possi-
ble," stated Szustak. Some of 
GAA's activities included the 
Halloween Costume Party-Cook 
Out which was held in the court-
yards. GAA supplied hot dogs 
and marshmallows for the seven-
ty residents who attended. "We 
have a budget of around $2,000 
to work with," stated Gunder-
son, "and we want to pump 
back every cent to the GA resi-
dents. After all, it's their activity 
fee." Each resident pays a five 
dollar activity fee upon check-in 
to help sponsor activities, such 
as the International Tea, Alcohol 
Awareness Week, a Homecom-
ing Queen Candidate, and a bus 
for Christmas on Campus. 
GAA sponsored a new event: 
Students Without A Parking 
Space (S.W.A.P.S.). S.W.A.P.S 
issued a petition to administra-
tors, organization presidents, 
and the Traffic Department. Ad-
ditional parking spaces in A Lot 
and the Access Road, a change 
in parking hours, and weekend 
parking were all results of 
S.W.A.P.S's activities. 
A variety of activities in the 
Spring semester included bus 
trips, athletic tournaments, and 
improving the physical condi-
tions of the Garden Apartments. 
Matt Boll 
A declaration of "War on 
Trash" was responsible for the 
acquisition of trash cans to help 
keep things clean. 
According to Chapman, "I 
was so excited just to have offi-
cers. And all of the activities 
we've accomplished really indi-
cate that there was enthusiasm 
throughout the Garden Apart-
ments." With all of these new 
changes, things are definitely 
looking good for the Garden 
Apartments and the Association. 
- Jeff Ditmire (] 
Helping Older People (HOP) is the caring link between 
students and senior citizens in the Dayton community. While 
other service clubs open their hearts to people around the 
world, HOP specializes in making friends with those nearby. 
In working with HOP, the best of two worlds can be experi-
enced. As a student living independently in Dayton, I can learn 
to do things for myself and have the freedom that comes with 
this independence. But, through HOP, I have made a special 
friend with whom I share a few hours a week. Because she is 
almost 90, she is a perfect substitute for my own grandmother. 
From Mary, I receive the same love and respect that I give to 
her. In exchange for Mary's stories of life, growing up in 
Dayton, I share my day-to-day experiences of college life. 
I feel that through HOP, I have gained a family away from 
home. When the times get tough, and I feel like I'm crumbling 
under all of my responsibilities, it's a comfort to know that 
Mary is here for me to reach out to. In the same sense, I can be 
there for her also. This is what Helping Older People is all 
about. - Naomi Drabik (] 
Bill Cunningham 
University of Dayton 
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Students working for students 
- this is the Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA). Locat-
ed in Kennedy Union, SGA 
works for the students by voic-
ing their opinions and addressing 
their needs; it exists to serve and 
improve the general welfare of 
the student body. 
All full time and three-quarter 
time students are members of 
SGA and contribute $5 of their 
student fee each semester to-
wards the budget which is ap-
proximately $60,000 for the ac-
ademic year. The money is used 
to provide services and pro-
grams for the student body. 
Activities sponsored by SGA 
this year were all home football 
tailgate parties, Oktoberfest, 
Beach Party, Spring Fling, two 
Book Co-ops, Block Parties, 
la-ndlord lists, housing lists, 
Clean Sweeps, Off-Campus Di-
rectory, Committee Meetings, 
the annual Dayton to Daytona 
trip, and Distinguished Speakers 
such as Eugene "Mercury" Mor-
ris and Curtis Sliwa were some 
of the many programs and ser-
vices that SGA made available 
this year. 
This is the first year of the 
new constitution and form of 
government. Patterned after the 
Constitution of the United 
States, SGA's constitution is 
meeting all of their needs and 
expectations. The core of SGA 
is the Executive Committee 
which consists of President Lau-
ra Gillespie, Executive Vice 
President Jeff Pfeifer, Vice Pres-
ident of Academic Affairs Jim 
Kronk, Vice President of Opera-
tions Jim Gates and Treasurer 
Joe "Zulu" Haynes. Along with 
the Executive Committee, there 
are three branches of govern-
ment: the Student and Academ-
ic Senates and the Coordinators. 
Together they all work together 
to formulate and initiate activi-
ties for the student body. - Jim 
Kronk D 
Contrary to popular belief, 
the Trapshooting Club is not in 
the business of capturing and 
blasting cute, cuddly, little ani-
mals, or even big, ugly ones for 
that matter. As stated in their 
constitution, the club is a "recre-
ational sports club organized to 
provide its members with the op-
portunity to participate in the 
sports of clay target shooting. 
Also, the club is interested in in-
troducing new members to the 
sport as a recreational past-time 
as well as a competitive sport." 
The sport of trapshooting 
originated in Europe using live 
pigeons as targets, and it has de-
veloped considerably over the 
decades. Now, four-inch dia-
menter clay saucers are 
"thrown", in excess of 60 
m.p.h., at various angles from a 
trap house 16-27 yards in front 
of the shooter. Five targets are 
shot at with a shotgun from each 
of five stations behind the trap 
house. The objective of the 
sport is to hit all 25 targets. 
Vandalia, Ohio is the home of 
the American Trapshooting As-
sociation and its national shoot 
called "The Grand." The Ohio 
annual shoot is also held there. 
Despite this fact, the University 
never had a trapshooting club 
until January of 1986. The club 
grew from the interest of several 
students. Now, the Trapshoot-
ing Club is a recognized organi-
zation and it coordinates its ac-
tions through the sports office. 
The club receives some Universi-
ty funding and engages in week-
ly shoots at the Huber Heights 
Trapshooting Club. 
Eventually, the Trapshooting 
Club hopes to become competi-
tive on the intercollegiate level. 
So, the next time you hear 
someone mention trapshooting, 
don't be prejudiced. Give the 
sport a chance, you might enjoy 
it. - Chuck Tyler [] 
Gerard Fernandes 
Jim Poorman 
Tom Prevlsh 


School of 
Arts & Sciences 
Receiving the coveted di· 
ploma Is cause for a cele· 
bration during the April 
graduation ceremonies. 
School of Arts & Sciences 
My most memorable college experience has been my work for 
WDCR-AM 64. Working as an on-air personality was not only fun, 
but a great learning experience. I loved the work and the great 
people who worked there with me. They all became very good 
friends. I will also always remember by evenings at The Shed! 
Some of the best conversations I ever had took place there. 
College has been a great learning experience for me. I've 
grown up a lot in the last four years. - Jill Drury D 
"CLICK" goes the cam· 
era to capture the lmmor· 
tal smile of every senior 
on film. Many dressed for 
the weather In jeans or 
jams. 
School of Arts & Sciences 

School of Arts & Sciences 
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School of Arts & Sciences 
All of the 1988 
Graduates rise to their 
feet at the request of 
President Fltz. 
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.J In my Junior year, I submitted my history research paper to \ 
'\ the committee in charge of choosing the best historical re- ,I· 
~~ search paper. As the months passed, I waited for the results ~­
·~~ and worried about whether I had done well or not. In Febru- l 
: ~ \ ary, I was notified by letter that I had won the award. I became ·~ 
.[ so excited that I must have jumped four feet in the air. It was ,., \ ~ -~ indeed a memorable day. - Mark Anderson )t 
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School of Arts & Sciences 
As she was crowned 
Queen of the Homecom-
Ing Weekend Celebra-
tions, Michelle Warlsse 
received hugs from just 
about everybody. 
School of Arts Sciences 
Commencement Explosion! 
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School of Arts & Sciences 

On a windy afternoon lespie and M d • Julie Bigane L 
tradition wh~n y Staph act out the aura Gil· 
official ·~u ch proclaims: "Grad ol~ SGA the champagn , uatlon s not 
e s been spilled." 
As we looked back at our years in college, only good 
memories came to mind. 
Freshman year introduced us to college life, in the 
forms of First Stop, Speech 101 and the Freshman 15. 
Then sophomore year came, which gave many of us a 
chance to experience living in the ghetto. This included 
kegs on the porch, mice in the house, dishes to clean, 
and the walk-of-shame. 
When Junior year came around, there were no more 
adjustments to make. This was the year we realized how 
special the atmosphere of this campus is. It is different 
from any other university. When holidays and summer 
vacation came around it was harder and harder to leave. 
Senior year brought about a sense of sadness because 
school was nearing an end. This was a time for resume 
writing, interviewing, job opportunities, and senior-itis. 
Drinking beer with close friends became a little more 
important than studying for a test. 
Looking back, we will always remember block parties, 
dressing up for Halloween, green beer on St. Patty's 
Day, Homecoming and Turnabout dances, Tim's late 
night, endless ghetto parties and Dayton to Daytona. As 
a matter of fact, the only bad memory is the hangover 
that you couldn't get rid of on Sunday morning. 
- Lori and Laura ll 
School of. 
Business 
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Keep our Ghetto clean! 
Students from all organ!· 
zatlons "pitched In" on a 
Saturday morning for 
Clean Sweep . 
School of Business 
Finance 
'Diana Geiger 
Accounting 
Margaret Genualdl 
Finance 
Gerbracht 
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In my Senior year, I was on the varsity golf team. We \ 
traveled to Notre Dame to play in their yearly golf tourna-
ment. We were not heavily favored and did not expect to 
finish high in the standings. Little did we realize what would 
happen that Sunday. The team played so well that we won 
the tournament and even beat both of Notre Dame's blue and 
gold teams. It was a memorable day. - Mark Anderson. o 
A college diploma Is not 
the only thing accom-
plished by UD graduates. 
Friendships and fun mem-
ories will always be re-
membered. Mark Stuhl-
mueller and Laura 
Gillespie exemplify this 
friendly UD spirit. 
School of Business 

School of Business 
S. McQu!lte 
Accounting 
M. Meakin 
Marketing 
Tom J. Me.lman 
Adminstratto'n 
E. Musselman 
Accounting 
J. Napoleon 
Finance 
E. Nash 

School of Business 
How many men does It 
take to clean a street? 
Three to hold the bag and 
three to sweep. Members 
of the Lambda Chi frater-
nity manage to make the 
Ghetto a little brighter 
during Clean Sweep. 
A Business student re-
ceives his diploma at 
Commencement. 
School of Business 
Shirley Fox, an Art / IDE 
major, shows a grin of re· 
lief after receiving her di· 
ploma from the College 
of Arts and Sciences. 
"" Being at UD representing the·~·-_ 
international community as a na-
tive of Panama has been one of 
the greatest experiences in my life. 
)
. . From Stuart Hall to the Ghetto, it 
: was a one way ride: sometimes 
wild and crazy, but nevertheless 
\ one that was full of worthwhile J experiences. Experiences that not 
only fulfill the dreams of any colle-
giate, but that provide a feeling of 
caring and belonging to the mem-
bers of the international communi-
ty. All these have made UD a very 
important part of my life; one that 
will always be present, one that I 
will never forget. - Carlos Hoff-
man o 
School of 
Education 
Way to go graduates! A 
cheer runs through the 
crowd as the college ex· 
perlence comes to a 
close. 
School of Education 
University President Brother Raymond L. 
Fltz, S.M. Is all smiles as he hands a diploma 
to a graduate. This makes 120 hours of study 
seem worthwhile. 
Being a fifth year senior has given me a better per-
spective and appreciation of my college experience. 
Friends who have already graduated share their infinite 
wisdom of the ''real world'' with me before I actually 
have to experience it. They remind me to appreciate the 
relative ease of college life - like kicking back with 
friends and going out on weeknights. Meanwhile, they 
work their butts off in a "real job" (if they're not waiting 
tables) ii?_ sorpe strange town. 
It makes me think that having a roommate who snores 
isn't all that bad. Maybe arguments over whose turn it is 
to wash the smelly, mold-encrusted dishes are not so 
terrible. I have learned to cherish these moments. At 
least I have roomates with whom I can argue - gradu-
ates very often do not. The small, social community 
which the University has offered disappears upon enter-
ing the real world. 
Still, I am anxious to get out there, to finally start 
making money. I know that my college experience will 
always be with me. it has not only given me the skills and 
practice I need for my job, but also the Christian values 
which I need to live more fully. This fifth year/has given 
me knowledge and wisdom. It has been one extra year to 
appreciate the past and present, and one extra year to 
prepare for the future. - John Kokenge ll 
nis was not a fifth G ge Karagan . Even though eor eing his diploma 10 r senior, the pleasure s~ 
yea d . just as satisfymg. his han s 1s 
School of 
Engineering 
) 
Students from the Col-
lege of Engineering and 
Engineering Technology 
stream down the center 
aisle of UD Arena at Com-
mencement, eager to re-
ceive their respective 
degrees. 
School of Engineering 
Estatic parents, family, 
and friends stumble with 
their cameras In hopes of 
capturing the perfect pic· 
ture of their special grad· 
uate on film. 
Chemical Processing 
Technology major, Steve 
Gunderson, receives his 
long-sought engineering 
degree. 
School of Engineering 
UD's best known alumna, Erma Bombeck. 
The Gospel Choir performing In February. 
Darrell Groneneler 
School of Engineering 
On April 8, NBC news 
cameras visited UD to 
film a segment from their 
summer series, "Summer 
Showcase: Of Macho and 
Men". The students Inter· 
viewed were from Eugene 
August's "Modern Men: 
Images and Reality class. 
The show was broadcast 
on June 28 and was 
watched by many sum· 
mer school students on 
campus, as well as others 
nationwide. 
An aerial view of the 
burning of St. Joseph's 
Hall In December. Not 
only Arts and Sciences 
majors were affected by 
the fire. All students 
were affected by the re-
scheduling of classes, the 
timely measures taken by 
the administration, and 
the overcrowding of stu-
dents Into rooms that 
were not adequate for 
classes the students orig-
Inally signed up for sec-
ond semester. 
School of Engineering 
The most successful black male presidential candidate, Jesse Jackson, 
spoke In the Fieldhouse on April 30. Even though he fell short In 
receiving the Democratic nominee for President, Jackson made a 
significant Impression on America. 
jesse Jaton 
Jeff Miller 
far President 
Michael Dukakls, the former Massachusetts governor took the 
country by storm after winning the New Hampshire primary. 
Dukakls appeared downtown at Couthouse Square prior to the Ohio 
primary, which he won. 
Lisa Mather smiles to a friend as she walks 
up to receive her diploma. Mather Is an Ele· 
mentary Education major from Bay Village, 
Ohio. 
Jeff Miller 
(CPS) - This is it. The Big Day, you're graduating from college. 
The lilting strains of "Pomp and Circumstance" fill your ears. Shifting 
uneasily in your oversized black robe and mortar board, it dawns on you 
that you have spent all but the first 5 years of your life in school. 
The valedictorian rises to the podium. The sun appears from behind 
the clouds and the temperature beneath your robe rises to 120 degrees. 
Occasional phrases drift from the stage: "bright futures" "we must 
and we shall" . . . "the promise of tomorrow" . . . "the very future of 
k. d" man m . .. 
An elbow sinks into your ribs. You stand, walk to the stage, accept the 
sheepskin to the distant, muffled squeals of your family and march off 
into the future. 
Everybody is all smiles. Your family smiles. They have college de-
grees. The cab driver smiles. He has a college degree. At the restaurant, 
the hostess smiles. She has a college degree. The waiter has a college 
degree. So does the bus boy, the cook and the bartender. 
Afterwards, caught in the traffic, you'll see the only person who's 
smiling who doesn't have a college degree. He's the Roto-Rooter man in 
the red van. He's smiling because he barely finished high school, but still 
manages to rake in $38,000 a year. 
You begin to suspect it's all an elaborate joke. Still, you rest assured 
that the future is all yours. But it's time to choose that future by choosing 
a career. 
You must choose 1 of 2 mutually exclusive goals: You want to save 
the world, or you want to own the world. By ch.oosing the first, you'll 
work longer hours than Mother Theresa (and for less pay), but within 20 
years you'll have a nice little house in the suburbs. 
By choosing the latter you'll disappear into the bowels of a major 
corporation, but within 10 years you'll have a nice little house in the 
suburbs. 
. . . continued on page 254 
Konikowski gets a hug of 
Graduate Mary Rose President Fitz upon re-
congrutulations fromf m the College of Busi-
ceiving her diploma ro 
ness Administration. 
What can you expect when you take the plunge into the real world? 
Expect to be bored. Expect to be appalled. Expect to try to do some-
thing about it. 
You'll find yourself asking, "Is this all there is? Get up in the morning, 
battle your way through rush-hour traffic, spend 8 hours in an office 
where even house plants won't grow, and then battle your way home, 
catch some tv and drop off to sleep. This is why I spent most of my life 
doing homework?" 
It's helpful to think of your college education as a small down payment 
on the rest of your life. And it's reassuring to know that you've got that 
comprehensive knowledge of 16th century French literature to help you 
out when the going gets tough. 
Surprisingly enough, very few jobs require you to write a term paper, 
footnote correctly, cite your sources, apply differential calculus, explain 
the structure of a monocotyledenous plant, describe the importance of 
the Ruhr Valley to Kaiser Wilhelm II or expound upon the theories of 
Freud and Jung vis-a-vis Skinner's behaviorism. 
More useful job skills, actually, are the ability to operate a Xerox 
machine, wear clean clothes, follow orders and appear enthusiastic about 
sales promotions. 
Other helpful skills are learning to balance checkbooks, fry eggs, 
vacuum rugs and diagnose sexually transmitted diseases. 
"No!," you say. "There has to be more! You promised!" 
Well, there is. There's love. And a bill. There's marriage, and a whole 
pile of little bills. There's the house, and one great big recurrent bill. 
There are children, and a blizzard of bills. There's the future. Please 
enclose remittance before June 23, 1988, or service will be terminated. 
Forget the future. Think about now, college graduate. Run around 
while you still can. Go for it - California, Katmandu - it doesn't 
matter. 
Spend at least 5 years screwing around. 
It's important. The rest of your life is programmed. The bills can wait, 
as will that middle management position. Forget what they've taught 
you. Forget what they told you you're supposed to be doing. 
Find out for yourself. Find yourself. Be yourself. And have some fun. 
After all, there's always room on my park bench. And there's always 
graduate school. - Tao Jones (] 
Eric Mathews reflects on his college career at 
UD during the Commencement Exercises held 
at UD Arena. To Mathews, the setting is very 
familiar because of his experiences as a Flyer 
basketball player for four years. 
Jeff Miller 
A Bad Night for Burglars 175 
A Funny Thing Happened on 
the Way to the Forum 41 
Abbas, Hasain F. 88 242 
Abdella, Amy 182 
Abrams, Laura A. 88 224 
Academic Freedom 56 
Ackerman, Maureen 88 236 
Adis, Ronnie 181 
Agnello, Mike 178 
Ahrens, James J. 88 224, 165 
Ahrens, Jo E. 88 204, 174 
AICHE 164 
Aid to Special People 192 
Aikins, Daniel M. 88 204 
Akstens, Ken 168, 169 
AI-Matrouk, Hamad M. 88 224 
Albea, Chrisi 185 
Albee, Christine S. 88 204 
Alber, Tim 105 
Albers, Bucky 73 
Alberta Street 4, 32 
Alcohol Awareness Week 33, 
180 
Alcott, Heather 198 
Alderaiei, Waleed K. 88 242 
Alexander's 29 
Alexander, Kurt D. 88 242, 
165, 170 
Alexander, Milissa M. 88 204 
Alhazzaa, Eid N. 88 242 
Allen, Ann F. 88 204 
Allen, Constance M. 88 224 
Allen, Jeff 165, 190, 201 
Allen, Karen L. 88 204 
Allen, Marvieattae M. 88 242, 
6 
Alpha Phi 184 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 
Inc. 92 
Alton, John A. 88 204, 189 
Alvarez, Rafael 105, 151 
Alzheimer's Disease 
Foundation 180 
Amann III, Charles B. 88 204 
Amato, William P. 88 242, 
178 
Ambos, Mike 170 
Ambrose, Scott 178 
American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher 
Education 88 
American Heart Association 
186 
American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers 164 
Amnesty International 2 
Anatrella, Louis J. 88 242 
Anderson Computer Center 
60, 9 
Anderson, Julie M. 88 204, 
166, 189 
Anderson, Mark J. 88 204, 
173, 213, 226 
Anderson, Roger 43 
Andes, Melanie 186 
Andler, Kimberly J. 88 204 
Andrews, Carolyn M. 88 204, 
181 
Andrews, Joseph B. 88 204 
Andrews, Ryan E. 88 204 
Andsager, Gregory K. 88 224 
Anglin, Deborah F. 88 224 
Anisko, Robert 166 
Annis, Melissa M. 88 204 
Anth, Cathy 193 
Anthony, Joseph S. 88 242 
Antolini, Lisa 88 204 
Antoon, Robert J. 88 204, 
177 
Apprill, S. 166 
Arledge, Cara 181 
Armbruster, Sharon L. 88 
204, 174 
Armstrong, Bruce 194 
Armstrong, Campion 88 204 
Arnold, Elizabeth L. 88 204 
Ashmore, Jeffrey R. 88 236 
At The Library 25 
Atchison, Joyce A. 88 224 
Atkinson, Sharon 88 204 
August, Bob 173 
August, Eugene 248 
Augustin, John 165 
Auriemma, Laura 177 
Austin, Lora 23 
Austin, Paula 186 
Austin, Sharon 196 
Avelleyra, Steve 174 
Avery, Phil 34, 178 
Avutu, Sujantha R. 88 224 
Awareness Week, Hunger 56 
Bachman, Amy 193 
Backs, Peggy S. 88 204 
Backscheider, Beth 170, 198 
Badik, Candace 175, 174 
Baer, Brian G. 88 204 
Bagnasco, Marc 151 
Bak, Dan 166, 188, 189 
Baker Jones, Mary Lou 194 
Baker, Ann 194 
Baker, Suzanne 173 
Baldini, Maria 68, 194, 197 
Banaticla, Jocelyn M. 88 189, 
204 
Bange, Mary 186 
Banner, Candy 93 
Banner, Giselle A. 88 242 
Banner, Michelle 91 
Barbaro, Rose Mary 193 
Barge, Jennifer 18, 189, 194 
Barile, Katie 166, 167 
Barker, Aaron 166 
Barnes, Melissa 166 
Barnett, Scott A. 88 224 
Barney, Jean E. 88 201, 242 
Barnhart, Marcia I. 88 204 
Baron, Camille N. 88 224 
Barrett, Susan M. 88 33, 169, 
186, 187, 192, 193, 204 
Barrett, Theresa D. 88 204 
Barter, Joseph W. 88 204 
Barth, Robert J. 88 242 
Barton, Laura M. 88 165, 
197, 224 
Bateman, Dan 167, 186 
Bates, Maria Y. 88 204 
Bates, Scott D. 88 204 
Bathini, Manjula 189 
BATU 92 
Baudendisel, Tommy 178 
Bauer, Kathleen S. 88 224 
Bauer, Katie 193 
Baujan, Melissa A. 88 189, 
205 
Baumle, Heidi L. 88 170, 205 
Bayer, Amy 182 
Beach Party 199 
Bean, Ellen M. 88 224 
Beck, Stephen 88 205 
Becker, Christine S. 88 242 
Becker, Steve 165, 194 
Bedard, Treffley 177 
Beer, William R. 88 242 
Beery, Laura 88 166, 194, 
205 
Beil, Kevin D. 88 242 
Belecanech, Michele R. 88 
166, 194, 205 
Bellus, Bill 173 
Beltran, Antonio 194 
Bens, Joan 193 
Bereda, Kathleen A. 88 224 
Berger, Terry A. 88 205 
Bergin, Dennis G. 88 205 
Bergman, Bethan 88 166, 224 
Berry, Colleen R. 88 224 
Bertoldi, Steve 51, 90 
Bertone, Diane E. 88 224 
Bertsch, Barbara A. 88 236 
Betz, Paul E. 88 205 
Beutel, Michael G. 88 242 
Bevilacqua, Gina 186, 193 
Beyer, Julie M. 88 33, 182, 
201, 205 
Beyerle, Peter A. 88 242 
Bickle, Craig 105 
Bielecki, Ed 178 
Big Brothers, Big Sisters 192 
Bigane, Julie M. 88 182, 198, 
201, 205, 222 
Bigelow, Mike 173 
Bill and Erma Bombeck 77 
Biller, Mindy 186 
Biltz, Mark E. 88 242 
Bing, Jennifer 166 
Birbiglia, Gina 33, 44, 78, 79, 
198 
Birding, Cern 88 224 
Birmingham, Gary 88 224 
Birney, Patrick M. 88 178, 
205 
Bistransin, Andrew L. 88 205 
Bitterman, Eileen 20, 38 
Black Action Through Unity 
92 
Blair, Bonnie 68 
Blair, Lawrence W. 88 224 
Blakely, Christina 173 
Blandford, Lynn 88 224 
Blank, Thomas H. 88 166, 
224 
Blarney 35 
Blessing, Mike 149 
Block Party 32, 37, 199 
Blow-off 51 
Blum, Bryan 45, 201 
:i 
1 
1 
3 Board of Trustees 77 Bockhorst, Anne 189, 190 
Bodner, David 170 El 
d Boehlert, Maureen 184, 186 , 
Boehmer, Gregg 178 
Boesch, William 61, 166 
Boland, Mike 177 
Bolin, Rob 151 q 
Bolinger, Chrysta 181 B 
Bolinger, Lisanne M. 88 185, 
205 
Boll Theatre 38 
Bollinger, Chryst a 125 
Bombeck, Bill 86 
Bombeck, Erma 246 Buendia, Fran 177 Calleja, Eric C. 88 206 Ciesielski, Cathy 185 
Book Co-ops 199 Buenger, Drew 88 206 Callentine, Mary K. 88 169, Cilurzo, Joseph H. 166, 225 
bookstore 10 Buerger, Lynne 105 186, 236 Cindric, Thomas G. 88 242 
Boone, Naja D. 88 205 Bujndski, Cathy A. 88 206 Callero, Brett 146, 166 Circle K 68, 179 
Boose, Beth M. 88 236 Bummed 25 Campaign, Capital 77, 86 Clark, Heather 225 
Bordenave, Ian G. 88 205 Burcham, Brian 197 Campbell, Ann M. 88 224 Clark, Stephen J. 88 177, 
Borello, Kelli Jo 88 69, 242 Burcham, Kevin E. 88 242 Campbell, Becky 193 194, 206 
Bottger, Laura J. 88 205 Burdzinski, Joel D. 88 224 Campbell, Patty A. 88 236 Clause, Michael E. 88 206 
Bouley, Peter R. 88 205 Burger, Leslie 186 Camphire, Beth 88 206 Claypacs, B. 146 
Bourgeau, Jeff 178 Burke, Robert E. 88 146, 206 Campus Carnival 179, 192 Clean Sweep 32, 176, 180, 
Bowen III, Robert E. 88 205 Burke, Stephen P. 88 189, Campus media 48 187, 199, 209 
Bower, Ginger 182 Campus Ministry 27, 28 Cleaves, Christine 173 
Bowling, Daniel W. 88 205 Campus South 23 Cleves, Connie 17 4 
Boyd, Jim 17 Cannata, Michael S. 88 242 Cloran, Bridget 166, 173 
Boylan, Anne V. 88 236 Canonaco, Anthony J. 88 91, Clouse, Tracy L. 88 206 
Boyle, Kathleen M. 88 205 98, 99, 242 Coggins, Karen 88 125, 185, 
Boyle, Ken 193 Canterucci, Mary F. 88 206 206 
Boyle, Mary E. 88 205 Cappello, Annika M. 88 236 Coleman, Carin L. 88 207 
Boysko, Eric 177 Cardella, Chris 185 College Democrats 45 
Branca, Lisa 177 CARE 28 College of Arts and Sciences 
Branch, Ken 105 Carey, John 178 80 
Brendel, Stephanie L. 88 205 Carino, Pete 178 College Republicans 45 
Brendel, Tina 186 Carney, B. 166 Colley, Laura M. 88 207 
Brennan, Jack 166 Carney, Eileen 170 Collins, Amy 198, 225 
Brennan, Pat 196 Carr, Lesley A. 88 186, 224 Collins, Patrick 225 
Brennan, Patricia A. 88 38, Carroll, Deborah R. 88 206 Collins; Tim 4, 155 
205 Carroll, Tim J. 105, 225 Collinsworth, David A. 88 207 
Brenzel, Joanie 193 Carter, Diana 125 Colon, Nadine C. 88 207 
Bresnen, Jennifer M. 88 224 Casa, Charles P. 225 Colonna, Debbie 182 
Brew(ski) 18 Caserta, Barbara J. 88 236 Colonna, Ray 225 
Brinkman, C. 166 Castelli, Romano W. 166, 225 Community closet 54 
Brock, Kyle R. 88 178, 205 Catholic Social Services 183 Comsume 59 
Brockman, Christine 169 Caugnaton, Brian 58 Conard, Angie 193 
Brockmen, Patricia 194 Cefalo, D. 146 Conboy, Julie A. 88 79, 236 
Broderick, Eileen M. 88 236 Celebration 195 Concagh, Sean 146, 147 
Broskey, Tammy E. 88 205 Central Service Club 192 Connelly, Bern 146 
3rosnan, Kimberly A. 88 236 Cerullo, Joseph C. 88 105, Conner, Colleen M. 225 
Brosnan, Shelly 186 206 146, 147, 206 Conner, Kimberly M. 88 207 
'3rown Street 18 Burroway, Jeff 166 Chalifoux, Sheila M. 88 206 Connolly, Lisa C 88 207 
'3rown, Brian K. 88 224 Burrows, F. 166 Chamberlin, Angie 166 Conny, Anthony J . 225 
'3rown, J . 166 Burt, Eileen J. 88 224 Chantell, Claire A. 88 79, 206 Cooney, Daniel J. 88 207 
'drown, Lori 174 Busse, Julie M. 88 206 Chantell, Mark C. 88 206 Cooper, John D. 88 173, 201, 
.3rown, Monica 88 182, 206 Butkiewicz, Judy 17, 31, 32, Chapman, Pamela 196, 197 207 
::~rownlow, Anita 182 48, 55, 56, 60, 166, 167, 169 Charge It! 7 8 <:;ooper, Mary R. 88 207 
;3ruckert, Clayton 16 Buynacek, Brain 170 Cheerleaders 144 Cooper, Rod 92 
:1rudzinski, Daniel L. 88 206 Buza II, Lester E. 88 177, Chehade, Hassan A. K. 225 Copping, Leslie A. 88 207 
,:::rueneman, Thomas 88 242 190, 242 Chesney, Bill 178 Corbitt, Anthony 105, 137, 
~rumleve, William J. 88 242 BVM 27 Chreste, Debbie 88 166, 177, 138, 140 
· > une, Mary B. 88 206 206 Corcoran, Carol J. 225 
~-;runner, Glenn D. 88 82, 170, Christian Children's Fund 183 Cosenza, Debbie 174 
: 89, 190, 242 Christmas on Campus 50, 64, Costa, Michael K. 225 
Jruns, Lisa 88 224 65, 180, 187 Coughlin, Colleen M. 88 185, 
lrzozowski, Joseph C. 88 242 Christo, Kimberly R. 88 206 236 
:luchanan, Tracy 185 Chronister, Mark 45 Cournan, Amy L. 88 236 
duck, Amy M. 88 224 Cabrer, Alberto 178 Chrosniak, Micky 179 Couture, Steven A. 88 242 
Buckner, Mike 6 7, 177 Caito, Jennifer 194 Chrystal , Victoria 166 Cox, David M. 88 242 
Buczynski, Stephen R. 88 206 Call ya' later 54 Ciammaichella, Tony 178 Cox, Jennifer 174 
Buddendeck, Alan J . 88 206 Callahan, Mary 194 Cicora, Kristin 88 206 Cox, Rachel 201 
Coyle, Regina M. 225 Davis, Thomas R. 225 Dimarco, Joanne 88 236 Dorney, Peter A. 88 226 
Cozza, Cheray L. 88 182, 207 Davis, William C. 225 Dimaria, Dan 178, 194 Dorsey Jr., Joseph J. 88 243 
Crammed 31 Davison, Lawrence C. 225 Dimartino, Paul V. 88 208 Dorsten, Daniel J. 88 243 
Crash 25 Day, Robert G. 88 207 Dimuzio, Chiara 174 Dorth, Steve 178 
crashed 51 Dayton Argyles 155 Dipasquale, Andrea 166 Dos Santos, Ana A. 88 193, 
Cratty, Christine A. 88 207 Dayton to Daytona 66, 199 Dirksing, J. 166 208 
Crawford, Sally 169 Daytonian 48, 167, 268, 269 Distinguished Achievement Dowd, Ron 169, 177 
Cregan, Tom V. ·88 207 De Anna, Walter A. 147 Award 88 Downing, Scott A. 88 243 
Crider, Kimberly A. 88 236 De Carlo, M. 166 Distinguished Speaker Series Doxsee, King 173 
Crilly, Lori 201 Dean, Lou Ann 125 56 Doyle, Jim 178 
Crippen, James M. 225 DeAngelo, Dominic 1 77 Ditmire, Jeff 66, 151, 166, Doyle, Maryann 181 
Criswell, Catherine D. 88 207 Dearlove, John 105 Dr. Robert Marrotto 85 
Crites, Lisa M. 225 DeBanto, John R. 88 177, Dr. Walter Gilliard 86 
Cronley, Kelly S. 88 207 189, 207 Drabik, Naomi 196, 197 
Crup, Michelle 181 DeBauche, Mary 17, 18, 24, Drach, Greg W. 88 226 
Cruz, Vilma P. 88 207 49, 166, 167, 198 Drach, June 169, 181, 193 
Csordas, David J . 88 207 Debbane, Carolyn I. 88 170, Dravis, Donald 88 208 
Cullen, Nancy 201 177, 207 Dreher, Joseph D. 88 243 
Cully, Cynthia 173 DeCamp, Ron 178 drinking age 59 
Culver, Debbie 169, 186, 201 Declining Balance 20 Driscoll, Tim 146 
Cunniffe, Celia 20 Deetgen, Wendy 91 Droesch, Mary J. 88 208 
Cunningham, Amber S. 88 65, Defina, Joe 225 Drozd, Cynthia L. 88 193, 
207 Deger, Tracy 169 236 
Cunningham, Bill 80, 91, 179, Dejesus, Miguel 88 193, 243 Drumm, Nicole M. 88 190, 
199 Delaet, Ron 88 243 243 
Cunningham, Colene E. 225 Dell, Andrine M. 88 208 Drury, Jill E. 88 206, 208 
Cunningham, Traci 170 Delta Omega Tau 4, 183, 184 Duane, Rosie 194 
Cupp, Michelle 201 Delta Sigma Chi 187 DuBravec, Dan 193 
Curran, Father Charles 56 Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Dubray, Drew A. 88 243 
Curran, Nicholas P. 52, 53, Inc. 6, 93 Dubrucq, John 178 
110, 158, 268, 269 Democratic Socialists of Duffy, Steve 165 
Cutaia Jr., Salvatore 88 207 America 45, 46 Dugan, Catherine R. 88 208 
Cyckowski, Donna L. 88 185, Dempsey, Colleen 185 Dukakis, Michael 250 
207 Dempsey, Terri 169 173, 196, 197, 198, 268, 269 Dumon, Suzanne 182 
Cyranowski, Jill 82 Dennis, R. 146 Division III National Dumstorf, Matt 177 
Denton, Leslie 88 208 Championship 4, 6 Dunajsky, F. 166 
DePaolo, Anthony 88 177, Dixon, Andrew W. 88 208 Dunford, Heather 194 
243 Dixon, Anne 124, 125 Dunivan, Jack A. 88 243 
Deselich, Janet S. 88 174, Do, Kieu Oanh 173 Dunson, Amy 181 
208 Doctoral Degree program 88 Dupay, Joseph A. 88 243 
Desloge, Julie K. 88 236 Dodd, Catherine A. 88 20, Durbin, Robert J. 88 165, 243 
D'Epiro, Teresa 88 166, 181, Destazio, Joe 170 236, 269 Durham, John 201 
194, 195, 208 Detrio, Anita 88 208 Doepker, Chris 185 Duritsch, Kim 169 
Dailey, Lucille H. 88 207 Detweiler, Philip L. 88 170, Doepker, Phillip 176 Durkin, Katheryn G. 88 166, 
Dale, Charles 225 189, 190, 243 Doerr, Katherine M. 88 208 173, 193, 226 
Dalsaso, Cathy 182 Devitt, Timothy S. 88 208 Doerzbacher, Jeffrey D. 225 Durso, Maria 88 198, 236 
Daly, Karen 181 Devlin, Mike C. 88 105, 208 Doherty, Heather J . 88 236 Duvic, Mike 111 
Damratoski, Diane M. 88 207 Devoe, Wendy S. 88 208 Doherty, Jacqueline 225 Dwyer, Jill T. 88 226 
Daniel, Deidre A. 88 242 Diaz, Carmen T. 88 236 Doherty, James G. 225 
Daniel, Louisa 173 DiCaprio, Vince 165 Doherty, Kay 181, 201 
Daniel, Scott D. 88 243 Didier, Brian 178, 179 Dolezal, Kathleen P. 88 182, 
Daniel, Valerie 96 Diedrichs, Meg 182 208 
Daniels, Stacy 185 Diersen, Daniel 88 243 Doll, Thomas S. 88 208 
Dase, Kathleen J. 88 182, 236 Dietrick, Bob 177 Dombroski, Mike 83 
Dashti, Mustaia A. 88 243 Dietz, Christine E. 88 208 Domenicone, El 166 Early, Michele L. 88 208 
Daugherty, Bridget 201 Dietz, Theresa L. 88 186, Donaghey, Mike 178 Eat or, Anne 197 
Daum, James M. 88 177, 243 194, 243 Donahue, Maura 198 Ecker, Karen M. 88 226 
Davis, Jill A. 88 243 Diller, Jeff A. 88 189, 208 Donovan, Kim 88 208 Ecker, Laurie 182 
Davis, Paula A. 88 243 Dillon, Deborah 88 208 Dooley, Pat 178 Eckerle, Chris 178 
Eckerle, Therese 186 
Eckert, Laurie 91 
Eckert, Zachary W. 88 226 
Eckl, JoAnn L. 88 166, 182, 
208 
Edens, Jenny 90 
Edgington, Theodore J. 88 
105, 208 
Edsall, Mark W. 88 243 
Edsell, Jeff 36, 174, 175 
Edwards, Ceanethia 88 208 
Edwards, Wendy R. 88 208 
Eisenbeis, Nancy J. 88 236 
Eldred, Karri 186 
Ellerbrock, Ann 125 
Ellerbrock, Mark 165, 170 
Elliot, B. J. 88 208 
Elliott, Scott 177, 178 
Ellis, Cathy L. 88 174, 208 
Elsass, Steve 29 
Emerling, Jeff 88 209 
Endres, Beth A. 88 173, 209 
English, Joseph D. 88 169, 
209 
Enouen, William A. 188 
Enright, John C. 88 209 
Epsilon Delta Tau Fraternity 
176 
Erdmann, Annette 166, 173 
Estes, Ellen 88 226 
Evans, Mark G. 88 209 
Evans, Sheila 131, 132 
Experience, Field 56 
Eyerman, Jean M. 88 226 
Ezzo, Todd 170 
Faces 192 
Fagaly, Jodi A. 88 177, 209 
Fakes, Becky 201 
Fallon, Sean 177 
Fallon, Suzanne 186 
Fanatico, Scott C. 88 226 
Fariello, Nancy 182 
Faroughli, Willie 37 
Fasano, Jennifer 165, 173 
Father What A Waste 27 
Faust, Julie M. 88 236 
Fazekas, S. 146 
Fedders, Barb 45 
Feely, Tom 177 
Fegan, J. 146 
Fehley, David 178 
Felczak, Jackie 181 
Feldkamp, Thomas A. 88 178, 
197, 243 
Felix, Dawn 182 
Felker, Jennifer 88 226 
Feltham, Glen T. 88 177, 243 
Feltz, John C. 88 189, 190, 
243 
Fenik, Jacquelyn A. 88 209 
Fernandes, Gerard 88 168, 
169, 200, 226 
Fernandez, Jose A. 88 209 
Fernyak, Carl 170 
Fessel, Ronald L. 88 243 
Feudo, Lynn 186 
Fiehrer, Steve 178 
Finan, Michael 166 
Finn, Beth 88 185, 209 
Finnegan, Mark 178 
Fioriti, Gregory P. 88 244 
Fischer, Jeffrey J. 88 244 
Fischer, Laura 185 
Fiscus, Scott E. 88 244 
Fish, Margo 186 
Fisher, Laura 198 
Fisher, Maryann 88 226 
Fisher, Suzanne M. 88 236 
Fiske, Edward B. 100 
Fister, Amalia A. 88 173, 209 
Fister, Jim 16, 98, 166 
Fitz, Brother Raymond L. 46, 
76, 80, 86, 186, 253 
Fitzgerald, Brian 178 
Fitzgerald, Patrick D. 88 178, 
209 
Fitzgerald, Robert C. 88 226 
Fitzgerald, Teresa A. 88 209 
Flaherty, Jeff 99, 198 
Flaherty, Kevin 189 
Flaherty, Maureen A. 88 174, 
209 
Flanagan's 34 
Flanigan, John 105, 148, 149 
Flanigan, Steve 198 
Fleck, Amy 165, 173 
Fleming, Ronald J. 88 244 
Fleming, Sandy 166, 173 
Flesher, Amy M. 88 209 
Flichia, Kelly 198 
Flood, Jill M. 88 209 
Flyer News 48, 183 
Flyer, Judy 48 
Fogarty, Christopher J . 88 
209 
Folzenlogen, Doug 189 
Food Court 12, 18, 21 
Foose, Michele 174, 181 
Fordi, Renee 177 
Foreman, Rhonda L. 88 209 
Fornal, Robert 166 
Fornes, Karl F. 88 48, 209 
Fort Scott 28 
Fortin, Matthew E. 88 226 
Foster, Coleen 186 
Foster, Sheri 125 
Founders Hall 191 
Fournier, Julie A. 88 236 
Fowler, Corbin 177 
Fowler, Wayne A. 88 209 
Fox, Jill 182 
Fox, Shirley 88 209 
Frabotta, Joe 177 
Francis, Kenneth J. 88 244 
Francis, Steve 177 
Frantz, Lottie 181 
Frate, David T. 88 165, 244 
Fratini, Angela 18, 189, 194 
Fred, L.B. 33 
Freer, Carrie 32 
French, Elaine Y. 88 92, 209 
French, Nicole 88 226 
Friede, Sarah 125 
Friedl, Tom 201 
Friel, Elisabeth A. 88 209 
Friel, Jennifer M. 88 209 
Fritz, Doug 166 
Fromholt, Linda S. 88 236 
Frye, Michael 6, 201 
Frye, Tiffanyn 182 
Fuchs, Christine A. 88 236 
Fullenkamp, Margaret A. 88 
236 
Fullenkamp, Susan M. 88 174, 
209 
Fultz, Nathan 177 
Gabrielle, John 21 
Gaerke, Teri 133 
Gaito, Carmen J . 88 209 
Galioto, Mary Lynn 88 193, 
226 
Gallager, Tim 20 
Gallagher, Ellen E. 88 169, 
237 
Gallagher, Nancy A. 88 244 
Gallitelli, Alex 173 
Galvin, Lori A. 88 181, 198, 
209 
Ganster, Angela 82 
Gantt, Gregory M. 88 173, 
178, 209 
Garber, Mary E. 88 209 
Garbrecht, Amy L. 88 209 
Garden Apartment Association 
196 
Gardner, Jenny 18 
Gardner, Joseph E. 88 189, 
198, 226 
Gardner, Thomas L. 88 226 
Gargilles, B. 146 
Garn, Julie 181 
Garramone, Chris 181 
Garrity, Melissa A. 88 226 
Garvey, Jacqueline 88 226 
Garvey, Maureen 182 
Gates Jr., James D. 88 7, 
198, 199, 201, 226 
Gaydos, Katheryn L. 88 210 
Gecas, Irene 88 226 
Geesling, Tami 185 
Geiger, Diana 88 226 
Geiselman, Eric M. 88 244 
Geiser, Laura L. 88 244 
Gelineau, Angela 36, 174, 175 
Genualdi, Margaret 88 226 
George, Beth 185 
Gerbracht, Richard 88 226 
Gettings, Rob 178 
Ghetto 12, 27, 28, 32, 33, 37, 
98 
Ghetto children 44 
Gideons, Derel S. 88 210 
Giffin, Brother Bruce 194, 195 
Gill, Mike 58 
Gillespie, Laura M. 88 90, 
198, 199, 201, 210, 222, 227 
Gilliard, Michelle 86 
Gilson, Aileen M. 88 186, 
194, 210 
Gilvary, Dr. Patrick 41 
Given, Melissa J. 88 186, 210 
Glen Helen 28 
Glover, Mark 178 
Gniadek, Mike 189 
God's Favorite 175 
Goddard, Linda 182 
Goetz, Dave 146, 14 7 
Golabek, Susan C. 88 210 
Goodman, Kaihra 134 
Gordan, Suzy 125 
Gorden, Mary 12 
Gorney, Frederick P. 88 94, 
244 
Gospel Choir 93 
Gosson, Tracy K. 88 210 
Gotham, Jane A. 227 
Gottes, Carol A. 88 237 
Gould, Dean Sam 84 
Grady, Sandra 45, 90, 173, 
201 
Grahl, Troy R. 88 164, 165, 
244 
grandfather clause 59 
Granite, Richard M. 88 165, 
244 Haddad, Natalie 227 Heintz, Amy 92, 182 Homan, Lorie 181 
Grannan, Aaron 227 Hagan, Bill 190 Heitmann, Dr. John 173 Homecoming 10, 179, 187 
Grannan, Lesli 173 Haggerty, Tessa S. 88 237 Helbling, Theresa M. 88 210 Homola, Christopher A. 245 
Grant, Brian D. 88 244 Haider, Ali 88 244 Held, Joseph E. 88 190, 244 Honors Program 82 
Gray, Cathy 166 Haigerty, Kathleen 185 Helms, Scott 177 Hooker, Mathew S. 88 211 
Gray, T. 146 Haight, Kerry 194 Helping Older People 196, Hooksma 48 
Grdina, Lisa 186 Hail Mary 27 197 Hooper, Deborah 88 166, 211 
Greason, David M. 88 244 Hajek, Sheryl 181 Hemmert, Toni 181 Hoopin' 56 
Greek Week 187 Hall, Congressman Tony 33 Henderson, Modena J. 88 211 Hopkins, Lori 166 
green beer 34 Hall, Dina 182 Henderson, Rochelle 131 Horning, Karl E. 245 
Green Machine 20 Hall, Liberty 29 Hendrickson, Eric A. 88 244 Horrox, Kim 181 
Green tongue 35 Hall, Miriam 85 Henry, Craig 189, 194 Hosking, Jane 12 
Green, Buffy 44 Hallett, James 177 Henry, Jane 28, 182, 198 Hossenlopp, Joseph R. 88 211 
Green, Carol 181, 194 Hamill, James F. 188 Henry, Karin M. 88 211 Hot Pot 43 
Green, Doug 191 Hamilton, Jill 182 Hentrich, Douglas S. 88 211 Hottie, John 201 
Green, Margaret M. 88 210 Hamilton, Steven 227 Herman, Christine 170 Houle, Elizabeth A. 88 46, 98, 
Greenaway, Susan E. 88 237 Hanacek, Diane 88 210 Herman, Jann 181 193, 211 
Greene, Elizabeth 181 Hands Across the Ghetto II 4 , Herr, M. 146 Hours, Visitation 25 
Greenhorn 35 12, 33, 187 Herr, Sharon E. 88 237 housemates 39 
Greenland 35 Hanlin, Gregory A. 88 190, Herrmann, Debbie K. 245 Housing Lottery 23 
Greenlees, Ty 11, 111, 161 244 Hersman, Tonya 186 Howard, Douglas A. 88 155, 
Greenoe, Douglas 177 Hannan, David A. 88 210 Hertlein, Mark A. 227 237 
Greive, John D. 88 210 Hanneken, Tara M. 88 166, Hess, Timothy M. 193, 227 Howe, Paul J. 88 211 
Gries, Thomas A. 88 244 210 Hickey, David A. 178, 227 Hoying, Debra R. 88 169, 
Griffin, Mark 194 Hansen, Beth A. 88 181, 210 Hickey, Sheila M. 227 193, 237 
Griffith, Gloria 88 210 Hansen, June 88 210 Hile, Sherry 95 Hub, Michelle 79 
Griffith, Tom 227 Hansen, Nancy 88 210 hill rats without pants 18 Hubbs, Mel 105 
Grill, Daniel J . 88 165, 244 Harbrecht, Grant 166, 198 Hill, Chris 151 Huber, Jennie 185 
Grise, Jeffrey 227 Harding, Julie 28 Hill , Kimberly A. 88 211 Hubert, Tony 49, 51 
Grob, Michael C. 88 210 Harkenrider, Daniel 227 Hilton on the Hill 23 Huchinson, Lynn 174 
Groeber, Bev 186 Harker IV, Donald F. 88 189, Hinkel, Donna 165, 166, 173 Huddleston, Julie 88 211 
Groene, John 201 190, 244 Hinkle, Dan 86 Hudson-Welch, Julie 18, 189 
Grogan, Kathy 201 Harmeyer, Christie 227 Hinkle, Jenifer 181 Huffer, Charlotte 194 
Gromofsky, Richard J . 88 210 Harmeyer, Margaret 227 Hinnenkamp, Lori 181 Hug-a-thon 186, 187 
Gronemeier, Darrell 110 Harness, Tammy D. 227 Hinnenkamp, Sherie A. 173, Huger, India R. 88 211 
Grony, John 28 Harold, Susan 170 186, 245 Humbert, Carol 186 
Gross, Daniel J . 227 Harpst, John 178 Hinrichs, Amy B. 88 211 Hunger Awareness Week 27, 
Grubb, Gereese 186 Harrington, Roy J. 88 210 Hirz, Harold 177 33 
Gsell, Timothy C. 88 166, 210 Harris, David 166 Hitting the Books 37 Hunkele, Frank C. 227 
Guida, Eileen 166, 173 Hart, Tanya S. 88 244 Hobbs, Edna 6 Hunt, Jennifer R. 227 
Guisinger, Rob 177 Harting, Maria 193 Hoeffel, Julia M. 227 Hurley, John W. H. 88 211 
Guithues, Julie 201 Hartz, Gretchen A. 88 237 Hoeflinger, Scott E. 166, 227 Hurley, Matthew J . 227 
Gumther, Craig 98 Hartz, Heidi 22, 23, 32, 185 Hoelderle, Susan E. 88 211 Hurteau, Steven B. 165, 245 
Gunderson, Anne 1 7 4 Harvan, Mary 170 Hoffbauer, Gregory A. 227 Huston, Robert J . 227 
Gunderson, Jill M. 88 173, Harvey, Michelle 33, 166 Hoffbauer, Laura 177 Hutchcraft, Carol 10 
189, 190, 244 Hatch, Tarry 185 Hoffman, Carlos 1 77, 235 Hutchinson, Carol 109 
Gunderson, Stephen L. 88 Haverland, Timothy J. 88 178, Hoffman, Dennis 177 Hutchinson, Laura 29 
196, 197, 244, 245 210 Hoffman, Pam 88 211 Hutchison, Lynne B. 88 169, 
Hawk, Michelle 186 Hogan, Patrick M. 88 211 174, 237 
Hayes, Chris 105 Hogan, Tracey 186 
Haynes, Joe "Zulu" 44, 199 Hohenbrink, Larry D. 245 
Hazlett, Jeff 194 Hohm, Greg 198 
Healy, Pete J . 88 210 Holahan, Kris 194 
Heeney, Mary C. 88 210 Holcomb, Elizabeth M. 88 237 
Ha, Thu 166, 173 Hegemann, Peg A. 88 237 Holman, Suzanne M. 88 211 
Hackman lll, George M. 88 Heger, Joe C. 88 210 Holtgreive, Audrey 173 I.S.S.A.P. 78 
170, 201, 210 Hein, Jennifer R. 227 Holz, Carol J . 88 194, 211 Iannuzzi, Mary Beth 185 
Hackney, Sonya 32, 92 Heinold, Kathy 201 Homan, Kris A. 88 211 lemma, Megan M. 88 211 
lgleburger, Jennifer L. 88 211 
Impossible to find 31 
Imwalle, Lisa A. 227 
Imwalle, Shane A. 228 
Inesta, R. Edward 88 211 
Ingram, Mark J. 88 48, 211 
intramural 112 
Irish mania-itis 35 
Irwin, Christine 181 
!vary, Christopher J . 165, 245 
Jaap, Jim 58 
Jackson, Jesse 250 
Jackson, Teresa L. 88 211 
Jacobs, Lana 198 
Jacobus, Cheryl 194 
Jamison, Bill 178 
Janess, Chris 182 
Jannings, Amy C. 88 211 
Jansen, Dan 68 
Jansen, Elaine 170 
Janssens, Jennifer 190 
Jarmusz, Rob 177 
Jeanmougin, Stephen M. 228 
Jefferies, Jennifer 181 
Jefferson, Tonya L. 88 93, 
211 
Jerry, Jill 186 
Jessen, Donita 125 
Johanns, Cynthia M. 88 237 
Johnson, Doug 166 
Johnson, Gregory S. 245 
Johnson, K. 146 
Johnson, Patricia 90 
Johnson-Young, April L. 88 
237 
Johnston, Ann 182 
Jones, Cyndee 186 
Jones, Dave 6, 105, 109, 110 
Jones, Michael J. 88 228 
Jones, Susan 88 228 
Jones, Tao 254 
Jones, Tyrone 177 
Jordan, Dan 178, 197 
Josling, Paul 178 
Jughes, Eveleen 88 228 
Jung, Julie M. 88 212 
Jungkunz, Tara L. 88 174, 
212 
Junker, Deborah A. 88 228 
Just, Pete 178 
Kabida, Dan 105 
Kaczynski, Mary 194 
Kahlman, Tim W. 245 
Kalil, Tim 150, 151 
Kalmey, Lee Ann 20, 24 
Kamman, Nancy 173 
Kania, Karen M. 88 237 
Kantor, Robert 60, 166, 178 
Kanyuch, Jeff 170 
Karagannis, George 241 
Kargl, Theresa M. 88 237 
Karkosiak, John 165 
Karlovits, Steve 189 
Karman, Thomas M. 194, 245 
Karpuszka, David 177 
Kasunich, Steven W. 88 228 
Kauflin, John J . 88 212 
Kaup, Lorraine K. 88 228 
Kavanaugh, James J. 88 228 
Kazmer, Gary M. 88 212 
Keane, Kathleen A. 88 212 
Kearn, Kathleen A. 88 212 
Keenan, Patricia M. 88 228 
Kegs 'n Eggs 35 
Kelleher, Laurel 185 
Keller, Tara A. 88 166, 228 
Kelley, Brian F. 88 228 
Kellner, Kevin 173 
Kelly, Colleen A. 88 237 
' Kelly, Colleen M. 88 212 
Kelly, Joseph J . 165, 245 
Kelly, Kimberly P. 88 212 
Kelly, Stephen J. 245 
Kelty, Paul 178 
Kemmerer, Penny 88 174, 
212 
Kenna, Ann C. 88 186, 212 
Kenna, Mary 193 
Kenneally, Sean 105 
Kennedy Union 12, 20, 21 , 23 
Kennedy, Michael E. 88 212 
Kennedy, Ted J. 88 166, 228 
Kern, Richard M. 245 
Kerrigan, John V. 88 212 
Kettering, Virginia W. 
Residence Hall 4 , 24, 25, 60 
Keyes, Kimberly M. 88 237 
Kiesler, Joe 189 
Kiko Jr. , Richard T. 104, 105, 
190, 245 
Kilbane, Terry 186 
Killian , Dan 38, 41 
Kimmel, Julie A. 88 174, 212 
Kimmel, Martin J . 245 
Kincaid, Gary 41 
Kindler, Thomas S. 88 193, 
228 
King, Cynthia 166 
King, D. 146 
King, Julia M. 88 166, 228 
Kinsel, Barb 186 
Kinser, Daniel 88 212 
Kinser, Kevin 32, 37, 50, 174 
Kinzel , Daniel J. 88 228 
Kinzel, Gregory D. 245 
Kirkpatrick, Darryl L. 88 212 
Kirkpatrick, Dwayne L. 245 
Kirwan, Kelly 105 
Kitching, Carol A. 88 212 
Klanac, Patrick W. 245 
Klco, Brother Dan 194 
Kleinhenz, Fred A. 88 237 
Kleinholz, Kent A. 177, 245 
Klocke, D. 166 
Klocke, Peter J. 88 228 
Kloss, Christine F. 88 170, 
212 
Klosterman, Linda 170, 173, 
190 
Klus, John 245 
Knapke, Mark G. 88 212 
Kneeland, Jennifer A. 88 237 
Kneisly, Cee Bee 185 
Knese, Kathleen 186 
Knicaid, Gary 40 
Knight, Negele 137, 138 
Knisley, Car a 88 212 
Knochelmann, Christina L. 88 
212 
Knopp, Christy 125 
Koeller, Jeff 170 
Koif, Scott F. 245 
Kokenge, John 177, 240 
Kollar, William A. 88 212 
Konikowski, Mary Rose 88 12, 
27, 212, 253 
Konkoly, John 165, 177 
Konopinski, Ann M. 245 
Koon, Lauren M. 88 228 
Kopp, Timothy J . 88 212 
Korth, Christine T. 245 
Korzan, Rory 174 
Kosieniak, Julie 166 
Kost, Rich 174 
Kostomay, Deidre A. 88 237 
Kottak, Steve 88 228 
Kovalik, Dan 45 
Kovats, Lisa A. 88 165, 189, 
228 
Kowalewski, Judy 185 
Kowalski, Karin 182 
Kowanaugh, Kevin 155 
Kozlowski, Michael T. 88 228 
Krach, Gerald V. 88 228 
Krack , Jerry 178 
Kraft , Alanna 105 
Kraft, Peter 88 212 
Kralik, Anne 88 212 
Kramek, Melissa M. 88 213 
Kramer, Ann C. 88 228 
Krapf, Rebecca A. 88 185, 
237 
Krasicki, Kim 181 
Krasne, Jay 177 
Kraus, David J. 88 228 
Krawczonek, Mary Ann 113, 
165, 166, 193, 245 
Krekeler, Margaret L. 88 237 
Kremer, Kathy 39 
Kremer, Lucy 193 
Kremer, Phillip M. 88 228 
Kremer, Steven J . 88 228 
Kreutzjans, Karen 170, 190 
Krieg, Brian 198 
Kroeger, Ken 88 213 
Kroll , Katherine A. 88 213 
Kronk, Jim 33, 65, 89, 173, 
198, 199 
Kronke, Jennifer 88 213 
Krsacok, Stephen J. 88 213 
Krueger, Cathy 173, 181 
Krumholtz, Besty 185 
Kruse, John 198 
Kruty, Michele 133 Lechleiter, Jeannie 182 Lorenzo, Margarita 88 185, Markley, Pam 88 214 
Kuether, Josh 194 Lee, Kelly A. 88 229 229 Marshall, David 0 . 246 
Kuley, Sharon 88 213 Leffew, Bill 166, 169 Loreski, Joseph C. 88 229 Martich, Christina 169 
Kuprionis, John A. 88 213 Lehman, Timothy W. 246 Lottes, Peggy 186 Martin, Diane 169 
Kurzwell, Joseph 88 213 Leipold, Brian 166, 169 Love, Perry 194, 195 Martin, Thomas A. 189, 190, 
Kuss, Carol L. 88 166, 213 Leisten, Jeff 194, 195 Love, Tim 177 246 
Kwiej, Timothy J. 177, 190, Lemon, Christopher 0. 246 Lovecchio, John W. 88 229 Mary Lou Spang 85 
245 Lenehan, John 178 Lowes 32 Marycrest 20, 23 
Kyle, Theresa 88 229 Lennon, John J . 88 165, 229 Lubelski, David R. 246 Mascolino, Margie 189 
Leonard, Timothy J. 88 213 Lucas, Kathryn A. 88 197, Maselko, Thomas E. 193, 246 
leprechauns 34 213 Mason, J im 25 
Lesinski, Missy 185 Lucas, Martin J. 88 213 Mason, Timothy E. 88 229 
Liberty Hall 28 Luce, Susan L. 88 186, 213 Massa, Tim 193, 198, 201 
library 98 Luck, Stephanie A. 88 214 Massarini, Linda M. 88 214 
Lichtenthan, D. 166 Luckey, Joe 149 Massengill, Christie 185 
LaBeau, George 177 Lickman, Kevin 189 Luraghi, James 177 Masterson, Mike E. 88 229 
Laber, Rozanne M. 88 229 Lusser, Brigitta 189 Masticola, Nancy L. 88 214 
Lackner, Fr. Joseph 27, 68 Lyn, Jamey L. 227 Matejka, James R. 88 230 
Lacombe, Laura M. 88 213 Lynch, John 178 Mather, Lisa H. 88 181, 237, 
Lain, Dr. Larry 72 Lytle, Kathy 88 229 251 
Lally, Michael P. 88 229 Mathew, Mary 169, 197 
Lally, Suzie 169 Mathews, Eric R. 88 105, 214, 
Lambda Chi Alpha 178, 179 255 
Lambda Lambda Lambda 184 Maurek, Margaret 88 181 , 
Lambda Nu 184 198, 214 
Lambert, Laura A. 88 213 Maurer, Becky J. 88 238 
Lamp, Alison 165 Macarthur, Maureen 88 214 Maus, Becky 182 
Lampe, Jacqueline 88 229 Mackenzie, David K. 246 Maxwell, Holli M. 88 214 
Lampe, Jean M. 88 213 Maddock, Julia E. 182, 246 Mayer, Patty 181 
Landlord 29, 199 Maginn, Elizabeth A. 88 214 Mayer, S. 166 
Lang, Lisabeth A. 88 229 Maher, John P. 88 214 Mayhan, Audra 166, 173 
Langenbrunner, Doug L. 246 Maher, Rosemary L. 88 185, Mazanec, Jo Ann M. 88 165, 
Langenfeld, Lee Ann 88 170, 214 182, 189, 230 
213 Mahoney, Gregory P. 88 229 Mazur, Trinette 201 
Langenkamp, Ann 169 Malloy, Kathleen A. 88 185, McAndrew, Kevin 19, 59 
Lanphere, Jeffrey T. 88 213 214 McBride, Robert J . 88 214 
Lanski, Christopher J. 177, Maloney, Constance M. 88 McBryan, Betsy 182 
246 229 McCabe, Joe 193 
Lanza, Valerie 88 229 Manahan, Gerald A. 88 237 McCabe, Kelly M. 88 238 
LaPlante, Gail 81, 166, 186, Manchester, David L. 170, McCaffery, Ann M. 88 214 
268, 269 246 McCalla, Shawn 178 
Lappe, Francis Moore 56 Manes, Michael 83 McCarthy, Kelly 182 
Larger, Tim E. 246 Lieske, David S. 88 229 Mangan, Pat 178, 179 McCarthy, Kerry E. 88 230 
Lash, Joseph W. 88 229 Lima, Julianne E. 88 229 Mangano, Constance I. 88 214 McCartney, Michelle 177 
Lathrop, Kelly 105 Lins, Darren J . 88 213 Mangiardi, Eric K. 88 54, 229 McCarty, Gavin 22 
Laughery, Michelle 173, 181 Linsenmeyer, Amy S. 88 229 Mann, Lora A. 88 214 McCarty, Kevin R. 88 178, 
Lauver, Beth 20 Lintz, Matt 178 Manning, Lori J . 88 237 214 
Lavelle, Kevin J. 88 229 Lippoli, Valerie 169 Manning, Michael 69, 177, McClain, Carol L. 88 169, 238 
Lawler, Donna L. 88 193, 213 Lischke, Gregory M. 246 198, 246 McCloskey, John T. 88 214 
Lawless, Matthew W. 88 213 Little, Shari 186 Manzardo, Kathleen C. 88 McConn, Lynda 23 
Lawnview 32 Livecchi, Gary M. 88 213 182, 214 McCormick, Brian 6 7 
Lawrence, E. Patrick 88 213 Loedding, Patricia 88 213 Marano, Gloria M. 88 165, McCormick, Shawn 170 
Lawrence, Leah 88 213 Loeffler, Christine M. 88 229 229 McDermott, Guy R. 88 214 
Lawrie, Jeannie 194 Loftus, Shawn 170 Marcello, Lisa A. 88 214 McDermott, James D. 246 
Lawson, John F. 177, 246 Logsdon, Kurt 165, 178 Marianist community 195 McDermott, Theresa 17 
Lazarus, Francis 80 Lomond, John S. 88 229 Marianist Rallies 187 McDermott, Thomas E. 246 
Leahy, David P. 170, 246 Long, Brett D. 88 229 Maring, Kenneth C. 246 McDonnell, Greg 193, 246 
Lechleiter, Alice 182 Long, Julie 165, 189 Marino, Ken 170 McEllistrem, Cathy 189 
McGarry, Annette M. 246 
McGillivary, Patrick N. 88 230 
McGinnis Center 32, 33 
McGlynn, Larry 198 
McGowan, Paul B. 88 230 
McGroarty, Michele 193 
McHugh, Brian P. 177, 246 
McHugh, Colleen 182 
McKee, Cathy A. 88 182, 214 
McKenna, Kelly 88 214 
McKenzie, Maureen 88 230 
McKeown, Chrissy 186, 193 
McKinney, Nancy B. 246 
McLaughlin, Daniel J. 165, 
194, 246 
McLeod, Heather H. 88 214 
McMahon, Dawn 185 
McManus, Michael C. 88 230 
McMillan, Jenny 125 
McMillan, Todd 88 230 
McNulty, Colleen 12 
McPolin, John 88 230 
McQuate, Ronald S. 88 230 
Meakin, Kathleen M. 88 230 
Mee, Mike 173 
Mee, Molly 185 
Meehan, Megan 181, 201 
Meehan, Patrick 178 
Meehan, Timothy E. 246 
Meiman, Tom J . 88 189, 201, 
230 
Mellott, Elizabeth A. 88 238 
Merry Christmas 65 
Mescher, Eric R. 88 238 
Mesh, Peter 88, 192, 193, 
194 
Messitt, Patricia M. 88 214 
Mestemaker, Amy L. 88 189, 
214 
Metzger, Michele L. 88 166, 
230 
Metzinger, Brian 177 
Meyer, Amy L. 88 230 
Meyer, Linda 88 230 
Meyer, Lisa 174 
Meyer, Patty 201 
Miceli, Lynn 182 
Michael, Mary T. 88 238 
Middendorf, Joe 177 
Mikels, Steven R. 246 
Miklausich, Daneen A. 88 230 
Miklosey, Bob 6 
Militello, Laura G. 88 214 
Miller, Andrew G. 88 166, 
214 
Miller, Charles F. 88 189, 214 
Miller, Christine M. 88 181, 
215 
Miller, Donna 173, 190 
Miller, Elizabeth M. 88 215 
Miller, Gary L. 88 177, 215 
Miller, Jane M. 88 166, 230 
Miller, Jeff 42, 50, 68, 81, 99, 
195, 241, 246, 249, 250, 
251, 255 
Miller, Judy L. 88 238 
Miller, Kevin W. 88 171, 215 
Miller, Mary E. 88 215 
Miller, Pamela A. 88 215 
Miller, Scott 194 
Miller, Tony 105 
Mills, Andrea 182 
Mills, E.J. 105 
Minadeo, Paul M. 88 230 
Minard, Joletta 177 
Minardi, Teresa M. 88 215 
Minarik, Carol J. 88 175, 215 
Mini-Mag 66 
Minority Student Affairs 92 
Miranda, Anthony J . 165, 178, 
246 
Misko, Ron 194 
Mission Impossible 44 
Mock, Russell 179 
Mocny, Peter P. 88 230 
Moder, Anne 186 
Modie, Scott A. 88 230 
Moellering, Mary E. 88 215 
Molnar, Missy 197 
Moloney, Joe 178 
Mom and Dad 31 
Morris, Eugene "Mercury" 199 
Morris, Tricia 125 
Moscato, Denine 105 
Moss, Jonna 88 230 
Mottice, Nancy 79 
Mrs. Sue Federspiel 89 
Mucci, Ann M. 88 230 
Muckerman, Lynn 194 
Muerle, K. 146 
Mulkerrin, Susan M. 88 215 
Mullaney, David J. 88 215 
Mullaney, Sara 190 
Mullen, Christy 88 201, 215 
Mulligan, Alissa 82 
Mulligan, Mary A. 88 215 
Mundy, Susan 20 
Murphy, Ann 182 
Murphy, Kathy 125 
Murphy, Mark 178 
Murray, Colleen 170 
Murray, Jack 23 
Murray, Joseph M. 88 247 
Musick Jr., Richard L. 88 230 
Musselman, Michael E. 88 230 
Myers, Dean 166 
Myers, Scott 178 
Myers, William D. 88 215 
Monaghan, Lorraine 88 166, Naber, Bill 178 
193, 197, 238, 268, 269 Nagaraja, Chandra 201 
Monnin, Julie 125 Nagy, Noelle 105 
monster of all monsters 82 Napoleon, Steven J . 88 230 
Montavon, Letitia M. 88 238 Nardini, Carol 186 
Montgomery, Angela D. 88 Nardone, Ottavio 88 215 
215 Nash, Maura E. 88 182, 230 
Montgomery, Daniel F. 88 215 National Society of Black 
Montgomery, Michael J . 88 • Engineers 92 
50, 197, 215 Nauseef, John P. 88 166, 230 
Mooney, Kevin T. 246 Naymik, Mark 16 
Moore Jr., Darrel S. 88 247 Nealon, Carolyn D. 88 231 
Moore, Dale G. 246 Nealy, Maureen 44 
Moore, Diane M. 88 215 Neary, Dawn M. 88 231 
Moore, Gina L. 88 230 Nedz, Charles M. 88 215 
Moorman, Colette E. 88 215 Nelsen, Lisa 174, 182 
Morais, Luis 177 Newton Jr., Duane W. 88 
Moran, Debra I. 88 166, 173, 189, 215 
230 Ney, N~ncy 88 231 
Moran, Michele 181 Nicholson, Mike 111 
MORE 28 Niedzielzski, Jim 194, 197 
Morelli, Jo 186, 192 Niekamp, Lisa 186 
Moresea, George 189, 201 Niemer, Marianna 170 
Morlan, Brad S. 88 215 Niemiec, Teresa S. 88 215 
Morradian, P. 146 Niquette, Mary E. 88 231 
Noelker, Bill G. 88 215 
Norman, Lori A. 88 215 
Novak, Jim 177 
Novello, Joe 198 
Nowacki, Kim 172 
Nowak, James S. 88 247 
Nowak, Theresa 88 193, 247 
Nyhlen, Peter W. 88 247 
O'Brien, Dorothy A. 88 215 
O'Brien, John F. 88 177, 231 
O'Connell, Chuck 178 
O'Connor, Michael S. 88 165, 
247 
O'Donnel, Timothy 88 215 
O'Donnell, Drew 189 
O'Donnell, Molly 181 
O'Donnell, Patty 194 
O'Keefe, Doug 177 
O'Keefe, Suzanne 88 216 
O'Ker, Kathy 201 
O'Leary, Bridgette 32 
O'Leary, Wil 169 
O'Malley, Michael J . 88 178, 
216 
O'Malley, Tina 201 
O'Neill, Dave 201 
O'Neill, Katherine 181 
O'Regan, Eileen 174 
O'Reilly Hall 6 
Obarski, Lori 185 
Oberst, Jeffrey H. 88 231 
Oboy, Scott 201 
Ocasio, Angel 198 
Oderfer, Kristyn E. 88 215 
Odonnell, Timothy A. 88 231 
Oess,. Eric 198 
Offenberger, T. 166 
Ogburn, Thomas E. 88 11 , 69, 
198, 201 , 231 
Oglesbee, Tamara L. 88 125, 
166, 231 
Okeefe, Douglas W. 88 231 
Oker, Kathy 181 
Oktoberfest 199 
Oladimeji , Bukola T. 88 216 
Oladimeji, Celeste M. 88 24 7 
Oladimeji, Folake S. 88 216 
Oliveira, Gary W. 88 216 
Olivier, Karen A. 88 231 
Olson, Brian P. 88 24 7 
Onorato, Cynthia 88 185, 216 
Orbash, Gregory A. 88 189, 
247 
Ording, Jeffrey C. 88 247 
Orihill, Colleen 38 
Ormiston, Camille M. 88 216 
Ormsby, Kelly A. 88 185, 231 
Orschell, Jeff 189, 190 
Osborne, Maureen M. 88 76, 
216 
Osekoski, Christine 186 
Osika, Daniel B. 88 247 
Oster, Michael R. 88 247 
Owen, Jon 177 
Owens, Michelle R. 88 174, 
216 
Oxford, Mimi 185 
Paccione, Stephen J. 88 216 
Pachucy, Joe 88 247 
Palcic, Kevin M. 88 231 
Palermo, Patrick 82 
Palmatary, Marlene M. 88 238 
Palumbo, Mark F. 88 247 
Panhellenic Council 184 
Paris, Thomas M. 88 24 7 
Parisi, Victoria I. 88 216 
Parker, Amy M. 88 231 
Parker, Angela M. 88 247 
Parker, Cynthia J. 88 231 
Parker, John 177 
Parker, Lynn 194 
Parkhurst, Suzi 185 
Parsons, Steve 177 
Partyka, Mark J. 88 177, 24 7 
Passilla, Karen M. 88 216 
Patrizio, Frank J. 88 231 
Patrouch, Denise 177 
Patrouch, Kathy 177 
Patterson, Tom 198 
Patton, Sean D. 88 231 
Patton, Troy 149 
Paulus, D. 166 
Paulus, William A. 88 165, 
170, 190, 247 
Pauly, Joan E. 88 169, 238 
Pavlik, Carol 186 
Payne, John 177 
Pearson, John P. 88 216 
Pearson, Nanette M. 88 231 
Pelc, Doritta S. 88 181, 238 
Pelekoudas, Alex 58 
Perfetto, Tony 28 
Performing and Visual Arts 
Department 38 
Perkins Jr., Donald J. 88 247 
Pero, Colleen 4, 33, 48, 66, 
80, 100, 161, 166, 167, 268, 
269 
Pero, Mary Beth 88 186, 194, 
216 
Perron Jr., Edward M. 88 216 
Perry, Mark 190 
Peterman, Ed 177 
Peters, Mary C. 88 247 
Petersmark, Jennifer L. 88 
182, 216 
Peterson, Charles J. 100 
Peterson, Douglas E. 88 24 7 
Peterson, Julie 181 
Peterson, Scott 140, 142, 
174, 175 
Petrando, Michael J. 88 247 
Petrosky, Elizabeth A. 88 216 
Petrucci, Tony 105 
Petty, Joanna S. 88 169, 238 
Pfeifer, Jeff 178, 198, 199, 
201 
Pfeiffer, Dan 196, 273 
Phillips, Stephen E. 88 238 
Phillips, Steven B. 88 24 7 
Philpot, Teresa 201 
Piekutowski, Marianne 88 174, 
247 
Piller, Katherine M. 88 216 
Pinkelman, Timothy P. 155, 
191 
Piotrowicz, Kevin 88 247 
Pipan, Karen 181 
Pipoly, Elizabeth 194 
Pitstick, Gregory J. 88 231 
Pittman, Steve 105, 136 
Placke, B. 146 
Platt, James P. 88 216 
Plattenburg, Anne M. 88 216 
Plaza 39, 65, 98 
Pleasant, Tobette 105, 130, 
133 
Plowshares for Peace 46 
Plummer, Angela 173 
Po, Debbie 88 216 
Pohlman, Kevin 88 190, 24 7 
Polito, Vicky A. 88 216 
Ponticello, Bob 12 
Poorman, James P. 88 165, 
200, 201, 247 
Porembski, Francine M. 88 
238 
Post'n low 56 
Potokar, Dave 69 
Potyrala, Brother Russ 194 
Powell, Amy B. 88 182, 238 
Powell, Janice 166 
Power, Joan M. 88 54, 211, 
231 
Powers, Angela R. 88 216 
Powers, Carrie A. 88 216 
Powers, Debbie 194 
Powers, John 56 
Powwell, Janice 182 
Pratt, Michael G. 88 178, 216 
Prenger, Marla 166 
Prestel, Sandra L. 88 238 
Prevish, Dave 201 
Prevish, John D. 88 247 
Prevish, Thomas D. 88 165, 
201, 247 
Price, Andrew R. 248 
Prisby, Michael J. 88 166, 231 
Pritts, Michelle D. 88 216 
Psyched 37 
Psychology Club 171 
Pudlowski, Beth A. 88 231 
Pulsinelli, Mary A. 88 216 
Pupkiewicz, David 177 
Pyle, Matthew 201 
Quackenbush, George M. 88 
178, 217 
Quinn, Amy 181 
Quinn, Jim 18 
Quinn, Patrick A. 88 105, 
146, 147, 217 
Quinn, Tim 170, 177 
Quirk, Teresa M. 88 231 
Racanelli, Connie 125 
Rademacher, Jim 178 
Rafferty, Chris A. 88 231 
Rafter, Thomas F. 88 191, 
217 
Raibert, Bob 155 
Raiteri, Steve 48, 169 
Raju, Sandy R. 190, 248 
Ramon, Alejandro 88 231 
Ramsey, Mark 92 
Ramsey, Sue 131 
Rang, Dr. Jack 72 
Raoall, Laura 197 
Rasey, Pam 105, 131, 134 
Rathz, David 178 
Rawlins, Keith 194 
Ray, Kathy 169, 197 
Ray, Thomas R. 88 105, 231 
Redder, Paul 1 77 
Ree, Michael E. 88 231 
Reed, Elizabeth A. 88 238 
Reed, John T. 94, 165, 190, 
248 
Reesman, Mary 146 
Reiling, Mary A. 88 217 
Reilly, Eileen 182 
Reisch, Susan L. 88 217 
Renneker, Scott 201 
Renspie, Connie 182 
Rephotz, Christopher J. 88 
217 
Requarth, Monique E. 88 217 
Resta, Colleen F. 88 238 
Reyes, Celia M. 88 238 
Reynolds, Laura A. 88 169, 
217 
Rho Little Sisters 180 
Rho Rho Rho Fraternity 180 
Richards, Mark R. 165, 248 
Richards, Wade 165 
Richardson, Kevin P. 88 173, 
217 
Richardson, Suzanne C. 88 
238 
Riedl, Susan M. 88 217 
Riefke, Kevin M. 88 178, 217 
Rielly, Kathleen A. 88 217 
Rini, Chris 177 
Rini, Christine A. 88 217 
Rini, Christopher 88 217 
Riordan, Danielle 201 
Rizner, Mary Beth 181 
Roach, Lawrence 88 231 
Road Trip Supplies 31 
Roark, Carol 88 217 
Robbins, Leslie A. 88 182, 
238 
Roberto, Jon M. 88 217 
Roberts, Edward A. 88 217 
Roberts, Michael L. 248 
Robinson, Christopher J. 88 
33, 231 
Robinson, Leonard E. 248 
Robinson, Michele 186 
Rock, Thomas P. 88 166, 
194, 195, 217 
Rockhill, Ernie 88 232 
Rogan, Joseph H. 88 232 
Rogers, Rhonda M. 88 182, 
217 
Rogers, Timothy J. 88 201, 
217 
Rogers, Tracy D. 88 181, 232 
Rohrberg Jr., Richard P. 88 Salvadore, Ben 45 Schaffer, Paul 166 Sendelbach, Karin M. 88 218 
238 Salyer, Ronald P. 248 Schapiro, Jim 58 Seneca, Anne 186 
Holinski, R. 166 Sanborn, Jay 178 Schaps, Brian 150, 151 Senior, Amy 181, 201 
Romero, Jesus R. 88 44, 201, Sanchez, Vanessa 182 Schenkel, Timothy B. 88 166, Sercer, Nick 169, 198 
218 Sandmann, Amyn 182 232 Sercer, Pegeen C. 88 13, 181, 
Rook, Dale 178 Sans Quickness 31 Scherer, Kevin J . 88 218 218 
Rorres, G. 146 Sansalone, Pamela C. 170, Scherer, Kim 189 Serraile, Anthony 248 
Rose, Michael H. 248 248 Schertler, Diane M. 88 218 Sexton, Heather 125, 166 
Roth, Brett C. 248 Santana, Rafael J . 88 232 Schiel, Raymond K. 88 37, Sexton, Raymond M. 88 232 
Roth, Sue 186 Santella, Kevin P. 248 38, 174, 218 Seyer, David H. 88 142, 178, 
Rough, Andrew F. 88 232 Sapita, R. Scott 88 166, 232 Schields, Noel M. 88 219 218 
Rowan, Kevin 88 49, 218 Sargent, Mark 194 Schill, Gene 161 Shanahan, Brigid 88 219 
Rowe, Mary Elizabeth 125 Sartori, Jeffrey C. 88 166, Schimmoeller, Karl 190 Shank, Kenneth E. 248 
Rowland, Richard C. 248 232 Schimmoller, Nancy 165 Sharosky, Brian A. 88 219 
Royce, Jerry 248 Sayer, Natalie 186, 248 Schimp, Frederick P. 88 218 Sharp, Dan 1 77 
Royce, Tom 169 Scanlan, Greg 68, 194 Schlegel, Ken 88 232 Shay, Patrick 88 232 
Rozelle, Craig 177 Scanlan, Michael 88 173, 178, Schmenk, Debra A. 88 218 Sheridan, Nick 155, 248 
Rozzo, Lisa 88 232 193, 239 Schmidlin, Katie 185 Sherman, Tana 186 
Rubb, Stephen 169 Scanlon, Kelly A. 88 218 Schneider, Carol S. 88 239 Sherwin, Carrie D. 88 169, 
Rudy the Flyer 67 Schneider, Thomas A. 88 166, 239 
Ruen, Lenore J. 88 218 218 Shi E-Tischer, Jacqueline 88 
Ruff, Dion 165 Scholik, Lori A. 88 186, 218 219 
Ruff, Sonja M. 88 232 School of Business 84, 85, 89 Shields, Laurie 248 
Ruffolo, Rick 198 School of Engineering 94, 172 Shipley, Thomas J . 88 219 
Rufo, Anne 193 Schorr, Kelly A. 88 232 Shiring, Jeffrey 88 232 
Rugby Football Club 155 Schrieber, M. 166 Shuetz, Kathryn 169 
Russa, Lisa 197 Schubert, Jennifer A. 88 239 Shuler, Debra A. 88 166, 219 
Russell, Cyndi L. 88 218 Schueller, Stephanie 125 Shuler, Tim 166 
Russell, John 165 Schuermann, John 105 Shultz, Kathleen L. 88 232 
Russo, Brian A. 88 218 Schuette, Robert A. 88 37, Shumaker, Linda 186 
Russo, Christine 65 40, 41, 82, 174, 189, 218 Siemer, John 198 
Russo, Lisa 194 Schuetz, K. 166 Sietz, Dave 178 
Russo, Patrick L. 248 Schuh, Susan 173 Sigma Tau Epsilon 184, 187 
Ryan, Chris 151 Schuler, Patrick W. 88 218 Significant other 54 
Ryan, Kelly 181 Schultz, Marie P. 88 218 Silone Jr. , James E. 88 219 
Ryan, Michael W. 248 Schulz, Kathy 181 Simmons, Curtis L. 88 219 
Ryan, Terrence W. 88 146, Schutte, Kristy 189 Simmons, Teresa 88 232 
232 Schwarzmeuller, Kim 185 Simon, Dan 40, 41, 198 
Ryan, Tom 146, 147 Schweingfuss, Mark 248 Simon, Lori J . 88 232 
Rybak, Dennis 88 218 Schweitzer, Ann 193 Simon, Sherry A. 88 170, 
Rymarowicz, Chuck 177 Schweitzer, Jim 178 171, 219 
Schweitzer, Laura 193 Simpson, Joe 194 
Schwoebel, Mary 88 218 Simpson, Martin 177 
Scott, Dr. 165 Sine, Jack 105 
Sears, J eni 185 Singleton, Kimberly 190, 248 
Secoda, Rosemary 173, 189, Sink Jr., Robert D. 248 
190 Sippel, Susan C. 88 169, 239 
S.W.A.P.S. 196 See ya' tonight 54 Sir!, Kim 197 
Sack, Gina 174, 181 Seelinger, Greg W. 88 69, Sisko, David E. 88 232 
Sagritalo, Ed 28, 193, 194 146, 147, 232 Sit-in 44 
Sahukar, Anita 181 Seeman, Chris 178 Siuda, Michael V. 88 232 
Salamon, Paul E. 248 Seibert, Tracey 186 Skalski, Chris J . 88 219 
Saletta, Mary C. 88 185, 201, Scanlon, Mary K. 88 182, 218 Seidenschmidt, Jim 248 Skapik, C. Casey 88 232 
218 Scarpelli, Thomas A. 88 218 Seitz, Karen S. 88 218 Skeffington, Sean 58 
Salha, Aiman 166 Scatena, Tom 105 Seitz, Rich 178 Skelton, Jim 169 
Saliba, Dr. Tony 176 Schaefer, Barbara T. 88 218 Selby, Ken 88 218 Skill, Dr. Tom 72 
Salivaras, Lynne 185 Schaefer, Pamela A. 88 239 Selesnik, Andy 177 Skuce, Molly 193 
Salm, Douglas J. 88 218 Schaeffer, Jim 194 Selka, Dr. Larry 38 Slater, Mary E. 88 166, 232 
Sliwa, Curtis 199 Srras, Muhammad A-GH 88 Stock, Karen 182 Tartuffe 38, 39 
Sliwa, Susan M. 170, 190, 249 219 Stoner, Jeff 189, 190 Taubner, Val 249 
Slogan, Kim 182 St. Joseph Hall 9, 42 Stop and Steal 29 Taylor J r. , Donald 88 233 
Smiddy, David D. 88 239 St. Patrick's Day 34 Storrs, Timothy B. 249 Taylor, Amy 88 220 
Smith, Adam 178 Staab, Jeff 196 Stough, Charlotte J . 88 233 Taylor, Chris 88 220 
Smith, Brian 189 Stack, Sandra K. 88 219 Strand, Rebecca M. 88 173, Taylor, Patrice 193 
Smith, Eric 36, 38, 40, 174 Stagg Bowl 4 194, 195, 220 Taylor, Tina 88 220 
Smith, Gregory T. 88 232 Stalla, Linda J . 88 185, 239 Striker, Mark 189, 190 Telecky, Barbara 88 233 
Smith, Karen E. 88 219 Stander, Chris 166 Stropki, Mary J . 88 233 Telecky, Diane M. 88 233 
Smith, Kelly A. 88 219 Staniskis, Vincent G. 88 189, Strunks, Greg 16, 165 Templin, Kathy 193 
Smith, Mark R. 88 233 219 Struntz Jr ., James P. 88 233 Templin, Lawrence W. 88 233 
Smith, Sarah F. 88 182, 219 Staniszewski, Paul E. 88 233 Student Government Templin, Michelle M. 88 78, 
Smith, Steve 160 Stapf, Mandy 88 185, 198, Association 198, 199 79, 220 
Smola, Elizabeth A. 88 219 201, 219, 222 Studio Theatre 17 5 Terrell, Antaun Y. 88 220 
Snell, Carmen L. 88 182, 219 Stuhmueller, Mark C. 88 220, T eta, Robert J . 249 
Snell, Molly 88, 186 227 Tewksbury, Charlotte 194 
Snider, Christopher W. 249 Sturtevant, Margaret A. 88 The 'Rents 65 
Snider, Michael D. 249 220 The Bookstore 25 
Snoots, Charlie 113 Subler, Diane K. 88 220 The Fifteen-Minute Hamlet 
Sobczak, Gail 170, 173 Subler, Jill 125 175 
Sobolewski, Lauren M. 88 Suchoza, Karl A. 249 The Hilton on the Hill 4 
169, 180, 181, 239 Suffoletto, Thomas J. 88 233 The Lesson 17 5 
Socci, Bob 134 Suhar, Mary T. 88 233 The Pub 18, 20, 21 , 33 
Society of Women Engineers Sullivan, Julieann 88 218 The Shed 206 
95, 172 Sullivan, Kas 181 The Time of Your Life 37 
Soldner, Lori A. 88 239 Sullivan, Maureen E. 88 239 Thees, Michelle 181 
Soller, Greg 177 Sullivan, Michael R. 88 233 Theil, Tom 173 
Solomon, Mary 186 Sullivan, Reverend Leon 56, Theta Phi Alpha 184 
Solomon, Teresa 170 92 Thiel, Theresa 177 
Somerfeldt, Cynthia M. 88 Summerville, Debbie 198 Thiele, Eric T. 249 
233 Sumpter, James 149 Thiele, Scott 178 
Songer, Douglas A. 88 219 Sundra, Jenny 186, 193 Thomas, Karen 125, 186 
Sontag, Dave 177 Sunkes, Julie A. 88 239 Thomas, William 177 
Sorrell, Christopher A. 88 219 Sura, Nancy L. 88 233 Thomes, Andrew M. 249 
Sorrell, Thomas S. 249 Suriano, Jim 170 Thompson, Alyssa 125, 166 
Spangler, Jerry 170 Stapleton, Thomas F. 88 219 Suttman, Eric 33 Thorne, Amy 33, 69, 182 
Spangler, Jill A. 88 219 Starmack, Michelle M. 88 174, Sutton, Beverly C. 88 233 Thornton, Dave 201 
Spanyer, Andy 193 220 Svete, David W. 88 233 Three Man 59 
Sparks, Tammy 173 Starzec, Suzann M. 88 233 Sweitzer, Laura 105 Tibaldi, Susan 185 
Spears, Jim 178 Staub, Ben 177 Swetoha, Gregory 88 233 Tibaldi, Susan M. 88 185, 233 
Spellacy, Michael A. 88 219 Staub, Mary T. 88 169, 239 Swetoha, L. 146 Tim's 55, 65 
Spence, Amy 194 Stauber, Thaddeus J. 88 233 Swisher, Steve 178 Tipp, Steven J . 88 220 
Spencer, John 32, 166 Stautberg, Pam 170, 194 Szendrey, Dan 105, 149 Tippy, Bill 88 220 
Spencer, Lori S. 88 219 Stedwill, Lisa A. 88 194, 220 Szeplaki, Joe 177 Tischer, Jackie 181 
Spieles, Chris J . 88 164, 166, Steel, Kim 125, 173 Szink, Tim P. 88 233 Tischer, James 88 220 
189, 219 Steffen, Katie 173, 193, 198 Szumski, Ron 88 233 Tisdale, B. 146 
Spina, Amy M. 88 185, 219 Stehlin, Connie L. 88 233 Szustak, Scott L. 67, 176, Tismo, J. Pierre 88 173, 220 
Spiwak, Colleen M. 88 39, Steigmeyer, Sarah 182 177, 196, 197, 198 Titus, John 177 
174, 175, 219 Stein, Eileen 131 Tomasheski, Matthew L. 249 
Spoelker, Jeff 193 Steinlarge, Victoria M. 88 189, Toye, Sue M. 88 234 
Sports Information Department 220 Tornetta, Meg 181 
147 Stengel, Matthew S. 249 Touhey, Matthew P. 88 155, 
Spraggins, Timothy 92 Stenger, Gloria G. 249 234 
Spreck, Laura 186 Stewart, June M. 170, 173, Tragesser, Brain 170 
Spring Fling 199 249 Tabor, Rebecca 174 Trapshooting Club 200 
Springer, Karen 182 Stewart, Peter 197 Takacs, Melisa A. 88 220 l rash 29 
Springer, Ray 138 Stickney, Kim 88 105, 233 Talbott, Teresa A. 88 220 Trausch, Patti 28 
Squatters right 54 Stidham, Michelle R. 88 183, Talcott, Melinda R. 88 165, Travinsky, Jenna M. 170, 173, 
Sredinski, Victoria E. 88 185, 198, 220 197, 233 190, 249 
219 Stier, Carey 25 Tane, Van 178 Trayveyor 20 
Sropki, Mary Jo 185 Stinson, Dan 86 Tangeman, John 190 Treinen, Art R. 88 220 
Treon, Julie 169 
Tressler, Jeff A. 88 234 
Triplett, Patricia A. 88 234 
Troha, Kris 181, 201 
Tucker, Ann M. 88 220 
Turley, Steve J. 165, 249 
Turner, Jacqueline 88 93, 220 
Tussenger, Chuck 155 
Tye, Margaret E. 88 220 
Tyler, Charles 165, 200, 201, 
249 
Ubinger, Kathy 170, 173 
Uhl, Bill 138, 139 
Unger, Darlene 168, 169 
University Activities 
Organization 65 
University Scholars 82 
Unverferth, David V. 177, 249 
Up the Organizations Day 93 
Urbandwicz, Robert C. 88 
166, 234 
Utter, Jim 165 
Valentine, Russ 168, 169 
Vallo, Cherie L. 249 
Vanburen, Mark E. 88 220 
Vance, Vicki L. 88 239 
Vandersteur, Derek 170 
Vangel, Kathryn E. 88 234 
VanWagoner, Kerrie 40, 41 
Varmuza, Steve 45 
Vasko, Cliff 36, 174 
Vator 23 
Vaughters, Robert 92 
Vazquez, Jose R. 88 220 
Verwiel, Therese M. 88 182, 
239 
Vin, Bunthy 166 
Viota, Armando 178 
Viscomi, Jeffrey 88 220 
visiting hours 23 
Vonhoene, Anne L. 88 220 
Vonluhrte, Karl W. 249 
Vucic, Damir J. 88 220 
Vuljanic, Barbara 186 
Vyskocil, Terri 193 
Waddell, Helyn A. 88 221 
Wagoner, Christine M. 88 221 
Wahle, Brenda 194 
Wahle, Dennis A. 249 
Waiting for Godot 175 
Waizmann, David 177 
Waldmann, Dan 177 
Walker, Nancy 5 
Walker, Sheree 182 
Walker, Val 92 
Wallace, Dr. Sam 72 
Wallace, Steven M. 88 234 
Wallis, Pam 193 
Walsh, Ann 88 186, 221 
Walsh, Chris 178 
Walsh, Kevin G. 94, 164, 165, 
176, 177, 249 
Walter, Eric 88 221 
Walton, Thomas G. 88 155, 
234 
Warner, S. 146 
Wanamaker, Ann M. 88 234 
War on Trash 196 
Warisse, Michelle M. 88 10, 
217, 221 
Warnecke, Angela R. 88 221 
Warner, Natalie 88 165, 189, 
234 
Warth, Catherine 28, 59, 68, 
166, 169 
Watson, Susan M. 88 181, 
221 
WDCR-AM 64 48, 83, 206 
We're there 51 
Weber, Loretta L. 88 221 
Webster, Mark C. 88 234 
Webster, Michael R. 88 234 
Wedder, Bettie 18 
Weeks, Chris 88 155, 234 
Wegerzyn, John D. 88 221 
Wehrman, Bill 189, 194 
Wehrman, Margaret M. 88 
193, 221 
Weickert, Eric V. 88 234 
Weidenbach, Joe 173 
Weiffenbach, Jean A. 88 221 
Weihe, Stan J. 88 221 
Weir, James P. 165, 249 
Weisent, Lilly 181 
Weisgram, Sr. Mary Abram 26 
Welch, Mary A. 88 234 
Welch, Tina 182 
Welcome Stadium 6 
Wells, Maureen B. 88 181, 
239 
Wells, Vern 105 
Welsh, Daniel T. 88 221 
Welshofer, Gretchen 39, 174, 
197 
Wenning, Jane M. 88 166, 
234 
Wenning, Judy 169 
Wentz, John 16 
Wernet, Christine 79 
Werts II, Ronald R. 249 
West, Amy M. 88 221 
Whalen, Joseph M. 88 221 
Wheeler, Kimberly K. 88 239 
Whisonant, Mike 178 
Whissel, Pamela L. 88 169, 
186, 221 
Whiting, Bill 178 
Wickham, Jennifer 193 
Wiekcinski, John 178 
Wiesman, Charles G. 88 234 
Wiezbenski, Sheryl A. 88 221 
Wiggins, Jeffrey T. 88 234 
Wilhelm, Kevin 109 
Wilimitis, Cynthia A. 88 239 
Wilkens, Joanie 165, 173 
Wilkin, Wendy 182 
Wilkins, Thomas E. 249 
Wilkinson, Charles J. 88 234 
Wilkinson, Kathleen M. 88 239 
Williams, Cheutaunia 250 
Williams, Fawn M. 88 221 
Willis, Jennifer M. 88 234 
Willoughby, Maria 189 
Wilsbacher, Lisa A. 88 166, 
221 
Wilson, Paul 176, 177 
Winkler, Traci 185 
Winteriest 183 
Winterhalter, Alicia 2, 48 
Wiseman, Liz 186 
Wisniewski, Wayne 105 
Witt, Katerina 68 
Wittman, Peter J. 88 235 
Wittmer, Kathy W. 88 193, 
235 
Wittmer, Susan 193 
Wnek, Kenneth J. 88 166, 
235 
Wnek, Paul R. 88 189, 221 
Wolf, Natalie 29 
Wolohan, Robert H. 88 235 
Wood, Diane L. 170, 173, 
189, 190, 250 
Wood, Glen W. 250 
Wood, Robert W. 88 221 
Wood, Shawn 201 
Woodyard, Mark 177 
Woomer, Amy 182 
Woomer, Brian P. 88 235 
Worley, Melissa 182 
Wright, Erin S. 88 221 
Wright, Jeffrey A. 88 221 
Wright, Jerome H. 88 221 
Wright, William H. 250 
Wurst, Joseph P. 250 
WVUD 83 
Wyers, Andrew 177 
Wygant, Mark 178 
Wynk, Linda 198 
Wynne, Kelly 166 
Yaney, Felicia A. P. 88 220 
Yarbrough, Wendy L. 88 220 
Yarwick, Brenda 125 
Yearbook Week 166 
Yorio, Karen A. 250 
York, John D. 88 235 
Young, Amy 173, 201 
Young, Susan M. 88 221 
Zajac, Joelle M. 88 105, 221 
Zajac, John 198 
Zambito, Christine 185 
Zaremba, Katherine P. 88 221 
Zegarski, Thomas J. 88 189, 
221 
Zeh, Richard 72 
Zeiner, Melissa 177 
Zelesnik, Donna 165 
Zelik, Janine M. 88 221 
Zellar, Susan 194, 197 
Zeller, Steve 177 
Zeller, Theresa J. 88 221 
Zemnickas, Karen 181 
Zenk, Edward W. 250 
Zera, Suzanne M. 88 193, 235 
Zeta Tau Alpha 184 
Zihenni, Haleem N. 177, 250 
Zima, Nicole 125 
Zimbran, Anne E. 189, 250 
Zimmerman, George 81 
Zinger, Paul C. 177, 189, 190, 
250 
Ziolkowski, Mary Jane 88 181, 
239 
Zix, Timothy L. 88 177, 235 
Zlotnik, Mark 178 
Zoppa, Mike 1 77 
Zornes, Connie R. 88 221 
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As editor, I learne d much from the production of the 1988 
Dayton/an. We grew together and produced a book filled with 
frlendahlp that ahlnes between each line of copy and behind 
laces In each picture. The frlenda that helped ua know how much 
work they did, however they do not realize the extent to which 
their support made our book a total succeas. I thank you. 
Colleen 
ictorious. 2,000 people have 
been turned loose on the 
world, with another 2,000 
waiting to take their place. 
The cycle never ends and we 
never fully achieve our goals. 
Learning to balance our expe-
riences helps to make sense of 
it all. An exam, a fire, a sit-in, a relationship; 
some of life's most difficult situations turn into 
our most valuable learning experiences. The es-
sentials of life are unraveled. We are' . 
BALANCING THE BASICS.(] 
Togetherness and sharing are ma-
jor goals of Christmas on Campus. 
Students work hard to make It a 
memorable night for the children 
of the community. 
Judy Butkiewicz 
Two ring leaders of the UAO spon-
sored Ghetto Gallup try to position 
runners for the starting bell. The 
race started In the Plaza early on a 
fall morning. 
The marching band plays a key role 
In keeping spirits high. The trum-
pet player blows "charge" to cheer 
the team onto the field. 
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